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Samenvatting

Op alle computers wordt software uitgevoerd, zoals besturingssystemen, web-browsers, en videospellen, die door miljarden mensen over de wereld worden gebruikt. Daarom is het belangrijk om software van hoge kwaliteit te bouwen, wat alleen mogelijk is met interactive programmeringssystemen die程序员s betrekken in de uitwisseling van correcte en responsieve feedback. Gelukkig maken geïntegreerde software-ontwikkelingsomgevingen dit mogelijk voor vele generieke programmeertalen, door middel van broncodebewerkers met hulpmiddelen zoals syntaxiskleuring en automatische aanvulling.

Daarintegen zijn domeinspecifieke talen programmeertalen die gespecialiseerd zijn voor een specifiek probleem domein, en het daarom mogelijk maken om betere software te schrijven door directe expressie van problemen en oplossingen in termen van het domein. Echter, omdat domeinspecifieke talen gespecialiseerd zijn voor een bepaald domein, en er veel probleem domeineinen zijn, moeten we veel nieuwe domeinspecifieke talen ontwikkelen, inclusief bijbehorende interactieve programmeringssystemen!

Het ontwikkelen van een ad-hoc interactief programmeringssysteem voor een domeinspecifieke taal is ondoenlijk, omdat dit een te grote ontwikkelingsinspanning nodig heeft. Daarom is het onze visie om taalparametrische methodes voor het ontwikkelen van interactieve programmeringssystemen te gebruiken. Een taalparametrische methode neemt als invoer een beschrijving van een domeinspecifieke taal, en implementeert automatisch (delen van) een interactief programmeringssysteem, waardoor ontwikkelingsinspanning wordt verminderd, en domeinspecifieke taalontwikkeling doenlijk wordt. In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we drie taalparametrische in de vijf kernhoofdstukken.

We ontwikkelen een taalparametrische methode voor incrementele naam- en type-analyse, waarbij taalontwikkelaars de naam- en typeregels van hun domeinspecifieke taal specificeren in metatalen (talen die gespecialiseerd zijn in het domein van taalontwikkeling). Uit een dergelijke specificatie leiden we automatisch een incrementele naam- en typeanalyse af, inclusief bewerkingshulpmiddelen zoals codeaanvulling en inline-foutmeldingen.

We ontwikkelen een taalparametrische methode voor het interactief bootstrappen van de metatal compiler van taalwerkbanken. We beheren meerdere versies van metatal compiler, geven expliciet de afhankelijkheden tussen hen aan, en voeren fixpoint bootstrapping uit, waarbij we iteratief metataal compilers op henzelf toepassen om nieuwe versies af te leiden totdat er geen verandering plaatsvindt, of totdat een fout wordt gevonden. Deze bootstrappingbewerkingen kunnen worden gestart en teruggedraaid (wanneer een fout is gevonden) in het interactieve programmeringssysteem van de taalwerkbank.

Ten slotte ontwikkelen we Pipelines for Interactive Environments (PIE), een parametrische methode voor het ontwikkelen van interactieve pijplijnen voor softwareontwikkeling, een superset van interactieve programmeeromgevingen.
Met PIE kunnen pijplijnontwikkelaars bondig pijplijnprogramma’s schrijven in termen van taken en afhankelijkheden tussen taken en bestanden, die PIE vervolgens incrementeel uitvoert. PIE schaalt af naar vele veranderingen met kleine impact, en schaalt op naar grote afhankelijkheidsgrafieken via een incrementeel veranderingsgedreven algoritme.
All computers run software, such as operating systems, web browsers, and video games, which are used by billions of people around the world. Therefore, it is important to develop high-quality software, which is only possible through interactive programming systems that involve programmers in the exchange of correct and responsive feedback. Fortunately, for many general-purpose programming languages, integrated development environments provide interactive programming systems through code editors and editor services.

On the other hand, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) are programming languages that are specialized towards a specific problem domain, enabling better software through direct expression of problems and solutions in terms of the domain. However, because DSLs are specialized to a specific domain, and there are many problem domains, we need to develop many new DSLs, including their interactive programming systems!

Ad-hoc development of an interactive programming system for a DSL is infeasible, as developing one requires a huge development effort. Therefore, our vision is to create and improve language-parametric methods for developing interactive programming systems. A language-parametric method takes as input a description of a DSL, and automatically implements (parts of) an interactive programming system, reducing development effort, thereby making DSL development feasible. In this dissertation, we develop three language-parametric methods throughout the five core chapters.

We develop a language-parametric method for incremental name and type analysis, in which language developers specify the name and type rules of their DSL in meta-languages (languages specialized towards the domain of language development). From such a specification, we automatically derive an incremental name and type analysis, including editor services such as code completion and inline error messages.

We develop a language-parametric method for interactively bootstrapping the meta-language compilers of language workbenches. We version meta-language compilers, explicitly denote dependencies between them, and perform fixpoint bootstrapping, where we iteratively self-apply meta-language compilers to derive new versions until no change occurs, or until a defect is found. These bootstrapping operations can be started and rolled back (when defect) in the interactive programming system of the language workbench.

Finally, we develop PIE, a parametric method for developing interactive software development pipelines, a superset of interactive programming environments. With PIE, pipeline developers can concisely write pipeline programs in terms of tasks and dependencies between tasks and files, which the PIE runtime then incrementally executes. PIE scales down to many low-impact changes and up to large dependency graphs through a change-driven incremental build algorithm.
Preface

My journey to this dissertation started when I was two years old. My grandpa, who knew a lot about computers because he was a computer technician, would regularly let me play on his computer when we visited. At first, he’d teach me to play simple point and click games, painting programs, and colouring book programs. Later on he’d teach me DOS commands, how to navigate in Windows, and – more importantly – how to play SimCity 2000. I of course did not fully understand SimCity at the time, but enjoyed it a lot nonetheless, because it would let me create and destroy cities, and hear ‘bzzt’ a million times. I would usually run out of money pretty fast and have to take several bonds, which quickly lead to bankruptcy. Eventually, I did manage to complete a scenario which rewarded me the key of the city!

My grandpa was also one of the first to have cable internet in the Netherlands, which had a fixed monthly cost in contrast to the by-minute cost of dialup internet, making it a lot more affordable, even though the 64Kb/s speed was horrible. The internet was really a magical experience back then, because it enabled easily chatting with people, finding news, information, games, cheats, jokes, or basically anything. Every day, you’d find something new and exiting.

When visiting my grandparents, I would quickly jump behind the computer and go on the internet, usually playing free online games. One online game that stood out is Graal Online, an MMORPG that plays like Zelda: A Link to the Past, which is still alive as of writing this dissertation. While the online mode of Graal Online is a lot of fun, it also features an offline mode with a level editor, allowing you to create your own worlds. The level editor also includes a script editor with a Java-like scripting language, which was my first foray into programming. I was able to take the offline mode home by compressing it and splitting it across 12 floppy disks, allowing me to build worlds and program from my own computer, which I frequently did. Together with a friend, we designed and programmed our own world and submitted it to the creator of Graal Online, asking for it to be hosted as a ‘playerworld’. Unfortunately, we never got a response.

In 2005, I completed my secondary education at senior (Dutch: HAVO) level. Because of my grandpa’s enthusiasm for computers, teaching me how to use them, letting me regularly use his computer and internet, and learning to program with Graal Online, programming computers became my vocation. However, to be able to go to a university, I’d have to follow two more years of university preparatory education (VWO). Instead I opted to do the more practically-oriented higher professional education (hoger beroepsonderwijs/HBO) at the Institute of Applied (Computer) Sciences in Rijswijk, as I did not want to spend two more years in secondary education, and instead wanted to immediately specialise in software development. I’m very glad to have chosen this option, as I got to meet many like-minded students, learn about
how computers work, learn to properly program in several real programming
languages, and learn how to develop software.

In my last year, I was still looking for a project to graduate on. As usual, I
was procrastinating to the very end and almost got into trouble for not having
a graduation project. Luckily, during one of the robotics labs, Martijn Wisse
from Delft University of Technology (TUDelft) visited and advertised one of his
graduation projects: building a vision system for their autonomous humanoid
football robot, which would compete in RoboCup 2009, Graz, Austria. Together
with fellow student Jonathan Staats, we of course agreed to do this awesome
graduation project. We’d work with the team in the basement of the TUDelft
3mE building (of course they put a robotics team in the basement) to build the
eyes of their robot TUlip, supervised by Boris Lenseigne.

The vision system consisted of two small Linux-based boards with cam-
eras, connected to the robot’s main computer to provide stereo information.
Jonathan worked on writing a Linux device driver for the camera, while I
worked on the software that uses the camera data to detect field lines (Hough
transform) and the ball. TUlip’s main computer would then integrate this data
to determine its position and the position of the ball.

TUlip competed in the Robocup and was able to defend the goal, walk short
distances, kick the ball, and track the ball through our vision system. However,
one of the challenges was to find the ball, dribble it, and then kick it to score,
which turned out to be really hard for our big and heavy bipedal robot with a
realistic humanoid gait. In any case, RoboCup was an awesome experience,
with lots of great football matches with smaller and wheeled robots, lots of like-
minded people, and a lot of fun with our team. In the end, despite not winning
RoboCup, we were able to graduate and receive the title of engineer (ing. in
Dutch). Besides graduating, this project gave me a very high appreciation of
TUDelft and the people working there. The university is far more practical
than I had imagined, and most students/staff are very kind, open-minded,
and motivated, convincing me to study for a master’s degree at TUDelft.

While studying for a master’s degree, I would regularly listen to podcasts
on my bus trip from The Hague to Delft. One of the podcasts I was listing
to at the time was the Software Engineering Radio (SE Radio), founded by
Markus Voelter. Episode 118 was on parsing, with an interview of Eelco
Visser, which surprised me because I recognised him as the lecturer of Delft’s
Compiler Construction course. I found the episode quite interesting, as I
really like programming, and building a parser for a (new?) programming
language had always interested me, but I never quite understood it or had the
time/motivation to dive into it. I thought it was also quite cool that a professor
at my university was being interviewed in my favourite podcast.

In the first semester of the second year, I did the compiler construction
course. I would have done it in the first year, but everyone I talked to at the
introductory week (even other teachers!) recommended me to not do it in
the first year, because it was a really hard course that required a lot of time
investment (a lot more than you’d get ECTS for). While this was definitely true,
I would have liked and be motivated by the course so much that it wouldn’t
have been a problem at all.

In any case, I followed the course, but was slightly discontented. Even though Eelco was the responsible teacher, one of his postdocs, Guido Wachsmuth, was actually teaching the course, so I’d never meet Eelco during the course. Note that this is not a jab at Guido at all, because he did a great job teaching compiler construction. He is very knowledgable, has great-looking slides with a lot of information, and is very supportive of his students. That is, the students that came to the lecture on time at least, as he would usually lock the door when the lecture started to prevent annoyance by late students. I got locked out of half a lecture once because of a flat tire on my bike, oh well. I particularly like Guido’s teaching style of explaining algorithms by showing a lot of examples and actually executing the algorithm step-by-step on the slides, which my brain really appreciates. If you’d want to see the algorithm pseudocode, you can just read the corresponding book or paper.

Besides the lectures, there is also a lab in which you build a compiler and IDE from scratch for the Minijava programming language. To achieve this, we use the Spoofax Language Workbench, which is basically a set of tools to develop programming languages and their interactive programming systems, which is where part of this dissertation’s title comes from. Spoofax was first developed by Karl Trygve Kalleberg as an Eclipse IDE for the Stratego language, but was later developed into a Language Workbench by Lennart Kats, who would sometimes visit the lab (in his cool leather jacket) to help us out. While Spoofax was a bit janky sometimes, as many research tools are, it did enable us to develop a compiler and editor for a programming language – starting without any compiler construction knowledge – in a single semester, how cool is that? This lab got me really enthusiastic about developing programming languages, but also about creating meta-tools (i.e., language-parametric methods) for developing interactive programming systems.

In the follow-up course, Model Driven Software Development, which was actually taught by Eelco Visser, we used our knowledge from the compiler construction course to develop our own domain-specific language (DSL). Again together with Jonathan, we constructed a DSL for our 3D virtual world/game engine, Diversia, which we developed during our time at Rijswijk. It was an event-driven DSL that reacted to events in the game world, and compiled down to LUA scripting code which interacted with the game engine. During the course, there was a guest lecture by Markus Voelter, whose podcast sparked my interest for programming languages in the first place, reminding me of how small the world usually is. It was also quite cool to see Markus after hearing him interview so many people.

The final programming languages related course was a seminar on meta-programming, where we dived into program analysis with Datalog. After this course, I was interested in doing my master’s thesis with the programming languages group, and Eelco agreed to supervise me. Lennart and Karl got me up to speed with Spoofax development in their office. I sat next to Karl for a couple of days, which, now that I think of it, was probably quite annoying for him since I took up half of his desk and invaded his privacy. I moved onto a
separate table in their office after a while, which was still quite nice compared to the separate master student room (Dutch: het master hok). Later on, Guido became more heavily involved with my thesis, as the topic shifted to name analysis, and I ended up doing my master’s thesis on "Language-Parametric Incremental and Parallel Name Resolution".

Before graduating, Eelco asked if I wanted to do a PhD. I knew that doing a PhD was an option, but never really gave it much thought, as I was planning to take a couple of months off and then go into industry. However, after a couple of days, I accepted his offer, and the work on this dissertation begun.
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Introduction

My thesis is that language-parametric methods for developing interactive programming systems are feasible and useful.

All computers run software, such as operating systems, web browsers, chat applications, photo editors, and video games. Software is used on many different computer systems by billions of people around the world, and has become such a crucial part of our lives. Therefore, it is important that we develop high-quality software.

Software consists of programs that control computers, which are developed using programming languages. Typically, these programming languages are General-Purpose Languages (GPLs), supporting the development of many different kinds of software, applicable across many problem domains. To develop high-quality software, we do not only need good programming languages and programmers, but also need high-quality interactive programming systems that involve programmers in the exchange of correct and responsive feedback. Fortunately, for many GPLs, Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) provide correct and responsive interactive programming systems through code editors, editor services, and inline feedback.

On the other hand, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) are programming languages that are specialized towards a specific problem domain. DSLs allow us to develop better software through linguistic abstraction for specific problem domains, supporting direct expression of problems and solutions in terms of the domain, and domain-specific constraint checking. However, because DSLs are specialized towards a specific domain, and there are many problem domains, we need to develop many new DSLs, including their interactive programming systems!

Manually developing an interactive programming system for a DSL is not feasible, as developing one requires a huge development effort [77]. Therefore, our vision is to create and improve language-parametric methods for developing interactive programming systems. A language-parametric method takes as input a description of a language, and automatically implements (parts of) an interactive programming system, reducing the development effort, thereby making DSL development feasible.

We now explore this vision in detail in the rest of this introductory chapter. We cover background information on programming languages, domain-specific languages, and programming systems. We describe interactive programming systems and the challenges in developing them. We describe our vision to tackle these challenges: language-parametric methods for developing interactive programming systems. We summarize our contributions, which show the feasibility and usefulness with concrete instances of these language-parametric methods. Finally, we describe our research methodology and the structure of
1.1 Programming Systems

A programming language is a formal language for writing programs that control computers. Programmers, or software developers, develop software that consist of programs or source code written in one or more programming languages. Therefore, programs are a mechanism to communicate the intent of a programmer to a computer.

Programming languages such as C, Java, and Rust, are General-Purpose Languages (GPLs), supporting the development of many different kinds of software, applicable across many problem domains. New general-purpose programming languages appear less often since developing, evolving, and maintaining one is a large undertaking.

On the other hand, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) are programming languages that are specialized to a specific domain, supporting only the development of solutions to the problem domain \[27\]. Examples of DSLs are Pic, a language for specifying diagrams in terms of boxes and arrows \[11\]; Structured Query Language (SQL) \[23\], a language to declaratively query, modify, and compute data in relational databases; Make \[133\], a declarative language to specify file-based build systems with incremental execution; and Backus–Naur Form (BNF) \[10,82\], a meta-DSL (i.e., a DSL specializing in the domain of languages) to declaratively specify context-free grammars of programming languages.

Domain-specific languages provide several advantages over their general-purpose counterparts. Because a DSL is specialized towards a single domain, it can support direct expression of problems and solutions in terms of the domain. Furthermore, because DSL programs relate directly to the problem domain, a DSL can provide domain-specific syntax and perform domain-specific error checking, statically ruling out wrong programs that could not be restricted by a GPL. Finally, because a DSL program is of a higher level than a GPL program, it is possible to derive multiple semantics from a single DSL program by different interpretations or compilation schemata. However, because DSLs are specialized to a particular domain, and there are many problem domains, we need many DSLs, and they need to be developed \[102\] and maintained \[26\].

A programming system is needed when developing a new language, consisting at least of a compiler that validates programs and transforms them into an executable form \[2\]. For example, the Java programming system consists of the javac compiler which checks and transforms Java source files into Java bytecode Intermediate Representation (IR). The Rust programming system has the rustc compiler which compiles rust source files to machine code. Besides a batch compiler, programming systems typically contain more tooling such as package managers, build systems, interpreters, and debuggers. For example, Rust has the cargo package manager. Java has the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) which executes Java bytecode IR. However, we will focus on a compiler.

Programmers interact with programming systems through a command-line terminal, manually running the batch compiler after they have made changes
to the source code, providing feedback to the programmer in the form of compiler error messages and warnings for invalid programs, or lack thereof for valid programs. While this is a flexible way to develop programs – a programmer can choose to use any source code editor, and run the batch compiler on any operating system in their favorite shell – this development process suffers from several problems.

First of all, there is a disconnect between the programming system and the source code editor: error messages from the batch compiler are not displayed inline, and instead need to be manually traced from the text in the terminal back to the source code, introducing a cognitive gap. Furthermore, batch compilers are typically not responsive: the programmer needs to manually run the batch compiler after making changes to the source code, and wait for feedback, inducing a slow and tedious feedback cycle. Finally, there is a lack of feedback: batch compilers only provide error/warning messages. Editor services such as syntax highlighting, structure outlines, or code completion are missing, because the command-line terminal is restricted to text.

These problems limit programmer productivity. We need an interactive programming system that increases productivity by providing automatic, continuous, and inline feedback to the programmer.

1.2 Interactive Programming Systems

An interactive programming system is a programming system that is designed to involve the user in the exchange of information [68]. In an interactive programming system, there is a continuous exchange of information between the programmer and the system: a feedback cycle where the programmer edits the source code of a program, the system sends back feedback, and so forth.

Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) such as Atom, Eclipse, emacs, IntelliJ, MPS, NetBeans, Notepad++, vim, Visual Studio (Code), and XCode are interactive programming systems for certain programming languages. For example, IntelliJ IDEA is an interactive programming system including built-in support for Java and Kotlin. Interactive programming systems increase productivity by:

• Closing the cognitive gap by providing inline error/warning messages and other interactions directly in terms of the source code through a code editor. For example, regions in the source code with errors are highlighted, show the error message when hovered with the mouse, and support application of quick fixes which directly modify the source code.

• Automatically providing feedback when changes to the source code are made, and providing this feedback in a timely manner.

• Providing better feedback in the form of editor services. For example, syntax coloring provides typographical styling based on the syntactical and semantic meaning of code, structure outlines provide browsable summaries of the source code, reference resolution supports browsing between declarations and references, and code completion provides context-dependent browsing.
and automatic completion of unambiguous source code sentences [114].

However, for a programming system to be truly interactive, it must be correct and responsive. An interactive programming system only provides feedback that is correct, when the process providing that feedback is precise. A responsive interactive programming system provides feedback automatically: without explicit user interaction where possible, and more importantly, in a timely manner.

When an interactive programming system lacks these qualities, productivity is lost. For example, providing an incorrect code completion or quick fix to the programmer, which leads to errors in the code after application, confuses and annoys the programmer. Furthermore, explicitly having to ask for syntax coloring, or waiting for five seconds to get a new structure outline, after modifying the source code, is tedious.

A method to achieve responsiveness in interactive programming systems is incrementality, where the response time is proportional to the impact of a change to the source code. An incremental system achieves this by only recomputing outputs that have been affected by a changed input, while reusing previously computed outputs. For example, typing a character into a code editor (most of the time) does not affect the syntax coloring of the text before and after that new character, requiring only syntax coloring of the newly typed character.

However, responsiveness is only achieved when incrementality is scalable, where the programming system can scale down to many low-impact source code changes, while scaling up to large programs. Since most source code changes have a low impact, few outputs should be recomputed, and response times should be fast, even though programs are large.

Finally, it is important that correctness is still guaranteed in the presence of incrementality and scalability. Developing correct and responsive interactive programming systems is a challenge, which we now review.

1.3 Developing Interactive Programming Systems

Developing interactive programming systems requires the implementation of code editors and editor services for every programming language. Fortunately, IDEs are extensible, supporting reuse of its code editor and editor services by creating a plugin that connects the programming system of a programming language to the editor and editor services of the IDE [114]. Therefore, instead of developing an interactive programming system from scratch for each programming language, we use the code editor and editor services from IDEs.

However, developing responsive and correct interactive programming systems is a challenge, as IDEs do not provide support for implementing programming systems with these qualities, requiring manual application of the incrementality and scalability methods. Manually implementing incrementality is a challenge, as it requires the implementation of cross-cutting techniques such as dependency tracking, caching, cache invalidation, change detection, and persistence, which are complicated and error-prone to implement. Making
incrementality scale is even more challenging, as incrementality must scale up to tracking large dependency graphs, cache large amounts of data, do cache invalidation through these large graphs, and detect low-impact changes.

Finally, the programming system, and the incremental and scalable implementation of these parts, needs to be correct. However, since these methods are complicated and error-prone to implement, they cause subtle incrementality bugs that are hard to detect and reproduce, therefore reducing the correctness of the programming system. In summary, manual implementation of correct incremental and scalable interactive programming environments has a high development and maintenance effort, preventing us from developing interactive programming environments for the many DSLs that need to be developed for many problem domains.

What we need is a systematic approach to make interactive programming systems responsive and correct, without having to manually implement the complicated methods to achieve these qualities for every programming language. Therefore, we should use language-parametric methods for developing responsive and correct interactive programming systems. A language-parametric method takes as input an implementation or description of a programming language, and automatically produces an instance of that method, without the developer having to know much about the method at all. For example, a language-parametric incremental name and type analysis framework takes as input a language description, and automatically produces a correct and responsive name and type analysis, without the language developer having to worry about incrementality and scalability, and correctness thereof. This enables us to efficiently develop and maintain correct and responsive interactive programming environments for many DSLs.

The idea of language-parametric methods is not new. Therefore, we first describe several existing language-parametric methods, describe open problems, and then follow up with our contributions: language-parametric methods for developing responsive and correct interactive programming systems.

1.4 Language-Parametric Methods

One way of developing a programming language, is to use several disjunct but flexible compiler-compiler tools, which are tools that compile the compiler of a programming language. For example, one can specify a lexical analyzer (lexer) in tools such as Lex \[19] or Flex \[96], and then a context-free parser in Yacc \[19] or Bison \[96]. From such specifications, programs implementing a lexer and context-free analyzer are generated. A parser can then be created by feeding the tokens from the lexer into the context-free parser. Therefore, these tools are language-parametric methods for developing programming systems. However, these tools do not support the development of interactive programming systems, and are only available for a limited subset of the language development domain, such as parsing.

On the other hand, a Language Workbench (LWB) is a set of unified tools for developing (interactive) programming systems, with the goal of lowering the cost of developing and maintaining the programming system of DSLs. Al-
though language workbenches have been around since the 1980s, the term was coined by Martin Fowler only in 2005, in his blogpost "Language Workbenches: The Killer-App for Domain Specific Languages?" [46].

An example of an early language workbench is the Synthesizer Generator [123], which is a tool for generating editors (program synthesizers) from programming language descriptions, using incremental execution and inline error messages for responsive feedback. The ASF + SDF Meta-Environment [80] language workbench included support for specifying program transformations and generation of interactive programming systems.

Modern language workbenches have been studied in the Language Workbench Challenge series of workshops, of which the 2013 edition resulted in a survey comparing language workbench features [39 38]. For example, MetaEdit+ [78] is a platform-independent graphic language workbench for domain-specific modeling. MPS [159] is a projectional language workbench supporting non-textual notations such as tables and diagrams. Rascal [81] is a metaprogramming language and IDE for source code analysis and transformation. Finally, Spoofax [75] is a language workbench for specification of textual domain-specific languages with full IDE support.

Language workbenches provide language-parametric methods through meta-languages, which are programming languages that aid in the development of programming languages. Typically, meta-languages are domain-specific instead of general-purpose. For example, Spoofax provides SDF [153], a meta-DSL for syntax specification, Stratego [18], a meta-DSL for program analysis and transformation, and ESV [75], a meta-DSL for editor service specification. The SDF compiler generates a parse table and pretty-printer from an SDF syntax specification; the Stratego compiler generates an executable program analyzer and transformer; and the ESV specification is interpreted to provide editor services such as syntax highlighting and code completions. Therefore, Spoofax provides language-parametric methods for developing interactive programming systems.

There are three open problems with the language-parametric methods of language workbenches that we tackle in this dissertation: missing support for several sub-domains of language development, a lack of responsiveness, and a lack of integration between language-parametric methods.

Several subdomains of language development, such as name analysis and bootstrapping, have no domain-specific language-parametric methods, requiring these problems to be solved by manual encoding in a general-purpose method, reducing correctness and increasing the development and maintenance effort. We want to move to more domain-specific language-parametric methods, to benefit from the advantages of domain-specificity, such as direct expression of problems and solutions in terms of the domain, domain-specific consistency checking, and deriving multiple semantics from the same specification.

Furthermore, several language-parametric methods are not truly responsive; either requiring manual implementation of complicated methods such as scalable incrementality, reducing correctness and increasing effort; or cannot
be made responsive at all, reducing iteration times and increasing tedium. We want language-parametric methods for interactive programming environments to be responsive without much effort by the language developer.

Finally, there is a lack of integration between the language-parametric methods of language workbenches. Language workbenches have many components, such as multiple domain-specific meta-languages, their compilers or interpreters, generated artifacts of these compilers, compilers that may generate compilers, editor services, and so forth. All these components must integrate in a correct and responsive way, for the language workbench to be correct and responsive. However, this integration is typically manually implemented in an ad-hoc way, again increasing effort and reducing correctness and responsiveness. We need a systematic approach to integrate the language-parametric methods and components of language workbenches.

This dissertation addresses these open problems with five contributions.

1.5 Contributions

We now summarize the five core contributions of this dissertation.

1.5.1 NaBL: A Meta-DSL for Declarative Name Binding and Scope Rules

Every programming language needs to deal with names, their declarations and references, scopes, and importing of names into scopes. This is the name analysis step of the compiler of a programming system, which is often implemented manually with techniques such as nested environments maintained by tree traversals, or imperative lookup operations. However, this requires the language developer to think about how to develop name analysis, distracting from what the name binding rules of their language should be. Therefore, instead of manually implementing the name binding and scope rules of a language, we have developed a language-parametric method for declaratively specifying the name binding rules of a programming language with the Name Binding Language (NaBL), a domain-specific, declarative, meta-language.

With NaBL, a language developer declaratively specifies the name binding rules of their programming language in terms of definition and use sites of names, properties of these names associated to language constructs, namespaces for separating categories of names, scopes in which definitions are visible, and imports between scopes. From such a specification, we automatically derive a name analysis, and editor services for inline error checking, reference resolution, and code completion. We evaluate NaBL by specifying many name binding features of C# in NaBL, and by specifying common name binding patterns such as scoped, non-unique, globally visible, and subsequently visible definitions; and overloaded, type-directed, and nested references.

In conclusion, NaBL provides a language-parametric method for developing correct name analyses and corresponding editor services.
1.5.2 A Language Independent Task Engine for Incremental Name and Type Analysis

While NaBL provides a language-parametric method for name analysis, it does not support the definition of typing rules, and is not incremental, and therefore does not truly provide editor services for a responsive interactive programming environment. To mitigate this problem, we have developed a language independent task engine for incremental name and type analysis. In this approach, we specify naming rules in NaBL, and typing rules in TS – a meta-DSL for simple type system specification – from which we automatically derive a traversal that collects naming and typing tasks when given a program. Then, we collect tasks for a program and send them to the task engine, which incrementally executes changed tasks to incrementally execute name and type analysis, updating data structures required for editor services such as code completion, and responsively providing inline name and type error/warning messages.

We experimentally evaluate the correctness and responsiveness of our approach by running the incremental name and type analysis against the changes in the source code repository of a real-world application written in a real-world DSL. The evaluation shows that incremental and non-incremental analysis produce the same solution, showing correctness, and that for single-file changes, incremental analysis takes between 0.37 and 1.12 seconds, showing acceptable response times for interactive settings.

In conclusion, NaBL, TS, and the incremental task engine provide a language-parametric method for developing correct and responsive name and type analyses with corresponding editor services.

1.5.3 Bootstrapping Domain-Specific Meta-Languages of Language Workbenches

A bootstrapped compiler can compile its own source code, because the compiler is written in the compiled language itself. For example, the GCC compiler for the C language is a bootstrapped compiler; its source code is written in C and can compile itself. Bootstrapping yields several advantages:

- The compiler is written in the compiled high-level language.
- It provides a large-scale test case for detecting defects in the compiler and the compiled language.
- It shows that the language’s coverage is sufficient to implement itself.
- Compiler improvements such as better static analysis or the generation of faster code applies to all compiled programs, including the compiler itself.

A language workbench provides high-level meta-languages (e.g. NaBL and TS) for developing DSLs and their compilers. Thus, users of a language workbench (language developers) develop their DSL in meta-languages, and therefore do not have to bootstrap their own language, which is good since DSLs have limited expressiveness and are often ill-suited for compiler development. What we desire instead, is bootstrapping the meta-language compilers of language workbenches, inheriting the benefits of bootstrapping stated above.

However, bootstrapping a language workbench is complicated by the fact
that most provide multiple separate domain-specific meta-languages for describing different language aspects such as syntax, name analysis, type analysis, code generation, and so forth. Thus, in order to build a meta-language compiler, multiple meta-language compilers need to be applied, entailing intricate dependencies that sound language workbench bootstrapping needs to handle. Furthermore, most language workbenches provide an interactive programming system for their meta-languages, supporting interactive development of DSLs. Therefore, bootstrapping operations must be available and observable in this interactive environment.

Our solution to these problems is to do versioning and dependency tracking between meta-languages, and perform fixpoint bootstrapping, where we iteratively self-apply meta-language compilers to derive new versions until no change occurs. Fixpoint bootstrapping is correct: it either produces a new baseline when it reaches a fixpoint, or stops and displays an error when it finds a defect (i.e., applying a meta-language compiler in an iteration failed), as long as meta-language compilers are deterministic and converge to a fixpoint. Furthermore, bootstrapping operations can be started, cancelled (when diverging), and rolled back (when defect) interactively, supporting the interactive programming system of the language workbench.

To evaluate our approach, we have implemented fixpoint bootstrapping for the Spoofax language workbench, and used it to successfully bootstrap eight meta-languages with seven changes. In conclusion, our approach provides a (meta)language-parametric method for correctly and interactively bootstrapping the meta-languages of language workbenches, in an interactive programming environment.

1.5.4 PIE: a DSL, API, and Runtime for Interactive Software Development Pipelines

A software development pipeline automates parts of the software engineering process, such as building software via build scripts, continuous integration testing and benchmarking on build farms, and automatic deployment of software artifacts to production servers. An interactive software development pipeline builds software artifacts, but also reacts immediately to changes in input, and provides timely feedback to the user. An interactive programming system is an instance of such a pipeline, where changes to programs are immediately processed to provide timely feedback to programmers.

However, interactivity complicates the development of pipelines, if responsiveness and correctness become the responsibility of the pipeline programmer, rather than being supported by the underlying system. Therefore, we need a system that is expressive enough to describe interactive software development pipelines, such as the interactive programming systems of LWBs, while still being correct and responsive.

Most build systems are not expressive enough, as they only support static dependencies, where all dependencies to files or build tasks have to be stated statically and up-front in the build script, whereas in a software development pipeline many dependencies only become evident during build execution. One build system that is expressive enough, is Pluto [36], a sound and optimal
incremental build system with support for *dynamic dependencies*, enabling build tasks to create dependencies to files and tasks during build execution, possibly based on (dynamic) values produced by previous build tasks. However, Pluto suffers from four open problems affecting ease of development: requiring a lot of Java boilerplate to define build tasks; semi-automated persistence, requiring pipeline programmers to manually reason about where to cache task outputs; explicit dependency tracking where dependencies could be inferred; and missing domain-specific software development pipeline features such as file system paths and support for lists.

To solve these problems, we have developed Pipelines for Interactive Environments (PIE), a DSL, Application Program Interface (API), and runtime for developing correct and responsive interactive software development pipelines, where ease of development is a focus. The PIE DSL serves as a front-end for developing pipelines with minimal boilerplate in a functional language with support for concepts from the interactive software development pipeline domain such as dependencies, filesystem paths and operations, and list operations. The PIE API is a lower-level front-end for developing foreign pipeline functions which cannot be modeled in the DSL, while having reduced boilerplate compared to Pluto, and also serves as a compilation target for the DSL. Finally, the runtime incrementally executes pipelines implemented in the API using Pluto’s incremental build algorithm, while fully automating persistence and inferring dependencies where possible.

We evaluate PIE with two case studies, one being the reimplementation of a significant part of the interactive programming system of the Spoofax language workbench in PIE. The existing pipeline of Spoofax’s interactive programming system was scattered across four different formalisms, decreasing ease of development; overapproximates dependencies, causing loss of incrementality; and underapproximates dependencies, causing loss of correctness. However, with PIE, we can easily integrate the different components of Spoofax; such as its parser, analyzers, transformations, build scripts, editor services, metalinguages, and dynamic language loading; into a single formalism. PIE ensures that the pipeline is correct and responsive, without the pipeline programmer having to implement techniques such as incrementality, or without having to reason about correctness. In conclusion, PIE provides a language-parametric method for developing interactive software development pipelines, a superset of correct and responsive interactive programming environments.

1.5.5 **Scalable Incremental Building with Dynamic Task Dependencies**

Previous work on PIE builds forth on Pluto by improving its ease of use, but essentially uses the same incremental build algorithm. To make a build up-to-date after changes, the Pluto incremental build algorithm traverses the entire dependency graph (produced in a previous build) from top to bottom, while re-executing tasks affected by a change, and possibly executing new tasks. This enables Pluto to detect changes to files and tasks without the user having to tell Pluto what has actually changed, while also elegantly discovering changes to dynamic dependencies by (re-)executing (new) tasks. However, the downside is
that this algorithm does not scale, because the traversal is dependent on the size
of the dependency graph, not the impact of the change. This quickly becomes
a problem in interactive programming systems, where there are many changes
and those changes have a low-impact (e.g., programmer typing characters
into an editor), while the program and its induced dependency graph is large.
For example, in the Spoofax language workbench pipeline, we observed ~ 3
second build times even when nothing has changed. Therefore, we need a
new incremental build algorithm that scales down to many low-impact changes,
while scaling up to large dependency graphs, while still supporting dynamic
dependencies.

To solve this scalability problem, we have developed a new incremental
build algorithm that performs change-driven rebuilding. It takes as input a
set of changed files, starts rebuilding directly affected tasks from the changed
leaves of the dependency graph, and rebuilds transitively affected tasks, while
also accounting for new task dependencies discovered during rebuilding. Our
algorithm scales with the impact of a change, and is independent from the size
of the dependency graph, because it only ever visits affected tasks.

We experimentally evaluate our change-driven bottom-up algorithm by
comparison against Pluto’s top-down algorithm. As a subject, we use the
Spoofax-PIE pipeline, a real-world build script for the interactive program-
ming system of the Spoofax language workbench. To measure incremental
performance an scalability, we synthesized a chain of 60 realistic changes of
varying types and impacts. Results show that for low-impact changes (i.e.,
changes that only cause a small number of tasks to be actually affected), our
change-driven algorithm is several orders of magnitude faster than Pluto’s
top-down algorithm, while not slower for high-impact changes.

In conclusion, our new algorithm makes PIE scalable, in addition to being
correct and responsive. This in turn makes the Spoofax PIE pipeline scalable,
providing a language-parametric method for developing truly correct and
responsive interactive programming systems.

1.6 Research Methodology

We now describe the research methodology used in the core contributions of
this dissertation.

Mary Shaw identified five types of research questions [128] based on the
submissions to the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE).
The type of question we answer in this dissertation is a “method or means of
development”. That is, what is a better way to develop (or: how do we automate
the development of) correct and responsive interactive programming systems?
Answering this question requires designing new (language-parametric) methods
for developing interactive programming systems. In order to design these
methods systematically, we follow the iterative approach of the memorandum
on design-oriented information systems research [113], consisting of four
phases: analysis, design, evaluation, and diffusion.

In the analysis phase, we identify and describe open problems in the develop-
ment of interactive programming systems, and analyze the relation to existing
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approaches. In the design phase, we design new methods for developing interactive programming systems that solve open problems, and create tools that implement those methods. These tools come in the form of meta-DSLs and their compilers, APIs that can be programmed against, algorithms that execute instances of a generic model, and systems that combine these artifacts.

In the evaluation phase, we evaluate to what degree our methods and tools solve open problems. When the open problem is an ease of development problem, we evaluate coverage of our method by application to real-world case studies, show this application in a research paper or external artifact, and discuss to what degree we improve ease of development. When the open problem is a performance problem, we experimentally evaluate our approach against real-world case studies and subjects, measure performance differences, show the measurement results in a research paper, and discuss to what degree we improve performance. We experimentally evaluate the correctness of our approaches with the same case studies and subjects.

In the diffusion phase, we publish our findings as research papers to conferences or journals and present our research at these conferences. Furthermore, we try to apply our research in industry to gain further insights into applicability and what can be improved, and apply our research to our own systems (dogfooding), possibility spinning up new research projects.

1.7 Structure

We now discuss the rest of the structure of this dissertation. The main chapters of this dissertation are based on five peer-reviewed publications. The author of this dissertation is the main contributor of all publications, and the first author for four of the publications. In the publication for chapter 3, Guido Wachsmuth is the first author, since he did most of the writing, whereas the author of this dissertation implemented the task engine, implemented the benchmark subjects, helped with benchmarking, and wrote parts of the introduction and evaluation sections, and the related work section.

Since each main chapter is based on a stand-alone publication with distinct contributions, there is some redundancy, especially in the introduction sections. However, we chose not to remove that redundancy, in order to ensure that each chapter can be read independently. The main chapters and their corresponding publication are as follows:

- Chapter 2 is an updated version of the SLE 2012 paper *Declarative Name Binding and Scope Rules* [89].
- Chapter 3 is an updated version of the SLE 2013 paper *A Language Independent Task Engine for Incremental Name and Type Analysis* [160].
- Chapter 5 is an updated version of the GPCE 2016 paper *Bootstrapping Domain-Specific Meta-Languages in Language Workbenches* [86].
- Chapter 7 is an updated version of the Programming 2018 paper *PIE: A Domain-Specific Language for Interactive Software Development Pipelines* [91].
- Chapter 8 is an updated version of the ASE 2018 paper *Scalable Incremental*
Building with Dynamic Task Dependencies [87].

We reflect on incremental name and type analysis, bootstrapping, and our engineering work on Spoofax Core in chapter 4 and reflect on language workbench pipelines in chapter 6. Finally, we end with a conclusion in chapter 9 where we summarize our work, discuss the work in relation to the thesis, and discuss future work.
NaBL: A Meta-DSL for Declarative Name Binding and Scope Rules

Abstract

In textual programming languages, names are used to reference elements like variables, methods, classes, etc. Name resolution analyses these names in order to establish references between definition and use sites of elements. In this chapter, we identify recurring patterns for name bindings in programming languages and introduce NaBL, a declarative metalanguage for the specification of name bindings in terms of namespaces, definition sites, use sites, and scopes. Based on such declarative name binding specifications, we provide a language-parametric algorithm for static name resolution during compile-time. We discuss the integration of the algorithm into the Spoofax Language Workbench and show how its results can be employed in semantic editor services like reference resolution, constraint checking, and content completion.

2.1 Introduction

Software language engineering is concerned with linguistic abstraction, the formalization of our understanding of domains of computation in higher-level software languages. Such languages allow direct expression in terms of the domain, instead of requiring encoding in a less specific language. They raise the level of abstraction and reduce accidental complexity.

One of the key goals in the field of language engineering is to apply these techniques to the discipline itself: high-level languages to specify all aspects of software languages. Declarative languages are of particular interest since they enable language engineers to focus on the What? instead of the How?.

Syntax definitions are a prominent example. With declarative formalisms such as Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF), we can specify the syntactic concepts of a language without specifying how they can be recognized programmatically. This declarativity is crucial for language engineering. Losing it hampers evolution, maintainability, and compositionality of syntax definitions.

Despite the success of declarative syntax formalisms, we tend to programmatic specifications for other language aspects. Instead of specifying languages, we build programmatic language processors, following implementation patterns in rather general specification languages. These languages might still be considered domain-specific, when they provide special means for programmatic language processors. They also might be considered declarative, when they abstract over computation order. However, they enable us only to implement language processors faster, but not to specify language aspects. They lack
domain concepts for these aspects and focus on the How?. That is a problem since (1) it entails overhead in encoding concepts in a programming language and (2) the encoding obscures the intention; understanding the definition requires decoding.

Our goal is to extend the set of really declarative, domain-specific languages for language specifications. In this paper, we are specifically concerned with name binding and scope rules. Name binding is concerned with the relation between definitions and references of identifiers in textual software languages, including scope rules that govern these relations. In language processors, it is crucial to make information about definitions available at the references. Therefore, traditional language processing approaches provide programmatic abstractions for name binding. These abstractions are centered around tree traversal and information propagation from definitions to references. Typically, they are not specifically addressing name binding, but can also be used for other language processing tasks such as compilation and interpretation.

Name binding plays a role in multiple language engineering processes, including editor services such as reference resolution, code completion, refactorings, type checking, and compilation. The different processes need different information about definitions. For example, name resolution tries to find one definition, while code completion needs to determine all possible references in a certain place. The different requirements lead either to multiple re-implementations of name binding rules for each of these purposes, or to non-trivial, manual weaving into a single implementation supporting all purposes. This results in code duplication with as result errors, inconsistencies, and increased maintenance effort.

The traditional paradigm influences not only language processing, but also language specification. For example, the Object Constraint Language (OCL) standard [111] specifies name binding in terms of nested environments, which are maintained in a tree traversal. The C# language specification [134] defines name resolution as a sequence of imperative lookup operations. In this paper, we abstract from the programmatic mechanics of name resolution. Instead, we aim to declare the roles of language constructs in name binding and leave the resolution mechanics to a generator and run-time engine. We introduce the NaBL, a language with linguistic abstractions for declarative definition of name binding and scope rules. NaBL supports the declaration of definition and use sites of names, properties of these names associated with language constructs, namespaces for separating categories of names, scopes in which definitions are visible, and imports between scopes.

NaBL is integrated in the Spoofax Language Workbench [75], but can be reused in other language processing environments. From definitions in the name binding language, a compiler generates a language-specific name resolution strategy in the Stratego rewriting language [151] by parametrizing an underlying generic, language independent strategy. Name resolution results in a persistent symbol table for use by semantic editor services such as reference resolution, consistency checking of definitions, type checking, refactoring, and code generation. The implementation supports multiple file analysis by
default.

We proceed as follows. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we introduce NaBL by example, using a subset of the C# language. In section 2.4 we discuss the derivation of editor services from a name binding specification. In section 2.5 we give a high-level description of the generic name resolution algorithm underlying NaBL. In section 2.6 we discuss the integration of NaBL into the Spoofax Language Workbench. In section 2.7 we discuss NaBL's applicability to different languages. Finally, section 2.8 discusses related work.

2.2 Declarative Name Binding and Scope Rules

In this section we introduce NaBL, illustrated with examples drawn from the specification of name binding for a subset of C# [134]. Listing 2.1 defines the syntax of the subset in Syntax Definition Formalism (SDF) [153]. The subset is by no means complete; it has been selected to model representative features of name binding rules in programming and domain-specific languages. In the following subsections we discuss the following fundamental concepts of name binding: definition and use sites, namespaces, scopes, and imports. For each concept we give a general definition, illustrate it with an example in C#, and then we show how the concept can be modeled in NaBL.

2.2.1 Definitions and References

The essence of name binding is establishing relations between a definition that binds a name and a reference that uses that name. Name binding is typically defined programmatically through a name resolution algorithm that connects references to definitions. A definition site is the location of a definition in a program.

In many cases, definition sites are required to be unique, that is, there should be exactly one definition site for each name. However, there are cases where definition sites are allowed to be non-unique.

Example. Listing 2.2a contains class definitions in C#. Each class definition binds the name of a class. Thus, we have definition sites for A, B, and C. Base class specifications are references to these definition sites. In the example, we have references to A as the base class of B and B as the base class of C. (Thus, B is a sub-class of, or inherits from A.) There is no reference to C.

The definition sites for A and B are unique. By contrast, there are two definition sites for C, defining parts of the same class C. Thus, these definition sites are non-unique. This is correct in C#, since regular class definitions are required to be unique, while partial class definitions are allowed to be non-unique.

Abstract Syntax Terms. In Spoofax, abstract syntax trees (ASTs) are represented using first-order terms. Terms consist of strings (“x”), lists of terms ([“x”, “y”]), and constructor applications (ClassType(“A”)) for labelled tree nodes with a fixed number of children. Annotations in grammar productions (listing 2.1) define the constructors to be used in AST construction. For example, Class(Partial(), “C”, Base(“B”), []) is the representation of the
Listing 2.1: Syntax definition in SDF2 for a subset of C#. The names in the annotations are abstract syntax tree constructors.
(a) Class declarations (b) NaBL specification of definitions and references for C# class names.

Listing 2.2: Definitions and references of names.

class A {}
class B:A {}
partial class C:B{
}
partial class C {}

rules
Class(NonPartial(), c, _, _): defines unique class c
Class(Partial(), c, _, _): defines non-unique class c
Base(c): refers to class c
ClassType(c): refers to class c

(a) Class declarations in C#.

Listing 2.3: Namespaces of definitions and use sites.

class x {
    int x;
    void x() {
        int x;
        x = x + 1;
    }
}

namespaces class field method variable
rules
Field(_, f): defines unique field f
Method(_, m, _, _): defines unique method m
Call(m, _) : refers to method m
Var(_, v): defines unique variable v
VarRef(x): refers to variable x
otherwise to field x

(a) Homonym declarations in C#.

(b) NaBL specification for different C# namespaces.

first partial class in listing 2.2a A term \textit{pattern} is a term that may contain variables (x) and wildcards (\_).

Model. A specification in NaBL consists of a collection of rules of the form \textit{pattern} : \textit{clause*}, where \textit{pattern} is a term pattern and \textit{clause*} is a list of name binding declarations about the language construct that matches with \textit{pattern}.

Listing 2.2b shows a declaration of the definitions and references for class names in C#. The first two rules declare class definition sites for class names. Their patterns distinguish regular (non-partial) and partial class declarations. While non-partial class declarations are unique definition sites, partial class declarations are non-unique definition sites. The third rule declares that the term pattern \textit{Base(c)} is a reference to a class with name \textit{c}. Thus, the ": A" in listing 2.2a is a reference to class A. Similarly, the second rule declares a class type as a reference to a class.

2.2.2 Namespaces

Definitions and references declare relations between named program elements and their uses. Languages typically distinguish several \textit{namespaces}, i.e. different kinds of names, such that an occurrence of a name in one namespace is not related to an occurrence of that same name in another.

Example. Listing 2.3a shows several definitions for the same name \textit{x}, but of different kinds, namely a class, a field, a method, and a variable. Each of these kinds has its own namespace in C#, and each of these namespaces has its own
class C {
    void m() {
        int x;
    }
}

class D {
    void m() {
        int x;
        int y;
        { int x; x = y + 1; }
        x = y + 1;
    }
}

(a) Scoped homonym method and variable declarations in C#.

rules
Class(NonPartial(), c, _, _):
defines unique class c
scopes field, method

Class(Partial(), c, _, _):
defines non-unique class c
scopes field, method

Method(_, m, _, _):
defines unique method m
scopes variable

Block(_): scopes variable

(b) NaBL specification of scopes for different C# namespaces.

Listing 2.4: Named and anonymous lexical scopes.

name x. This enables us to distinguish the definition sites of class x, field x, method x, and variable x, which are all unique.

Model. We have declared definitions and references for the namespace class already in the previous example. Listing 2.3b extends that declaration covering also the namespaces field, method, and variable. Note that it is required to declare namespaces to ensure the consistency of name binding rules. Definition sites are bound to a single namespace (defines class c), but use sites are not. For example, a variable in an expression might either refer to a variable, or to a field, which is modeled in the last rule. In our example, this means that variable declarations hide field declarations, because variables are resolved to variables, if possible. Thus, both x in the assignment in listing 2.3a refer to the variable x.

2.2.3 Scopes

Scopes restrict the visibility of definition sites. A named scope is the definition site for a name which scopes other definition sites. By contrast, an anonymous scope does not define a name. Scopes can be nested and name resolution typically looks for definition sites from inner to outer scopes.

Example. Listing 2.4a includes two definition sites for a method m. These definition sites are not distinguishable by their namespace method and their name m, but, they are distinguishable by the scope they are in. The first definition site resides in class c, the second one in class d. In C#, class declarations scope method declarations. They introduce named scopes, because class declarations are definition sites for class names. The listing also contains three definition sites for a variable x. Again, these are distinguishable by their scope.

In C#, method declarations and blocks scope variable declarations. Method declarations are named scopes, blocks are anonymous scopes. The first definition site resides in method m in class c, the second one in method m in class
Example. Listing 2.5a declares a top-level namespace \( N \), scoping a class declaration \( N \) and an inner namespace declaration \( N \). The inner namespace declaration scopes another class declaration \( N \). The definition sites of the namespace name \( N \) and the class name \( N \) are distinguishable, because they belong to different namespaces (as a naming concept). The two definition sites of namespace name \( N \) are distinguishable by scope. The outer namespace declaration scopes the inner one. Also, the definition sites of the class name \( N \) are distinguishable by scope. The first one is scoped by the outer namespace declaration, while the second one is scoped by both namespace declarations.

Model. The names of C# namespace declarations are distinguishable from names of classes, fields, etc. As declared in listing 2.5b, their names belong to the \texttt{namespace} namespace. The name binding rules for definition sites of names of this namespace models the scoping nature of C# namespace declarations.

2.2.5 Imports

An import introduces into the current scope definitions from another scope, either under the same name or under a new name. An import that imports all definitions can be transitive.
Listing 2.6: Importing definitions from another scope.

Example. Listing 2.6a shows different kinds of imports in C#. First, a using directive imports type declarations from namespace N. Second, another using directive imports class C from namespace M into namespace O under a new name D. Finally, classes E and F import fields and methods from their base classes. These imports are transitive, that is, F imports fields and methods from E and D.

Model. Listing 2.6b shows name binding rules for import mechanisms in C#. The first rule handles using declarations, which import all classes from the namespace to which the qualified name qname resolves to. The second rule models aliases, which either import a namespace or a class under a new name, depending on the resolution of qname. The last rule models inheritance, where fields and methods are imported transitively from the base classes into the current (parent class) scope.

2.2.6 Types

So far, we discussed names, namespaces, and scopes to distinguish definition sites for the same name. Types also play a role in name resolution and can be used to distinguish definition sites for a name or to find corresponding definition sites for a use site.

Example. Listing 2.7a shows a number of overloaded method declarations. These share the same name m, namespace method, and scope class C. But we can distinguish them by the types of their parameters. Furthermore, all method calls inside method x can be uniquely resolved to one of these methods by taking the argument types of the calls into account.

Model. Listing 2.7b includes type information into name binding rules for fields, methods, and variables. Definition sites might have types. In the simplest case, the type is part of the declaration. In the example, this holds for parameters. For method calls, the type of the definition site for a method name
class C {
    void m() {}
    void m(int x) {}
    void m(bool x) {}
    void m(int x, int y) {}
    void m(bool x, bool y) {}
    void x() {
        m();
        m(42);
        m(true);
        m(21, 21);
        m(true, false);
    }
}

(a) Overloaded method declarations in C#.

(b) Types in name binding rules for C# overloaded methods.

Listing 2.7: Types of definitions, and type-dependent use sites.

depends on the types of the parameters. A type system is needed to connect
the type of a single parameter, as declared in the rule for parameters, and
the type of a list of parameters, as required in the rule for methods. We will
discuss the influence of a type system and the interaction between name and
type analysis later. For now, we assume that the type of a list of parameters is
a list of types of these parameters.

Type information is also needed to resolve method calls to possibly over-
loaded methods. The \texttt{refers} clause for method calls therefore requires the
corresponding definition site to match the type of the arguments. Again, we
omit the details how this type can be determined. We also do not consider
subtyping here. Method calls and corresponding method declarations need to
have the same argument and parameter types.

2.3 Name Binding Patterns

We now identify typical name binding patterns. These patterns are formed
by scopes, definition sites and their visibility, and use sites referencing these
definition sites. We explain each pattern first and give an example in C# next.
Afterwards, we show how the example can be modeled with declarative name
binding rules.

2.3.1 Unscoped Definition Sites

In the simplest case, definition sites are not scoped and globally visible.

\textit{Example.} In C#, namespace and class declarations (as well as any other type
declaration) can be unscoped. They are globally visible across file boundaries.
For example, the classes \texttt{C1}, \texttt{C2}, and \texttt{C3} in Listing 2.2a are globally visible. In
listing 2.3a only the outer namespace \texttt{N} is globally visible.

In contrast to C#, C++ has file scopes and all top-level declarations are
only visible in a file. To share global declarations, each file has to repeat the
declaration and mark it as `extern`. This is typically achieved by importing a shared header file.

**Model.** We consider any definition site that is not scoped by another definition site or by an anonymous scope to be in global scope. These definition sites are visible over file boundaries. File scope can be modeled with a scoping rule in two different ways. Both are illustrated in listing 2.8.

The first rule declares the top-level node of abstract syntax trees as a scope for all namespaces which can have top-level declarations. This scope will be anonymous, because the top-level node cannot be a definition site (otherwise this definition site would be globally visible). The second rule declares a tuple consisting of file name and the abstract syntax tree as a scope. This tuple will be considered a definition site for the file name. Thus, the scope will be named after the file.

### 2.3.2 Definition Sites inside their Scopes

Typically, definition sites reside inside the scopes where they are visible. Such definition sites can either be visible only after their declaration, or everywhere in their surrounding scope.

**Example.** In C#, namespace members such as nested namespace declarations and class declarations are visible in their surrounding scope. The same holds for class members. In contrast, variable declarations inside a method scope become visible only after their declaration.

**Model.** Scoped definition sites are by default visible in the complete scope. Optionally, this can be stated explicitly in `defines` clauses. Listing 2.9 illustrates this for namespace declarations. The second rule in this listing shows how to model definition sites which become visible only after their declaration.
Listing 2.10: Definition sites outside of their scopes.

(a) Loop with scoped iterator variable x in C#. (b) NaBL specification of C# foreach loops.

Listing 2.11: Two ways to model definition sites becoming visible after their declaration.

2.3.3 Definition Sites outside their Scopes

Some declarations include not only the definition site for a name, but also the scope for this definition site. In such declarations, the definition site resides outside its scope.

Example. Let expressions are a classical example for definition sites outside their scopes. In C#, foreach statements declare iterator variables, which are visible in embedded statements. Listing 2.10a shows a method with a parameter x, followed by a foreach statement with an iterator variable of the same name. This is considered incorrect in C#, because definition sites for variable names in inner scopes collide with definition sites of the same name in outer scopes. However, the use sites can still be resolved based on the scopes of the definition sites. The use site for x inside the loop refers to the iterator variable, while the x in the collection expression refers to the parameter.

Model. Listing 2.10b shows the name binding rule for foreach loops, stating the scope of the variable explicitly. Note that definition sites which become visible after their declaration are a special case of this pattern. Listing 2.11 illustrates how this can be modeled in the same way as the foreach loop. The first rule assumes a nested representation of statement sequences, while the second rule assumes a list of statements.

2.3.4 Contextual Use Sites

Definition sites can be referenced by use sites outside of their scopes. These use sites appear in a context which determines the scope into which they refer. This context can either be a direct reference to this scope, or has a type which determines the scope.

Example. In C#, namespace members can be imported into other namespaces. Listing 2.5a shows a class N in a nested namespace. In listing 2.12a, this class is
imported. The using directive refers to the class with a qualified name. The first part of this name refers to the outer namespace \(N\). It is the context of the second part, which refers to the inner namespace \(N'\). The second part is then the context for the last part of the qualified name, which refers to the class \(N\) inside the inner namespace.

Listing 2.12a also illustrates use sites in a type-based context. In method \(m\) in class \(D\), a field \(f\) is accessed. The corresponding definition site is outside the scope of the method in class \(C\). But this scope is given by the type of \(p\), which is the context for the field access. Similarly, the method call is resolved to method \(m\) in class \(C\) because of the type of \(p\).

Model. Listing 2.12b illustrates how to model contextual use sites. The scope of the declaration site corresponding to a use site can be modeled in refers clauses. This scope needs to be determined from the context of the use site. The first rule resolves the context of a qualified name part to a namespace \(ns\) and declares the use site to refer either to a namespace or to a class in \(ns\). The remaining rules declare use sites for field access and method calls. They determine the type of the context, which needs to be a class type. A field access refers to a field in that class. Similarly, a method call refers to a method with the right parameter types in that class.

### 2.4 Editor Services

Modern IDEs provide a wide range of editor services where name resolution plays a large role. Traditionally, each of these services would be handcrafted for each language supported by the IDE, requiring substantial effort. However, by accurately modeling the relations between names in NaBL, it is possible to generate a name resolution algorithm and editor services that are based on that algorithm.
2.4.1 Reference Resolving

Name resolution is exposed directly in the IDE in the form of reference resolving: press and hold Control and hover the mouse cursor over an identifier to reveal a blue hyperlink that leads to its definition side. This behavior is illustrated in fig. 2.1.

2.4.2 Constraint Checking

Modern IDEs statically check programs against a wide range of constraints. Constraint checking is done on the fly while typing and directly displayed in the editor via error markers on the text and in the outline view. Error checking constraints are generated from the NaBL for common name binding errors such as unresolved references, duplicate definitions, use before definition and unused definitions.

Figure 2.2 shows an editor with error markers. The message parameter in the post method has a warning marker indicating that it is not used in the method body. On the line that follows it, the posterName variable is assigned but has not yet been declared, violating the visibility rules of listing 2.9. Other errors in the method include a subsequent duplicate definition of posterName, which violates the uniqueness constraint of the variable namespace of listing 2.3b and referencing a non-existent property nam.
2.4.3 Code Completion

With code completion, partial (or empty) identifiers can be completed to full identifiers that are valid at the context where code completion is executed. Figure 2.3 shows an example of code completion. In the left program code completion is triggered on a field access expression on the user object. The user object is of type User, so all fields of User are shown as candidates. On the right, completion is triggered on a variable reference, so all variables in the current scope are shown.

2.5 Implementation

To implement name resolution based on NaBL, we employ a name resolution algorithm that relies on a symbol table data structure to persist name bindings and lazy evaluation to resolve all references. In this section we give an overview of the data structure, the name resolution algorithm, and their implementation.

2.5.1 Persistence of Name Bindings

To persist name bindings, each definition and reference is assigned a qualified name in the form of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The URI identifies the occurrence across a project. Use sites share the URIs of their corresponding definition sites.

A URI consists of the namespace, the path, and the name of a definition site. As an example, the URI method://N/C/m is assigned to a method m in a class C in a namespace N. Here, the segments represent the names of the scopes. Anonymous scopes are represented by a special path segment anon(u), where u is a unique string to distinguish different anonymous scopes. For use in analyses and transformations, URIs can be represented in the form of Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs). For example, [method(), "N", "C", "m"] is the URI for method m.

All name bindings are persisted in an in-memory data structure called the semantic index. It consists of a symbol table that lists all URIs that exist in a project, and can be efficiently implemented as a hash table. It maps each URI to the file and offset of their occurrences in the project. It can also store additional information, such as the type of a definition.
2.5.2 Resolving Names

Our algorithm is divided into three phases. First, in the annotation phase, all definition and use sites are assigned a preliminary URI, and definition sites are stored in the index. Second, definition sites are analyzed, and their types are stored in the index. And third, any unresolved references are resolved and stored in the index.

Annotation Phase. In the first phase, the AST of the input file is traversed in top-down order. The logical nesting hierarchy of programs follows from the AST, and is used to assign URIs to definition sites. For example, as the traversal enters the outer namespace scope \( n \), any definitions inside it are assigned a URI that starts with \( \text{ns} \cdot \)\( n \). As a result of the annotation phase, all definition and use sites are annotated with a URI. In the case of definition sites, this is the definitive URI that identifies the definition across the project. For references, a temporary URI is assigned that indicates its context, but the actual definition it points to has to be resolved in a following phase. For reference by the following phases, all definitions are also stored in the index.

Definition Site Analysis Phase. The second phase analyzes each definition site in another top-down traversal. It determines any local information about the definition, such as its type, and stores it in the index so it can be referenced elsewhere. Types and other information that cannot be determined locally are determined and stored in the index in the last phase.

Use Site Analysis Phase. When the last phase commences, all local information about definitions has been stored in the index, and non-local information about definitions and uses in other files is available. What remains is to resolve references and to determine types that depend on non-local information (in particular, inferred types). While providing a full description of the use site analysis phase and the implementation of all name binding constructs is outside the scope of this paper, the below steps sketch how each reference is resolved:

1. Determine the temporary URI \( \text{ns}://\text{path}/n \) which was annotated in the first analysis phase.
2. If an import exists in scope, expand the current URI for that import.
3. If the reference corresponds to a name-binding rule that depends on non-local information such as types, retrieve that information.
4. Look for a definition in the index with namespace \( \text{ns} \), path \( \text{path} \), and name \( n \). If it does not exist, try again with a prefix of \( \text{path} \) that is one segment shorter. If the no definition is found this way, store an error for the reference.
5. If the definition is an alias, resolve it.

An important part to highlight in the algorithm is the interaction between name and type analysis that happens for example with the FieldAccess expression of listing 2.12b. For name binding rules that depend on types or other non-local information, it is possible that determining the type recursively trig-
gers name resolution. For this reason, we apply lazy evaluation, ensuring that any reference can be resolved lazily as requested in this phase. By traversing through the entire tree, we ensure that all use sites are eventually resolved and persisted to the index.

2.6 Integration into Spoofax

NaBL, together with the index, is integrated into the Spoofax Language Workbench. Stratego rules are generated by the NaBL compiler that use the index API to interface with Spoofax. In this section we will show the index API and how the API is used to integrate the editor services seen in section 2.4.

2.6.1 Index API

Once all analysis phases have been completed, the index is filled with a summary of every file. To use the summaries we provide the index API with a number of lookups and queries. Lookups transform annotated identifiers into definitions. Queries transform definitions (retrieved using a lookup) into other data. The API is used for integrating editor services, but is also exposed to Spoofax language developers for specifying additional editor services or other transformations.

**index-lookup-one** looks for a definition of the given identifier in its owning scope. The **index-lookup** lookup performs a lookup that tries to look for a definition using **index-lookup-one**. If it cannot be found, the lookup is restarted on the outer scope until the root scope is reached. If no definition is found at the root scope, the lookup fails. There is also an **index-lookup-all** variant that returns all found definitions instead of stopping at the first found definition. Finally, **index-lookup-all-levels** is a special version of **index-lookup-all** that supports partial identifiers.

To get data from the index, **index-get-data** is used. Given a definition and a data kind, it will return all data values of that kind that is attached to the definition. Uses are retrieved in the same way using **index-get-uses-all**.

2.6.2 Reference resolution

Resolving a reference to its definition is very straightforward when using **index-lookup**, since it does all the work for us. The only thing that has to be done when Spoofax requests a reference lookup is a simple transformation: `node -> <index-lookup> node`. The resulting definition has location information embedded into it which is used to navigate to the reference. If the lookup fails, this is propagated back to Spoofax and no blue hyperlink will appear on the node under the cursor.

2.6.3 Constraint checking

Constraint checking rules are called by Spoofax after analysis on every AST node. If a constraint rule succeeds it will return the message and the node where the error marker should be put on.

The duplicate definition constraint check that was shown earlier is defined
in listing 2.13. First `nam-unique` (generated for unique definitions by the NaBL compiler) is used to see if the node represents a unique definition; non-unique definition such as partial classes should not get duplicate definition error markers. The identifier is retrieved using `nam-key` and a lookup in the current scope is done with `index-lookup-one`. If more than one definition is found, the constraint check succeeds and an error marker is shown on the node.

### 2.6.4 Code completion

When code completion is requested in Spoofax, a completion node is substituted at the place where the cursor is. For example, if we request code completion on `VarRef("a")`, it will be substituted by `VarRef(COMPLETION("a"))` to indicate that the user wants to complete this identifier. See listing 2.14 for the code completion implementation. We first retrieve the completion node and name using `collect-one`. Completion proposals are gathered by `index-lookup-all-levels` since it can handle partial identifiers. Finally the retrieved proposals are converted to names by mapping `index-uri-name` over them.

### 2.7 Evaluation and Discussion

Our aim with this work has been to design high-level abstractions for name resolution applicable to a wide range of programming languages. In this section we discuss the limitations of our approach and evaluate its applicability to different languages and other language features than those covered in the preceding sections.

Chapter 2. NaBL: Declarative Name Binding and Scope Rules
2.7.1 Limitations

There are two areas of possible limitations of NaBL. One is in the provided abstraction, the other is in the implementation algorithm that supports it. As for the provided abstraction, as a definition language, NaBL is inherently limited in the number of features it can support. While the feature space it supports is extensive, ultimately there may always be language features or variations that are not supported. For these cases, the definition of NaBL – written in Stratego – can be extended, or it is possible to escape NaBL and extend a specification using handwritten Stratego rules.

As for the implementation algorithm, NaBL’s current implementation strategy relies on laziness, and does not provide much control over the traversal for the computation of names or types. In particular, sophisticated type inference schemes are not supported with the current algorithm. To implement such schemes, the algorithm would have to be extended, preferably in a way that maintains compatibility with the current NaBL definition language.

2.7.2 Coverage

During the design and construction of NaBL, we have performed a number of studies on languages and language features to determine the extent of the feature space that NaBL would support. In this paper we highlighted many of the features by using C# as a running example, but other languages that we studied include a subset of general-purpose programming languages C, Java, and domain-specific languages WebDSL [59], the Hibernate Query Language (HQL), and Mobl [61]. We also applied our approach to the Java Bytecode stack machine language using the Jasmin [104] syntax.

For our studies we used earlier prototypes of NaBL, which led to the design as it is now. Notable features that we studied and support in NaBL are partial classes, inheritance, visibility, lexical scoping, imports, type-based name resolution, and overloading; all of which have been discussed in section 2.3 In addition, we studied aspect-oriented programming with intertype declarations and pointcuts, file-based scopes in C, and other features.

Our design has also been influenced by past language definitions, such as SDF and Stratego. Altogether, it is fair to say that NaBL supports a wide range of language features and extensive variability, but can only support the full range of possible programming languages by allowing language engineers to escape the abstraction. In future work, we would like to enhance the possibilities of extending NaBL and design a better interface for escapes.

2.8 Related work

We give an overview of other approaches for specifying and implementing name resolution. The main distinguishing feature of our approach is the use of linguistic abstractions for name bindings, thus hiding the low level details of writing name analysis implementations.
2.8.1 Symbol Tables

In classic compiler construction, symbol tables are used to associate identifiers with information about their definition sites, typically including type information. Symbol tables are commonly implemented using hash tables where the identifiers are indexed for fast lookup. Scoping of identifiers can be implemented in a number of ways. For example, by using qualified identifiers as index, nesting symbol tables, or destructively updating the table during program analysis.

The type of symbol table influences the lookup strategy. When using qualified identifiers the entire identifier can be looked up efficiently, but considering outer scopes requires multiple lookups. Nesting symbol tables always requires multiple lookups but is more memory efficient. When destructively updating the symbol table, lookups for visible variables are very efficient, but the symbol table is not available after program analysis.

The index we use is a symbol table that uses qualified identifiers. We map qualified identifiers (URIs) to information such as definitions, types and uses.

2.8.2 Attribute Grammars

Attribute Grammars (AGs) are a formal way of declaratively specifying and evaluating attributes for productions in formal grammars. Attribute values are associated with nodes and calculated in one or more tree traversals, where the order of computations is determined by dependencies between attributes.

Eli provides an attribute grammar specification language for modular and reusable attribute computations. Abstract, language-independent computations can be reused in many languages by letting symbols from a concrete language inherit these computations. For example, computations Range, IdDef, and IdUse would calculate a scope, definitions, and references. A method definition can then inherit from Range and IdDef, because it defines a function and opens a scope. A method call inherits from IdUse because it references a function.

These abstract computations are reflected by naming concepts of NaBL and the underlying generic resolution algorithm. However, NaBL is less expressive, but more domain-specific. Where Eli can be used to specify general (and reusable) computations on trees, NaBL is restricted to name binding concepts, helping to understand and specify name bindings more easily.

Silver is an extensible attribute grammar specification language which can be extended with general-purpose and domain-specific features. Typical examples are auto-copying, pattern matching, collection attributes, and support for data-flow analysis. However, name analysis is performed the traditional way: an environment with bindings is passed down the tree using inherited properties.

Reference Attribute Grammars (RAGs) extend AGs by introducing attributes that can reference nodes, substantially simplifying name resolution implementations.

JastAdd is a meta-compilation system for generating language processors relying on RAGs and object orientation. It also supports parametrized
attributes to act as functions where the value depends on the given parameters. A typical name resolution as seen in \cite{32,53,3} is implemented in lookup attributes parameterized by an identifier of use sites, such as variable references. All nodes that can have a variable reference as a child node, such as a method body, then have to provide an equation for performing the lookup. These equations implement scoping and ordering using Java code.

JastAdd implementations have much more low level details than NaBL declarations. This provides flexibility, but entails overhead on encoding and requires decoding for understanding. For example, scopes for certain program elements are encoded within a set of equations, usually implemented by early or late returns.

2.8.3 Visibility Predicates

CADET \cite{112} is a notation for predicates and functions over abstract syntax tree nodes. Similar to attribute grammar formalisms, it allows to specify general computations in trees but lacks reusable concepts for name binding. Poetsch-Heffter proposes dedicated name binding predicates \cite{119}, which can be translated into efficient name resolution functions \cite{118}. In contrast to NaBL, scopes are expressed in terms of start and end points and multi-file analyses are not supported.

2.8.4 Dynamic Rewrite Rules

In term rewriting, an environment passing style does not compose well with generic traversals. As an alternative, Stratego allows rewrite rules to create dynamic rewrite rules at run-time \cite{17}. The generated rules can access variables available from their definition context. Rules generated within a rule scope are automatically retracted at the end of that scope.

Hemel et al. \cite{60} describe idioms for applying dynamic rules and generic traversals for composing definitions of name analysis, type analysis, and transformations without explicitly staging them into different phases. Our current work builds on the same principles, but applies an external index and provides a specialized language for name binding declarations.

Name analysis with scoped dynamic rules is based on consistent renaming, where all names in a program are renamed such that they are unequal to all other names that do not correspond to the same definition site. Instead of changing the names directly in the tree, annotations can be added which ensure uniqueness. This way, the abstract syntax tree remains the same modulo annotations. Furthermore, unscoped dynamic rewrite rules can be used for persistent mappings \cite{75}.

2.8.5 Textual Language Workbenches

Xtext \cite{12} is a framework for developing textual software languages. The Xtext Grammar Language is used to specify abstract and concrete syntax, but also name bindings by using cross-references in the grammar. Use sites are then automatically resolved by a simplistic resolution algorithm.

Scoping or visibility cannot be defined in the Grammar Language, but have
to be implemented in Java with help of a scoping API with some default resolvers. For example field access, method calls, and block scopes would all need custom Java implementations. Only package imports have special support and can be specified directly in the Grammar Language. Common constraint checks such as duplicate definitions, use before definition, and unused definitions also have to be specified manually. This increases the amount of boilerplate code that has to be rewritten for every language.

In contrast to Xtext’s Grammar Language, NaBL definitions are separated from syntax definitions in Spoofax. This separation allows us to specify more advanced name binding concepts without cluttering the grammar with these concepts. It also preserves language modularity. When syntax definitions are reused in different contexts, different name bindings can be defined for these contexts, without changing the grammar. From an infrastructure perspective, Spoofax and Xtext work similarly, using a global index to store summaries of files and URIs to identify program elements.

EMFText is another framework for developing textual software languages. Like Xtext, it is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework and relies on metamodels to capture the abstract syntax of a language. While in Xtext this metamodel is generated from a concrete syntax definition, EMFText takes the opposite approach and generates a default syntax definition based on the UML Human-Usable Textual Notation from the metamodel. Language designers can then customize the syntax definition by adding their own grammar rules.

In the default setup, reference resolution needs to be implemented in Java. Only simple cases are supported by default implementations. JastEMF allows to specify the semantics of EMF metamodels using JastAdd RAGs by integrating generated code from JastAdd and EMF.
A Language Independent Task Engine for Incremental Name and Type Analysis

Abstract

Interactive programming systems such as IDEs depend on incremental name and type analysis to provide responsive feedback for large programs. In this chapter, we present a language-independent approach to incremental name and type analysis. Analysis consists of two phases. The first phase analyzes lexical scopes and binding instances and creates deferred analysis tasks. A task captures a single name resolution or type analysis step. Tasks might depend on other tasks and are evaluated in the second phase. Incrementality is supported on file and task level. When a file changes, only this file is recollected and only those tasks are reevaluated, which are affected by the changes in the collected data. The analysis neither re-parses nor re-traverses unchanged files, even if they are affected by changes in other files. We implement the approach as part of the Spoofax Language Workbench and evaluate it for the WebDSL web programming language.

3.1 Introduction

IDEs provide a wide variety of language-specific editor services such as syntax highlighting, error marking, code navigation, content completion, and outline views in real-time, while a program is edited. These services require syntactic and semantic analyses of the edited program. Thereby, timely availability of analysis results is essential for IDE responsiveness. Whole-program analyses do not scale because the size of the program determines the performance of such analyses.

An incremental analysis reuses previous analysis results of unchanged program parts and reanalyzes only parts affected by changes. The granularity of the incremental analysis directly impacts the performance of the analysis. A more fine-grained incremental analysis is able to reanalyze smaller units of change, but requires a more complex change and dependency analysis. At program level, any change requires reanalysis of the entire program, which might consider the results of the previous analysis. At file level, a file change requires reanalysis of the entire file and all dependent files. At program element level, changes to an element within a file require reanalysis of that element and dependent elements, but typically not of entire files.

Incremental analyses are typically implemented manually. Thereby, change detection and dependency tracking are cross-cutting the implementation of the actual analysis. This raises complexity of the implementation and negatively affects maintenance, reusability, and modularity.
In this paper, we focus on incremental name and type analysis. We present a language-independent approach which consists of two phases. The first phase analyzes lexical scopes, collects information about binding instances, and creates deferred analysis tasks in a top-down traversal. An analysis task captures a single name resolution or type analysis step. Tasks might depend on other tasks and are evaluated in the second phase. Incrementality is supported on file level by the collection phase and on task level by the evaluation phase. When a file changes, only this file is recollected and only those tasks are reevaluated, which are affected by the changes in the collected data. As a consequence, the analysis does neither re-parse nor re-traverse unchanged files, even if they are affected by changes in other files. Only the affected analysis tasks are reevaluated.

Our approach enables language engineers to abstract over incrementality. When applied directly, language engineers need to parametrize the collection phase, where they have full freedom to create and combine low-level analysis tasks. Thereby, they can focus solely on the name binding and typing rules of their language while the generic evaluation phase provides the incrementality. The approach can also form the basis for more high-level meta-languages for specifying the static semantics of programming languages. We use the task engine to implement incremental name analysis for name binding and scope rules expressed in NaBL, Spoofax’s declarative name binding language [89].

We have implemented the approach as part of the Spoofox language workbench [75] and evaluated it for WebDSL, a domain-specific language for the implementation of dynamic web applications [49], designed specifically to enable static analysis and cross-aspect consistency checking in mind [59]. We used real change-sets from the histories of two WebDSL applications to drive experiments for the evaluation of the correctness, performance and scalability of the obtained incremental static analysis. Experiment input data and the obtained results are publicly available.

We proceed as follows. In section 3.2, we introduce the basics of name and type analysis and introduce the running example of the paper. In sections 3.3 and 3.4, we discuss the two analysis phases of our approach, collection and evaluation. In section 3.5, we discuss the implementation and its integration into the Spoofox language workbench. In section 3.6, we discuss the evaluation of our approach. Finally, we discuss related work in section 3.7 and conclude in section 3.8.

3.2 Name and Type Analysis

In this section, we discuss name and type analysis in the context of the running example of the paper, a multi-file C# program shown in listing 3.1.

3.2.1 Name Analysis

In textual programming languages, an identifier is a name given to program elements such as variables, methods, classes, and packages. The same identifier can have multiple instances in different places in a program. Name analysis establishes relations between a binding instance that defines a name and a
Listing 3.1: C# class declarations in separate files with cross-file references.

bound instance that uses that name [92]. Name analysis is typically defined programmatically through a name resolution algorithm that connects binding prospects to binding instances. When a prospect is successfully connected, it becomes a bound instance. Otherwise, it is a free instance.

The C# class declarations in listing 3.1a contain several references, some of which cross file boundaries. The declared type of field b in class A refers to class B in a separate file. Also, the return expression of method m in class A accesses field f in class B. The parent of class C refers to class A in a separate file and the return expression of method n in class C is a call to method m in class A.

Languages typically distinguish several namespaces, i.e. different kinds of names, such that an occurrence of a name in one namespace is not related to an occurrence of that same name in another. In the example, class A contains a field and a homonym method m, but C# distinguishes field and method names.

Scopes restrict the visibility of binding instances. They can be nested and name analysis typically looks for binding instances from inner to outer scopes. In the example, b is resolved by first looking for a variable b in method A.m, before looking for a field b in class A. A named scope is the context for a binding instance, and scopes other binding instances. In the example, class A is a named scope. It is the context for a class name and a scope for method and field names.

An alias introduces a new binding instance for an already existing one. An import introduces binding instances from one scope into another one. In the example, class C imports fields and methods from its parent class A.

3.2.2 Type Analysis

In statically typed programming languages, a type classifies program elements such as expressions according to the kind of values they compute [117]. Listing 3.1a declares method C.n of type int, meaning that this method is expected to compute signed 32-bit integer values. Type analysis assigns types to program elements. Types are typically calculated compositionally, with the type of a program element depending only on the types of its sub-elements [117].

Type checking compares expected with actual types of program elements. A
*type error* occurs if actual and expected type are incompatible. Type errors reveal at compile-time certain kinds of program misbehavior at run-time. In the example, the return expression in method `C.n` causes a type error. The expression is of type `float`, since the called method `m` returns values of this type. But the declaration of `C.n` states that it evaluates to values of type `int`. This will cause run-time errors, when a floating point value is returned by `C.n`, while an integer value is expected. Type analysis reveals this error early at compile-time.

In some cases, type analysis depends on name analysis. In the example of the return expression in `C.n`, `m` needs to be resolved in order to calculate the type of the return expression. In other cases, name analysis depends on type analysis. For example, the type of `b` needs to be calculated in order to resolve `f` in the return expression of `A.m`. In general, name resolution cannot only depend on types, but on a variety of properties of binding and bound instances.

### 3.2.3 Incremental Analysis

When a program changes, it needs to be reanalyzed. Different kinds of changes influence name and type analysis.

First, adding a binding instance may introduce bindings for free instances, or rebind bound instances. Removing a binding instance influences all its bound instances, which are either rebound to other binding instances or become free instances. Changing a binding instance combines the effects of removing and adding.

Second, adding a binding prospect requires resolution, while removing it makes a binding obsolete. Changing a binding prospect requires re-binding, resulting either in a new binding or a free instance.

Third, addition, removal, or change of scopes or imports influence bound instances in the affected scopes, which might be rebound to different binding instances or become free instances. Similarly, they influence bound instances which are bound to binding instances in the affected scopes.

Finally, addition of a typed element requires type analysis, while removing it makes a type calculation obsolete. Changing a typed element requires reanalysis.

Furthermore, changes propagate along dependencies. When bound instances are rebound to different binding instances or become free instances, this influences bindings in the context of these bound instances, the type of these instances, the type of enclosing program elements, and bindings in the context of such types. Consider listing 3.1b for an example. It shows edited versions of the C# class declarations from listing 3.1a. We assume the following editing sequence:

1. The return type of method `A.m` is changed from `float` to `int`. This affects the type of the return expression of method `C.n` and solves the type error, but raises a new type error in the return expression of `A.m`.

2. The return expression of method `A.m` is changed to `b.i`. This requires resolution of `i` and affects the type of the expression, solving the type error.
3. Parameter \( B \ b \) is added to method \( A \ . \ m \). This might affect the resolution and by this the type of \( b \) and \( i \) in the return expression, the type of the return expression, the resolution of \( m \) in method \( C \ . \ n \), and the type of its return expression. Actually, only the resolution of \( b \) and \( m \) and the type of the return expression in \( C \ . \ n \) are affected. The latter resolution fails, causing a resolution error and leaving the return expression untyped.

4. The parent of class \( C \) is changed from \( A \) to \( B \). This affects the resolution of \( m \) in method \( C \ . \ n \) and the type of its return expression. It fixes the resolution error and the return expression becomes typed again.

5. Class \( C \) is enclosed in a new namespace \( \mathcal{N} \). This might affect the resolution of parent class \( B \), the resolution of \( m \) in \( \mathcal{N} \ . C \ . n \), and the type of the return expression in \( \mathcal{N} \ . C \ . n \). Actually, it does not affect any of those.

6. The return expression of method \( m \) in class \( B \) is changed. This might affect the type of this expression, but actually it does not.

We discuss incremental analysis in the next sections. We start with the collection phase in section 3.3 and continue with the evaluation phase in section 3.4.

### 3.3 Semantic Index

We collect name binding information for all units in a project into a **semantic index**, a central data structure that is persisted across invocations of the analysis and across editing sessions. For the purpose of this paper, we model this data structure as binary relations over keys and values. As keys, we use URIs, which identify bindings uniquely across a project. As values, we use either URIs or terms. We use \( U \) and \( T \) to denote the set of all URIs and terms, respectively.

#### 3.3.1 URIs

We assign a URI to each binding instance, bound instance, and free instance. A bound instance shares the URI with its corresponding binding instance. A URI consists of a language name, a list of scope segments, the namespace of the instance, its name, and an optional unique qualifier. This qualifier helps to distinguish unique binding instances by numbering them consecutively. A segment for a named scope consists of the namespace, the name, and the qualifier of the scoping binding instance. Anonymous scopes are represented by a segment \( \text{anon}(u) \), where \( u \) is a unique string to distinguish different scopes. For example, \( \text{C#://Class.A.1/Method.m.1} \) identifies method \( m \) in class \( A \) in the C# program in listing 3.1a. The qualifier 1 distinguishes the method. Possible homonym methods in the same class would get subsequent qualifiers.

#### 3.3.2 Index Entries

The index stores binding instances \( (B \subseteq U \times U) \), aliases \( (A \subseteq U \times U) \), transitive and non-transitive imports for each namespace \( ns \) \((TI_{ns} \subseteq U \times U \) and \( NI_{ns} \subseteq U \times U) \), and types of binding instances \( (P_{\text{type}} \subseteq U \times T) \). For a binding instance with URI \( u \), \( B \) contains an entry \((u',u)\), where \( u' \) is retrieved from \( u \) by omitting
the unique qualifier. \( u' \) is useful to resolve binding prospects, as we will show later. An alias consists of the new name, that is a binding instance, and the old name, that is a binding prospect. For each alias, \( A \) contains an entry \((a, u)\), where \( a \) is the URI of the binding instance and \( u \) is the URI of the binding prospect. For a transitive wildcard import from a scope with URI \( u \) into a scope with URI \( u' \), \( TI_{ns} \) contains an entry \((u', u)\). Similarly, \( NI_{ns} \) contains entries for non-transitive imports. Finally, for a binding instance of URI \( u \) and of type \( t \), \( P_{type} \) contains an entry \((u, t)\). \( P \) can also store other properties of binding instances, but we focus on types for this paper.

Example. Table 3.1 shows the index for the running example. It contains entries in \( B \) for binding instances of classes \( A \), \( B \), and \( C \), fields \( A.b \), \( A.m \), \( B.i \), and \( B.f \), and methods \( A.m \), \( B.m \), and \( C.n \). Corresponding entries for \( P_{type} \) contain the types of all fields and methods in the program. Since the running example does not define any aliases, \( A \) does not contain any entries. It also contains corresponding entries for \( NI_{Field}, TI_{Field}, NI_{Method}, \) and \( TI_{Method} \). These entries model inheritance by a combination of a non-transitive and a transitive import. \( C \) first inherits the fields and methods from \( A \) (non-transitive import). Second, \( C \) inherits the fields and methods which are inherited by \( A \) (transitive import).

3.3.3 Initial Collection

We collect index entries in a generic top-down traversal, which needs to be instantiated with language-specific name binding and scope rules. During the
traversal, a dictionary $S$ is maintained to keep track of the current scope for each namespace. At each node, we perform the following actions:

1. If the node is the context of a binding instance of name $n$ in namespace $ns$, we create a new unique qualifier $q$, construct URIs $u' = S(ns)/ns.n$ and $u = u'.q$, and add $(u', u)$ to $B$. If the instance is of type $t$, we add $(u, t)$ to $P_{type}$. If the node is a scope for a namespace $ns'$, we update $S(ns)$ to $u$.

2. If the current node is an anonymous scope for a namespace $ns$, we extend $S(ns)$ with an additional anonymous segment.

3. If the current node defines an alias, transitive, or non-transitive wildcard import, we add corresponding pairs of URIs to $A$, $TI_{ns}$, or $NI_{ns}$.

Collection does not consider binding prospects which need to be resolved. Furthermore, entries in $TI_{ns}$, $NI_{ns}$, and $P_{type}$ might still require project-wide name resolution and type analysis. Instead of performing this analysis during the collection, we defer the remaining analysis tasks to a second phase of analysis and store unique placeholder URIs in the index. For example, the type of field $A.b$ contains a class name $B$, which needs to be resolved. The index in table 3.1 does not contain an actual type, but a reference to a deferred resolution task (Task:/6 in this case). Also, the index entries for wildcard imports refers to a deferred task, since the name of the base class of class $C$ needs to be resolved first. References to tasks are created by hash consing, and therefore stay the same when the task stays the same.

**Partitions.** The semantic index is a project-wide data structure, but collection can be split over separate partitions. A partition is typically a file, but can also be a smaller unit. The only constraint we impose on partitions is that they need to be in global scope. This ensures that index collection is independent of other partitions. Collection for a partition $p$ will provide us with a partial index consisting of $B_p$, $A_p$, $TI_{ns}$, $NI_{ns}$, and $P_{type}$. The overall index can be formed by combining all partial indices of a project.

### 3.3.4 Incremental Collection

When a partition is edited, reanalysis is triggered. But only the partial index of the changed partition needs to be recollected, while partial indices of other partitions remain valid. Partial recollection will result in an updated relation $B'_p$. Given the original $B_p$, we define a change set $\Delta_B = (B'_p \setminus B_p) \cup (B_p \setminus B'_p)$ of entries added to or removed from $B$. In the same way, we can define $\Delta_A$ and $\Delta_{P_{type}}$. For imports, the situation is slightly different, since we need to consider changes in transitive import chains. We keep a change set $\Delta_{I_{ns}}$ for a derived relation $I_{ns} = TI_{ns} \circ NI_{ns}$, where $TI^*$ is the reflexive transitive closure of $TI$ and $I$ is the composition of this closure with $NI$.

**Example.** Table 3.2 shows non-empty change sets for the running example, where superscripts indicate editing steps. In step 1, changing the return type of method $A.m$ causes a change in $P_{type}$. In step 3, adding a parameter to the same method causes changes to $B$ and $P_{type}$. In step 4, changing the parent of class $c$ causes changes in $I_{Field}$ and $I_{Method}$. In step 5, enclosing class $c$ in a
Table 3.2: Changes to the semantic index of table 3.1, based on the changes to the C# program from listing 3.1b. Highlighted parts are modified or new values/entries. Strikethrough parts are old values or removed entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^1_{\text{type}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1</td>
<td>([], float)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1</td>
<td>([], int)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^3_{\text{field}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1/Var.b</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1/Var.b.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1</td>
<td>([], int)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^3_{\text{type}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1/Var.b.1</td>
<td>Task:/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1</td>
<td>([], int)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^4_{\text{field}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^4_{\text{method}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^5_{\text{field}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Ns.N</td>
<td>C#:/Ns.N.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.C</td>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Ns.N.1/Class.C</td>
<td>C#:/Ns.N.1/Class.C.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1/Method.n</td>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1/Method.n.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^5_{\text{method}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Ns.N.1/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^5_{\text{type}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Ns.N.1/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>Task:/54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^5_{\text{norm}}$</td>
<td>C#:/Class.C.1/Method.n.1</td>
<td>([], int)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The namespace affects all index entries for the class and its contained elements. The next section discusses how change-sets trigger reevaluation of deferred analysis tasks.

### 3.4 Deferred Analysis Tasks

In the previous section, we discussed the collection of index entries. This collection is efficient, since it requires only a single top-down traversal. When a partition changes, recollection is even more efficient, since it can be restricted to the changed partition, while the collected entries from other partitions remain valid. This is achieved by deferring name resolution and type analysis tasks, which might require information from other partitions or from other tasks.

Tasks are collected together with index entries and evaluated afterwards in a second analysis phase. For evaluation, no traversal is needed. Instead, inter-task dependencies determine an evaluation order. When a partition changes, only the tasks for this partition are recollected in the first phase. Change sets determine which tasks need to re-evaluated, including affected tasks from
### Instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>resolve uri</td>
<td>$B[\text{uri}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolve alias uri</td>
<td>$A[\text{uri}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolve import ns into uri</td>
<td>$I_{\text{ns}}[\text{uri}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lookup type of uri</td>
<td>$P_{\text{type}}[\text{uri}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check type $t$ in $T$</td>
<td>${t} \cap T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cast type $t$ to $T$</td>
<td>$C[t] \cap T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assign type $t$</td>
<td>${t}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- $s_1 + s_2$ \( \Rightarrow R[s_1,s_2] \)
- $s_1 \leftrightarrow s_2$ \( \Rightarrow \begin{cases} R[s_1], \text{if } \neq \emptyset \\ R[s_2], \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)

#### Filter

- $s_1 + s_2$ by type $T$ \( \Rightarrow \{ u \in R[s_1,s_2] | P_{\text{type}} \circ C[u] \cap T \neq \emptyset \} \)
- $s_1 \leftrightarrow s_2$ by type $T$ \( \Rightarrow \begin{cases} \{ u \in R[s_1] | (P_{\text{type}} \circ C)[u] \cap T \neq \emptyset \}, \text{if } \neq \emptyset \\ \{ u \in R[s_2] | P_{\text{type}} \circ C[u] \cap T \neq \emptyset \}, \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)

#### Disambiguations

- $s_1 + s_2$ by type $T$ \( \Rightarrow \{ u \in R[s_1,s_2] | \forall u' \in R[s_1,s_2] : \delta_C(u',T) \geq \delta_C(u,T) \} \)
- $s_1 \leftrightarrow s_2$ by type $T$ \( \Rightarrow \begin{cases} \{ u \in R[s_1] | \forall u' \in R[s_1,s_2] : \delta_C(u',T) \geq \delta_C(u,T) \}, \text{if } \neq \emptyset \\ \{ u \in R[s_2] | \forall u' \in R[s_1,s_2] : \delta_C(u',T) \geq \delta_C(u,T) \}, \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)

Table 3.3: Syntax and semantics of name and type analysis instructions. $\text{uri}$ denotes a URI, $\text{ns}$ a namespace, $t$ a type, $T$ a set of types, and $s_1, s_2$ subtask IDs.

### Instructions

Each task consists of a special URI, which is used as a placeholder in the semantic index, its dependencies to other tasks, and an instruction. Table 3.3 lists the instructions which can be used in tasks. Their semantics is given with respect to the semantic index, a type cast relation $C \subseteq T \times T$, where $(t,t') \in C$ iff type $t$ can be cast to type $t'$, and a partial function $\delta_C : T \times T \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ for the distance between types. We write $R[S]$ to denote the image of a set $S$ under a relation $R$ and omit set braces for finite sets, that is, we write $R[e]$ instead of $R[\{e\}]$. We provide three name resolution instructions for looking up binding instances from $B$ (resolve), named imports from $A$ (resolve alias), and wildcard imports from the derived relation $I_{\text{ns}}$ (resolve import), and four type analysis instructions for type look-up from $P_{\text{type}}$ (lookup), for checks with respect to expected types (check), for casts to an expected type according to $C$ (cast), and for assigning types to program elements (assign).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>resolve C#:/Class.B</td>
<td>C#:/Class.B.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>resolve alias C#:/Class.B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>resolve Task:/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>resolve import Class into C#:/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>resolve Task:/4/Class.B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Task:/1 + Task:/3 + Task:/5</td>
<td>C#:/Class.B.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>assign type int</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>resolve C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1/Var.b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>resolve C#:/Class.A.1/Field.b</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Field.b.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>resolve import Field into C#:/Class.A.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>resolve Task:/10/Field.b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Task:/9 &lt;+ Task:/11</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Field.b.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Task:/8 &lt;+ Task:/12</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Field.b.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>lookup type of Task:/13</td>
<td>C#:/Class.B.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>resolve Task:/14/Field.f</td>
<td>C#:/Class.B.1/Field.f.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>resolve import Field into Task:/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>resolve Task:/16/Field.f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Task:/15 &lt;+ Task:/17</td>
<td>C#:/Class.B.1/Field.f.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>lookup type of Task:/18</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>check type Task:/7 in</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{int, long, float, double, String}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>check type Task:/19 in</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{int, long, float, double, String}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>cast type Task:/21 to Task:/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>cast type Task:/20 to Task:/21</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Task:/22 + Task:/23</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>cast type Task:/24 to float</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>cast type Task:/20 to int</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>resolve C#:/Class.A</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>resolve alias C#:/Class.A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>resolve Task:/28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>resolve Task:/4/Class.A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Task:/27 + Task:/29 + Task:/30</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>resolve C#:/Class.C.1/Method.m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>resolve import Method into C#:/Class.C.1</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>resolve Task:/33/Method.m</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>assign type []</td>
<td>[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>disambiguate Task:/32 &lt;+ Task:/34</td>
<td>C#:/Class.A.1/Method.m.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by type Task:/35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>lookup type of Task:/36</td>
<td>([], float)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>cast type Task:/37 to int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Tasks and their solutions for the C# program in listing 3.1a
**Example.** Table 3.4 shows tasks and their solutions for the running example. Tasks 1 to 6 try to resolve class name B. Task 1 looks for B directly in the global scope. It finds an entry in B and **succeeds**. Task 2 looks for aliases, which task 3 tries to resolve next. Instead of a concrete URI, the task 3 has a reference to task 2. Since task 2 **fails** to find any named imports, task 3 also fails. Task 5 tries to resolve B inside imported scopes, which are yielded by task 4. Both tasks fail. Task 6 combines resolution results based on local classes, aliases, and imported classes. We will discuss such combinators in the next example.

Tasks 7 to 25 are involved in type checking the return expression of A.m() in listing 3.1a. Task 7 assigns type int to the integer constant. Tasks 8 to 18 are an example for the interaction between name and type analysis. The first six tasks try to resolve b either as a local variable, a field in the current class, or an inherited field. Next, task 14 looks up the type of the resolved field A.b, before the remaining tasks resolve field f with respect to that type B. Task 19 looks up the type of the referred field. The remaining tasks analyze the binary expression: Tasks 20 and 21 check if the subexpressions are numeric or string types. Tasks 22 and 23 try to coerce the left to the right type and vice versa. Both tasks are combined by task 24. Finally, task 25 checks if the type of the return expression can be coerced to the declared return type of the method.

### 3.4.2 Combinators

Table 3.3 also shows six instructions to combine the results of subtasks. The semantics of these combinators are expressed in terms of a relation R, where (t, r) ∈ R iff r is a result of task t. Notably, tasks can have multiple results. We will revisit R later, when we discuss task evaluation.

The simplest combinators are a non-deterministic choice + and a deterministic pendant <+. The result of the non-deterministic choice is the union of the results of its subtasks, while the result of the deterministic choice is the result of its first non-failing subtask. Furthermore, we provide combinators filter and disambiguate. Both can be used in a non-deterministic or deterministic fashion to combine the result sets of resolution tasks with respect to expected types. filter keeps only compliant results. disambiguate keeps only results which fit best with respect to the expected types. The non-deterministic variant keeps all of them, while the deterministic variant chooses the first subtask which contributes to the best fitting results.

**Example.** In table 3.4 task 6 combines resolution results based on local classes, aliased classes, and imported classes. The non-deterministic choice ensures that no result is preferred over another. Similarly, task 24 combines the results of alternative coercion tasks. In tasks 12 and 13, deterministic choices ensure that local fields win over inherited fields and variables win over fields, respectively.

Method call resolution in the presence of overloaded methods is a well-known example for interaction between name and type analysis. Actual and formal argument types need to be considered by the resolution, since they need to comply. Furthermore, relations between these types indicate which declaration is more applicable. As an example, consider tasks 32 to 36 in table 3.4. They resolve method call m() in the return expression of C.n() from...
listing 3.1a Task 32 tries to resolve it locally, while tasks 33 and 34 consider inherited methods. Task 35 assigns an empty list as the type of the actual parameters of the call. Task 36 selects only these methods which fit this type best, preferring local over inherited methods. Finally, the last two tasks check the return expression of C.n. Task 37 looks up the type of A.m. Task 38 tries to casts this to the declared return type, but fails.

3.4.3 Initial Evaluation

During the generic traversal in the collection phase, we do not only collect semantic index entries but also instructions of tasks \((T \subseteq U \times I)\) and inter-task dependencies \((D \subseteq U \times U)\). Language-specific collection rules are needed to control the collection of name resolution and type analysis tasks. \(D\) imposes an evaluation order for tasks. First, we can evaluate independent tasks. Next, we can evaluate tasks which only depend on already evaluated tasks. This will evaluate all tasks except those with cyclic dependencies, which we consider erroneous. As mentioned earlier, we capture task results in a relation \(R \subseteq U \times (\text{URIs} \cup T)\).

*Multiple Results.* The instruction of each task is evaluated according to the semantics given in table 3.3. However, this only works, if we replace placeholders of dependent subtasks with their results. When a subtask has multiple results, we evaluate the dependent task for each of these results. Consider task 14 from table 3.4 as an example. It can only be evaluated after replacing the placeholder Task:/13 with a result of the corresponding task. Since this task has a single result C#://Class.A.1/Field.b.1, we actually need to evaluate the instruction lookup type C#://Class.A.1/Field.b.1, yielding C#://Class.B.1 as its only result.

3.4.4 Incremental Evaluation

When a partition is edited, the partial index and tasks for this partition will be recollected, resulting in an updated relation \(T'_p\). We need to evaluate new tasks, which did not exist in another partition before. We collect the URIs of these tasks in a change set: \(\Delta T_p = \text{dom}(T'_p \setminus T_p)\). Furthermore, a changed semantic index might affect the results of the tasks from all partitions, requiring the reevaluation of those tasks. The various change sets determine which tasks need to be reevaluated:

\((u', u) \in \Delta_B\): tasks which evaluated an instruction resolve \(u'\).

\((a, u) \in \Delta_A\): tasks which evaluated an instruction resolve alias \(a\).

\((u', u) \in \Delta_I\): tasks which evaluated an instruction resolve import \(u'\).

\((u, t) \in \Delta_{\text{type}}\): tasks which evaluated an instruction lookup type of \(u\) and filter or disambiguate tasks with a subtask \(s\) with \(u \in R[s]\).

We maintain the URIs of these tasks in another change set \(\Delta T\). The URIs of tasks which require evaluation is given by the set \(\Delta T_p \cup D^* [\Delta T]\).
Table 3.5: New tasks and their solutions for the C# program in listing 3.1b.

Example. In step 1 of the running example, task 25 becomes obsolete, since the return expression needs to be checked with respect to a new type, which is done by a new task 39, shown in table 3.5. Furthermore, the disambiguation in task 36 depends on an element in $\Delta^1_{type}$, which is to be reevaluated. Transitive dependencies trigger also the reevaluation of tasks 37 and 38. Since task 38 succeeds now, it does no longer indicate a type error in $C.n$. But the new task 39 fails, indicating a new type error in $A.m$.

In step 2, tasks 15, 17 to 19, 21 to 24, and 39 become obsolete, since another field needs to be resolved. The semantic index was not changed, and only the corresponding new tasks 40 to 48 need to be evaluated. In step 3, the additional variable parameter causes changes in the semantic index. $\Delta^3_{Field}$ requires the reevaluation of task 8 and its dependent tasks 14, 16, and 40 to 48. Furthermore, $\Delta^3_{type}$ requires the reevaluation of task 36 and its dependent tasks 37 and 38. Similarly, $\Delta^4_{Field}$ requires the reevaluation of task 33 and its dependent tasks 34 and 36 to 38.
Finally, the new enclosing namespace introduced in step 5 makes tasks 32 to 34 and 36 to 38 obsolete and introduces new tasks 49 to 61, which take the new namespace into account.

3.5 Implementation

We have implemented the approach as four components of the Spoofax language workbench [75]. The first component is a Java implementation of the semantic index. It maintains a multimap storing relations $B$, $A$, $I$, and $P$, a set keeping partition names, and another multimap from partitions to their index entries. During collection, it calculates change sets on the fly, maintaining two multisets for newly added and removed elements.

The second component is a task engine implemented in Java. It maintains a map from task IDs to their instructions and bidirectional multimaps between task IDs and their partitions, between task IDs and index entries they depend on, and for task dependencies. Just as the semantic index, the task engine exposes a collection API and calculates change sets on the fly, maintaining a set of added and a set of removed tasks. Additionally, it exposes an API for task evaluation. During evaluation, it maintains a queue of scheduled tasks and a bidirectional multimap of task dependencies which are discovered dynamically. Results and messages of tasks are kept in maps. Both components use hash-based data structures which can be persisted to file. They support Java representations of terms as values and expose their APIs to Stratego [18], Spoofax’s term rewriting language for analysis, transformation, and code generation.

The third component implements index and task collection as a generic traversal in Stratego. At each tree node, the traversal applies language-specific rewrite rules for name and type analysis. These rules can either be manually written in Stratego, or generated from meta-languages such as NaBL.

The fourth component is a compiler for NaBL, which generates language-specific rules for the index and task collection traversal. Additionally, we have created a new meta-DSL for specifying simple type systems, called TS, which also compiles to the index and task collection traversal. Therefore, language developers can specify their name and type analysis in NaBL and TS, from which a collection traversal is derived, which is then used to do incremental name and type analysis with the task engine. For example, listing 3.2 shows an extract of NaBL and TS rules for a C#-like language. If a certain name or type rule cannot be expressed in NaBL or TS, a collection rule can still be manually implemented by means of the API.

3.6 Evaluation

We evaluate the correctness, performance, and scalability of our approach with an implementation for name and type analysis of WebDSL programs. Correctness is interesting since we only analyze affected program elements. We expect incremental analysis to yield the same result as a full analysis. Performance and scalability are crucial since they are the main purpose of incremental
analysis. We want to assess whether performance is acceptable for practical use in IDEs and how the approach scales for large projects. Specifically, we evaluate the following research questions: 

RQ1) Does incremental name and type analysis of WebDSL applications yield the same results as full analysis? 
RQ2) What is the performance gain of incremental name and type analysis of WebDSL applications compared to full analysis? 
RQ3) How does the size of a WebDSL application influence the performance of incremental name and type analysis? 
RQ4) Is incremental name and type analysis suitable for a WebDSL IDE?

3.6.1 Research method

In a controlled setting, we quantitatively compare the results and performance of incremental and full analysis of different versions of WebDSL applications. We have reimplemented name and type analysis for WebDSL, using NaBL to specify name binding and scope rules and Stratego to specify type analysis. We apply the same algorithm to perform full and incremental analyses to the
source code histories of two WebDSL applications. We run a full analysis on all files in a revision, and an incremental analysis only on changed files with respect to the result of a full analysis of the previous revision.

Subjects. WebDSL is a domain-specific language for the implementation of dynamic web applications [49]. It was designed from the ground up with static analysis and cross-aspect consistency checking in mind [59]. This focus makes it an ideal candidate to evaluate its static analysis. WebDSL provides many language constructs on which constraints have to be checked. It also embodies a complex expression language that is representative of expressions in general purpose languages such as Java and C#. It has been used for several applications in production, including the issue tracker YellowGrass [149], which is a subject of this evaluation, the digital library Researchr, and the online education platform WebLab. When developing such larger applications, the usability of the WebDSL IDE sometimes suffered from the lack of incremental analyses.

We focus on two open source WebDSL applications: Blog [154], a web application for wikis and blogs, and YellowGrass [148], a tag-based issue tracker. In their latest revisions, their code bases consist of approximately 7 and 9 KLOC.

Data collection. We perform measurements by repeating the following for every revision of each application. We run an incremental and a full analysis. During each of the analyses we record execution timings. After each analysis we preserve the data from the semantic index and the task engine which we analyze afterwards.

Each analysis is sequentially executed on command line in a separate invocation of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and garbage collection is invoked before each analysis. After starting the virtual machine, we run three analyses and discard results allowing for the warmup period of the JVM’s JIT compiler. All executions are carried out on the same machine with 2.7 Ghz Intel Core i-7, 16 GB of memory, and Oracle Java Hotspot VM version 1.6.0 45 in server JIT mode. We fix the JVM’s heap size at 4 GB to decrease the noise caused by garbage collection. We set the maximum stack size at 16 MB.

Analysis procedure. For RQ1, we evaluate the structural equality of data from the semantic index and the task engine produced by full and incremental analysis. For RQ2, we determine absolute execution times of full and incremental analysis and the relative speed up. We calculate the relative performance gain between analyses separately for each revision. We report geometric mean and distribution of absolute and relative performance of all revisions. For RQ3, we determine the number of lines and the number of changed lines of a revision. We relate the incremental analysis time to these numbers. For RQ4, we filter revisions which changed only a single file. On these revisions, we determine the execution time of incremental analysis.
3.6.2 Results and interpretation

We published the collected data and all analysis results in a public repository [144], including instructions on reproducing our experiments. Since both applications yield similar results, we discuss only Yellowgrass data here. Data for Blog can be found in the repository. For the future, we plan to collect data on more WebDSL applications and on more programming languages. Our implementation and the subjects are also open source.

RQ[1] For all revisions of both applications, incremental and full analysis produce structurally equal data in semantic index and task engine. This is the expected outcome and supports the equivalence of both analyses.

RQ[2] Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show the absolute execution times of full and incremental analyses of all revisions. Full analysis takes between 4.74 and
13.31 seconds. Incremental analysis takes between 0.37 and 4.97 seconds. The mean analysis times are 9.75 seconds and 0.96 seconds, with standard deviations of 2.29 and 0.61 seconds, respectively. Incremental analysis takes between 3.06% and 43.75% of the time of a full analysis. The mean ratio between incremental and full analysis is 10.56%. Thus, incremental analysis gives huge performance gains.

RQ3 Figures 3.1c and 3.1d shows incremental analysis times per revision, ordered by LOC and changed LOC, respectively. The size of a project does not seem to influence incremental analysis time (correlation coefficient $-0.18$), but the size of the change does. This is the expected outcome, but more experiments will be needed.

RQ4 There were 137 revisions which affected only a single file. Incremental analysis takes between 0.37 and 1.12 seconds. There is only one revision where incremental analysis takes longer than one second. The mean incremental analysis time is 0.56 seconds. All analysis times would be acceptable response times in an interactive IDE setting, where analysis is performed in the background without blocking the user interface. Single responses which take slightly more than one second would still be acceptable, if regular responses are fast. Furthermore, changes between two revisions are more coarse grained and should require more re-evaluation than changes in an editing scenario.

3.6.3 Threats to validity

An important threat to external validity is that we analyzed only WebDSL applications and only two of them. We are convinced that WebDSL’s name and type analysis is representative for other languages, but our evaluation cannot generalize beyond WebDSL and its sublanguages. Furthermore, other WebDSL applications, particularly those of different size, might show different characteristics. Additional threats are the large distance between revisions and the correctness of revisions. In real-time editing scenarios, distances might be much smaller and revisions might switch between correct and erroneous states. We believe that smaller distances would only be in the benefit of incremental analysis. Erroneous revisions should not affect parse and collection times but evaluation times, which tend to be small. A threat to internal validity is file size. Incremental analysis re-parses and re-collcts changed files. Independent of the actual changes inside a file, file size alone can influence parse and collection times. However, we believe that this does not influence the conclusions from any of our research questions. Regarding construct validity, we measured performance using wall-clock time only and control JIT compilation with a warm-up phase. By running the garbage collector between analysis runs, we ensured a similar amount of memory available to all analyses. However, the semantic index and the task engine store large amounts of data (13 MB in the worst case) and may experience garbage collection pauses.

3.7 Related Work

We give an overview of other approaches for incremental name and type analysis.
3.7.1 IDEs and Language Workbenches

IDEs such as Eclipse typically lack a generic framework for the development of incremental analyses, but provide manual implementations of incremental analysis and compilation for popular languages such as Java or C#. Some language workbenches automatically derive incremental analyses. In SugarJ, extensions inherit the incremental behaviour of SugarJ, which uses the module system of Java to provide incremental compilation on file-level, but lacks name and type analysis of its host language Java. Xtext leverages incremental analysis and compilation from the Eclipse JDT to user-defined languages, as long as they map to Java concepts. The JDT performs only local analyses on edit and global analyses on save. MPS does not require name binding due to its projectional nature. It supports incremental type analysis but lacks a framework for other incremental analyses. In general, language workbenches lack frameworks for developing incremental analyses.

3.7.2 Attribute Grammars

Attribute Grammars (AGs) provide a formal way of specifying the semantics of a context-free language, including name and type analysis. One of the first incremental attribute evaluators is proposed in. It only evaluates changed attributes and propagates evaluation to affected attributes. A similar incremental evaluation algorithm is shown in for ordered attributed grammars. In, extensions to propagation are shown that stop propagation if an attribute value is unchanged from its previous attribution.

Similar to attribute grammars, our approach exploits static dependencies, caching, and change propagation. Similar to ordered attribute grammars, we assume an evaluation order of tasks. Though tasks can be cyclic, we just do not evaluate them. While attributes are (re-)evaluated in visits to the tree, our collection separates tasks from the tree and they are (re-)evaluated independent of the tree. As a consequence, we do not require incremental parsing techniques and are not restricted to editing modes. For name analysis, attribute grammars typically pass environments throughout the tree. Incremental name analysis suffers from this as a single change in the environment requires a full re-evaluation of the aggregated environment and all dependent attributes. In our approach, we have a predefined notion of an environment, the semantic index, which is globally maintained. It enables fine-grained dependency tracking for name and type analysis tasks solely based on changing entries, not on changing environments.

3.7.3 Reference Attribute Grammars

A popular extension to attribute grammars is the addition of reference attributes. These simplify the specification of algorithms that require non-local information, including name resolution. Door Attribute Grammars extend attribute grammars with reference attributes and door objects which facilitate analysis of object-oriented languages. A similar but more general extension is shown in.
Reference Attribute Grammars (RAGs) are a generalization of door attribute grammars where the door objects are removed. In an incremental evaluator for reference attributed grammars is shown which is used by the JastAdd meta-compilation system. JastAdd also adds parametrized attributes which allow attributes to be parametrized, forming a mapping. The approach is compared to traditional attribute grammars in and shows that the use of reference attribute grammars reduces the number of affected attributes for name and type analysis significantly.

Our approach has two mechanisms similar to reference attributes. First, we can refer to binding instances by URIs and can look up their properties in the semantic index. Second, properties and tasks can refer to arbitrary other tasks. Reference attribute grammars discover dependencies during evaluation. We detect inter-task dependencies after collection. This already helps in establishing an ordering for evaluation. Only dependencies from properties to tasks are discovered during evaluation. Similar to ordinary attribute grammars, reference attribute grammars also do not provide a solution for aggregate attributes.

Some attribute grammar formalisms take a functional approach to evaluation. In attributes are evaluated using visit-functions with memoization. A more general extension to attribute grammars is the higher order attribute grammar for which an incremental evaluator is presented in. Similar to this approach, our approach employs a global cache and uses hash consing to efficiently share tasks and to make look-ups into the cache extremely fast. Tasks can also be seen as functions, but the evaluation strategy differs. Visit-functions are still applied on subtrees while tasks are completely separated from the tree.

3.7.4 Other Approaches

Pregmatic is an incremental program environment generator that uses extended affix grammars for specification. It uses an incremental propagation algorithm similar to the one used by attribute grammar approaches which were discussed earlier. Instead of separating parsing and semantic analysis, all evaluation is done during parse-time which differs significantly from our parse, collect and evaluate approach. Incremental Rewriting describes efficient algorithms for incrementally rewriting programs based on algebraic specifications. An algorithm for incrementally evaluating functions on aggregated values is also shown. The approach does not support non-local dependencies, making specification of name binding less intuitive as it requires copying of information.

3.8 Conclusion

We have proposed an approach for incremental name and type analysis in two phases, collection and deferred evaluation of analysis tasks. The collection is instantiated with language-specific name binding and type rules and incremental on file level. Unchanged files are neither re-parsed nor re-traversed. The evaluation phase is incremental on task level. When a file changes, all tasks
that are affected by this change are reevaluated. This might include dependent
tasks from other files.

Tasks execute low-level instructions for name resolution and type analysis,
and can form a basis for the definition of declarative meta-languages at a higher
level of abstraction. For example, we map declarative name binding and scope
rules expressed in NaBL to an instantiation of the presented approach. We
implemented the approach as part of the Spoofax language workbench. It frees
language engineers from the burden of manually implementing incremental
analysis. We applied the implementation to WebDSL and empirical evaluation
has shown this analysis to be responsive to changes in analyzed programs and
suitable to the interactive requirements of an IDE setting.
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Reflection: Incremental Name and Type Analysis, Bootstrapping, and Spoofax Core

We reflect on the applications and expressiveness of NaBL, TS, and the task engine, which we will refer to as NaBL for brevity. Furthermore, we provide a vision for bootstrapping the meta-languages of Spoofax, and describe our work on Spoofax Core to make bootstrapping, other research, and application in industry feasible.

Incremental Name and Type Analysis

We have applied NaBL to develop the static analysis of Green-Marl [63], a DSL for graph analysis, initially developed at Stanford University, but now part of the Parallel Graph AnalytiX (PGX) [94] project at Oracle Labs. With Green-Marl, graph analysis programs can be concisely written in terms of graph analysis concepts such as nodes, vertices, properties of nodes and vertices, and depth/breadth-first traversals. The PGX runtime can then automatically parallelize these graph analyses.

We have also applied NaBL in the 2015-2016 edition of the Compiler Construction lab [145], where students develop a full version of the MiniJava language, including name and type analysis and corresponding editor services.

Limitations in Expressiveness. NaBL can be used to model many interesting name and type analysis patterns, even for complicated DSLs such as Green-Marl. However, there are several limitations in expressiveness. For example, certain kind of let bindings such as let*, which are found in some functional languages, cannot be modeled because of a lack of control over scopes. Method overriding and overloading, where there are multiple method definitions a method call can refer to, and a selection must be made between those definitions based on parameter types, are not well supported. Finally, more comprehensive type systems with nonlocal inference are not supported.

Scope Graphs. Further work on improving the expressiveness has been done by other researchers in the context of Scope Graphs [109], a language-independent theory for program binding structure and name resolution. With this approach, a scope graph is first constructed from an abstract syntax tree using language-specific rules. Then, references in the scope graph are resolved to definitions using a language-independent resolution process. Name resolution is specified in terms of a concise, declarative and language-independent resolution calculus, while the actual name resolution is performed by a resolution algorithm that is sound and complete with respect to the calculus.

Hendrik van Antwerpen et al. refine and extend the scope graph framework to a full framework for static semantic analysis [5]. The framework is based
on a language of constraints, which support unifying type checking and name resolution. A language-specific extraction function translates an abstract syntax tree to a set of constraints, which are then solved by a constraint solver, which is proven to be sound. Although not discussed in [5], the extraction function can be generated from NaBL2, a meta-DSL for specifying name and type analysis in terms of syntax-directed constraint generation rules.

The expressiveness of the framework was further extended in [6] by viewing scopes as types, enabling models of the internal structure of non-simple types such as structural records and generic classes. Statix, a new meta-DSL was introduced, to enable specification of static semantics using this new framework.

The main difference between NaBL and scope graphs, is that scope graph approaches are more expressive, include the formal semantics of the calculi, and include algorithms that are sound in relation to the calculi. However, making these algorithms incremental and scalable; and providing good error messages, semantic completions, and other editor services; are still open problems.

**Bootstrapping**

We have self-applied NaBL and TS and the SDF [53] meta-DSL (for syntax specification), providing incremental name and type analysis and editor services for these meta-languages. These meta-languages all depend on each other. That is, NaBL’s syntax is specified in SDF, its name binding in itself, and its type analysis in TS. Similarly, SDF and TS are specified in NaBL and each other. Therefore, we performed an ad-hoc form of *bootstrapping*, where for each meta-language, we apply its own compiler and the compiler of other meta-languages to the sources of the meta-language to generate code that implements parts of that meta-language. We then commit this generated code to source control, serving as a baseline for building the meta-language.

However, this ad-hoc form of bootstrapping is problematic, because committing generated (possibly binary) artifacts in source control creates additional load on source control storage. Furthermore, forgetting to commit the generated code may break the compilation of the meta-language. Finally, since we are applying all meta-language compilers only once, we cannot find cascading defects that are only evident after multiple applications.

Our vision to solve these bootstrapping problems is to do fixpoint bootstrapping, to version and separately store meta-language compilers (binaries), and to support using multiple versions of meta-language compilers simultaneously in an interactive system. We want to evaluate this approach by application to Spoofax and its meta-languages. However, using Spoofax as a vehicle for research turned out to be a problem for several reasons.

**Spoofax Problem Analysis**

First of all, Spoofax was dependent on the Eclipse IDE. It was not possible to run the Spoofax language workbench, or any language created with Spoofax,
private void registerWithImp(Language language) {
    final int TRIES = 10;
    final int SLEEP = 500;

    for (int i = 0; i < TRIES; i++) {
        try {
            LanguageRegistry.registerLanguage(language);
            return;
        } catch (ConcurrentModificationException e) {
            // Loop
            try {
                Thread.sleep(SLEEP);
            } catch (InterruptedException e2) {
                throw new RuntimeException(e2);
            }
        }
    }
}

Listing 4.1: Unclear concurrency and dynamic language loading in older versions of Spoofax.

outside of the Eclipse IDE, making it hard to develop, build, test, and deploy Spoofax.

One of the defining features of Spoofax is dynamic language loading, where a language under development can be dynamically reloaded in the IDE without restarting, with the changes being immediately visible. However, Spoofax used IMP for its Eclipse editor services, which does not support dynamic language loading, and thus required a hack to get this working: a single IMP language which acted as all Spoofax dynamic languages, with the actual language being identified at runtime based on the extension of a file. Furthermore, there were two ways to load languages: statically from an Eclipse plugin, and dynamically at runtime, which resulted in different code paths for all editor services.

The concurrency model of Spoofax was unclear, leading to code as found in listing in several places. Finally, Spoofax’s code was very tightly coupled, making to modify a part without breaking other parts.

Besides these problems, we also missed two features crucial for bootstrapping meta-languages. We need to be able to version the compilers of languages, and to have explicit dependencies between languages. For example, to build NaBL version 2, we need SDF version 3’s compiler, NaBL version 1’s compiler, and TS version 1’s compiler.

Spoofax Core

Given this problem analysis; and the need to do bootstrapping, other research, and better application in industry; we need to develop a better tooling foundation. Therefore, we have reimplemented Spoofax, dubbed Spoofax Core, which solves these problems and adds missing features. This was a joint effort, Chapter 4. Reflection: Incremental Name and Type Analysis and Bootstrapping
Spoofax Core is a platform-independent Java library, meaning that it can be integrated into any Java application, making custom integrations possible. We provide ready-made adapters for various platforms such as the command-line (called Sunshine), the Eclipse and IntelliJ IDEs, and the Maven build system. The language workbench environment, also called the meta-environment, is separated from the runtime environment so that languages can be used without a dependency on the meta-environment. Figure 4.1 is a depiction of this architecture.

Spoofax Core can be developed, built, tested, and deployed from the command-line on Windows, Linux, and MacOS, allowing anyone to work on Spoofax. To ensure that Spoofax works, and to provide ready-made packages for using Spoofax, our Jenkins build farm continuously builds, tests, and deploys Spoofax Core and its adapters.

Spoofax Core is loosely coupled, enabling parts of Spoofax to be changed without breaking other parts. We use the Guice dependency injection framework to hook up these loosely coupled parts as a separate concern, while also allowing several parts to be freely extended. Dynamic language loading is supported as a separate concern, with the rest of Spoofax only dealing with the concept of a language that is already loaded. Furthermore, we support concurrent environments such as IDEs by being thread-safe when its concurrency invariants are upheld. Finally, we have full support for versioning languages and explicit versioned dependencies between languages.

With this new foundation, we continue our research into bootstrapping in the next chapter (chapter 5).
Bootstrapping Domain-Specific Meta-Languages in Language Workbenches

Abstract

It is common practice to bootstrap compilers of programming languages. By using the compiled language to implement the compiler, compiler developers can code in their own high-level language and gain a large-scale test case. In this chapter, we investigate bootstrapping of compiler-compilers as they occur in language workbenches. Language workbenches support the development of compilers through the application of multiple collaborating domain-specific meta-languages for defining a language’s syntax, analysis, code generation, and editor support. We analyze the bootstrapping problem of language workbenches in detail, propose a method for sound bootstrapping based on fixpoint compilation, and show how to conduct breaking meta-language changes in a bootstrapped language workbench. We have applied sound bootstrapping to the Spoofax language workbench and report on our experience.

5.1 Introduction

A bootstrapped compiler can compile its own source code, because the compiler is written in the compiled language itself. Such bootstrapping yields four main advantages:

1. A bootstrapped compiler can be written in the compiled high-level language.
2. It provides a large-scale test case for detecting defects in the compiler and the compiled language.
3. It shows that the language’s coverage is sufficient to implement itself.
4. Compiler improvements such as better static analysis or the generation of faster code applies to all compiled programs, including the compiler itself.

Compiler bootstrapping is common practice nowadays. For example, the GCC compiler for the C language is a bootstrapped compiler; its source code is written in C and it can compile itself. More generally for a language $L$, a bootstrapped compiler $L_c$ should apply to its own definition $L_d$ such that $L_d \in L$ and $L_c(L_d) = L_c$.

Language workbenches [39] are compiler-compilers that provide high-level meta-languages for defining domain-specific languages (DSLs) and their compilers. Thus, users of a language workbench implement the compiler $L_c$ of language $L$ not in $L$ but in a high-level meta-language $M$ such that $L_d \in M$ and $M_c(L_d) = L_c$. Thus, bootstrapping of $L_c$ is no longer required, which is good since many DSLs have limited expressiveness and are often ill-suited for
compiler development.

What we desire instead is bootstrapping of a language workbench’s compiler-compiler $M_c$. We want to use our meta-languages for implementing our meta-language compilers, thus inheriting the benefits of bootstrapping stated above: high-level meta-language implementation, large-scale test case, meta-language coverage, and improvement dissemination. In short, bootstrapping of language workbenches supports meta-language development. However, bootstrapping of language workbenches also entails three novel challenges:

- Most language workbenches provide separate meta-languages $M_1^{1..n}$ for describing the different language aspects such as syntax, analysis, code generation, and editor support. Thus, to build the definition of any one meta-language compiler $M_d$, multiple meta-language compilers $M_1^{1..n}$ are necessary such that $M_1^{1..n}(M_d) = M_c^i$. This entails intricate dependencies that sound language-workbench bootstrapping needs to handle.

- Most language workbenches provide an integrated development environment (IDE). Typically, language workbenches generate or instantiate this IDE based on the definition of the meta-languages. In this setup, the meta-language developer needs to restart the IDE whenever the definition of a meta-language is changed. However, to support bootstrapping, the definition of meta-language compilers should be available *within* the IDE and no restart should be required to generate and load the new bootstrapped meta-language compilers [88]. Importantly, since meta-language changes can be defective, it also needs to be possible to roll back to an older meta-language version if bootstrapping fails.

- Since meta-languages in language workbenches depend on one another, it can become difficult to implement breaking changes that require the simultaneous modification of a meta-language and existing client code. For example, renaming a keyword in one meta-language can require modifications in the compilers of the other meta-languages. To preserve changeability, we need to support implementing such breaking changes in a bootstrapped language workbench.

We present a solution to these challenges based on versioning and fixpoint bootstrapping of meta-language compilers. That is, we iteratively self-apply meta-language compilers to derive new versions until no change occurs. For this to work, we identified properties that meta-language compilers need to satisfy: explicit cross-language dependencies, deterministic compilation, and comparability of compiler binaries. To support meta-language engineers, we describe how to build interactive environments on top of fixpoint bootstrapping. Finally, we discuss how to implement and bootstrap breaking changes in the context of fixpoint bootstrapping.

To confirm the validity of our approach, we have implemented fixpoint bootstrapping for the Spoofax language workbench [75]. We use our implementation to successfully bootstrap eight meta-languages. We present our experience with seven changes to the meta-languages. We describe how we implemented the changes, how bootstrapping helped us to detect defects, and
how we handled breaking changes.

We are the first to describe a method for bootstrapping the meta-languages of a language workbench. In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We present a detailed problem analysis and requirements for language-workbench bootstrapping (section 5.2).
- We describe a sound bootstrapping method based on fixpoint meta-language compilation (section 5.3).
- We explain how to build bootstrapping-aware interactive environments (section 5.4).
- We investigate support for implementing breaking changes in a bootstrapped language workbench (section 5.5).
- We validate our approach by realizing it in Spoofax and by investigating seven bootstrapping changes (section 5.6).

5.2 Problem Analysis

To get a better understanding of bootstrapping in the context of language workbenches, we analyze the problem of bootstrapping in more detail. This problem analysis will help us answer why we need bootstrapping in the first place, and what is required to do bootstrapping in the context of language workbenches.

5.2.1 Bootstrapping Example

First, we need a more realistic example that shows the complexities of bootstrapping language workbenches. As an example, we use the SDF and Stratego meta-languages from the Spoofax language workbench. SDF \[153\] is a meta-language for specifying syntax of a language. Stratego \[18\] is a meta-language for specifying term transformations. SDF and Stratego are bootstrapped by self specification and mutual specification. That is, SDF’s syntax is specified in SDF, and its transformations in Stratego. Stratego’s syntax is specified in SDF, and its transformations in Stratego.

SDF also contains several generators. SDF contains a pretty-printer generator \texttt{PP-gen} that generates a pretty-printer based on the layout and concrete syntax in a syntax specification \[158\]. A pretty-printer (sometimes called an unparser) is the inverse of a parser. It takes a parsed abstract syntax tree (AST) and pretty-prints it back to a string. The generated pretty-printer is a Stratego program that performs this function. Besides generating a pretty-printer, SDF contains a signature generator \texttt{Sig-gen} that generates signatures for the nodes occurring in the AST. Since these signatures serve as a basis for AST transformations in Stratego, SDF describes these signatures in Stratego syntax and pretty-prints them using the generated Stratego pretty-printer.

Overall, our scenario entails various complex dependencies across languages. In the remainder of this section, we focus on the following dependency chain:

- The pretty-printer generator translates SDF ASTs into Stratego ASTs and
thus requires the SDF and Stratego signatures.

- The SDF signatures are generated by the signature generator using the Stratego pretty-printer.
- The Stratego pretty-printer is generated by the pretty-printer generator, from the Stratego syntax definition.
- The pretty-printer generator is implemented as a Stratego program within SDF.

We want to apply bootstrapping to SDF and Stratego to detect defective changes to a language’s implementation. In order to illustrate the difficulties of bootstrapping in the context of language workbenches, we will deliberately introduce a defect in the implementation of the pretty-printer generator. Normally, a pretty-printer needs to align with the parser such that $\text{parse}(\text{pretty-print}(\text{ast})) = \text{ast}$. We break the the pretty-printer generator to violate this equation by generating pretty-printers that print superfluous semicolons. This is an obvious way to sabotage the pretty-printer generator and will cause parse failures when parsing a pretty-printed string. We expect bootstrapping to detect this defect. Figure 5.1 shows an iterative bootstrapping attempt with relevant dependencies, illustrating code examples, and an explanation for each bootstrapping iteration.

We start with a baseline of language implementations. We introduce the defect in the pretty-printer generator and start rebuilding the whole system in Iteration 1 using the baseline. However, despite the defect, all components build fine in Iteration 1. This is because it takes multiple iterations for the defect to propagate through the system before it produces an error. In our example, the defective pretty-printer generator (Iteration 1) generates a broken pretty-printer (2), which is used by the signature generator (3), which then generates signatures in Stratego syntax but with superfluous semicolons (4). All defects remain undetected until the build of $\text{PP-gen}$ or $\text{Sig-gen}$ in Iteration 4 fails because of parse errors in the signatures.

Our example illustrates multiple points. First, dependencies between components in a language workbench are complex, circular, and across languages. Second, language bootstrapping yields a significant test case for language implementations and can successfully detect defects. Third, a single build is insufficient because many defects only materialize after multiple iterations of rebuilding.

This example is still far removed from the complexity that language workbenches face in practice. For example, Spoofax features eight interdependent meta-languages and SDF alone has seven generators that uses pretty-printers from four other meta-languages.

5.2.2 Requirements

Based on our example above, we derive requirements for sound bootstrapping support in language workbenches.
Figure 5.1: Bootstrapping flow for bootstrapping SDF and Stratego with a defective pretty-printer generator. In each iteration, SDF and Stratego are compiled, based on their previous versions. For example, SDF² is compiled with SDF¹ and STR¹. In the fourth iteration, bootstrapping fails because of a parse error, which can be traced back to the change which introduces a defect into the pretty-printer generator in the first iteration. Source code on the right belongs to underlined/bold components on the left.
Sound Bootstrapping. In our example, we needed 4 bootstrapping iterations to find a failure caused by the defective pretty-printer. In general, there is no way to know how many iterations are necessary until a defect materializes or after how many iterations it is safe to stop. Therefore, for sound bootstrapping it is required to iterate until reaching a fixpoint, that is, until the build stabilizes.

To determine if a fixpoint has been reached, we must be able to compare the binaries that meta-languages generate. We have reached a fixpoint if the generated binaries in iteration \( k + 1 \) are identical to the binaries generated in iteration \( k \). Since the binaries are the same, further rebuilds after reaching a fixpoint cannot change the implementation or detect new defects.

A further requirement for fixpoint bootstrapping is that compilers must be deterministic. That is, when calling a compiler with identical source files, the compiler must produce identical binaries.

Bootstrapping always requires a baseline of meta-language binaries to kick-start the process. Bootstrapping uses the baseline only to rebuild the meta-languages in the first bootstrapping iteration. After that, bootstrapping uses the bootstrapped binaries.

Finally, the bootstrapping system should be general; it should work for any meta-language in the language workbench.

Interactive Bootstrapping Environment. Besides having a bootstrapping system that satisfies the requirements above, we also need to support bootstrapping in the interactive environments of language workbenches. In particular, an interactive environment needs to provide operations that (1) start a bootstrapping attempt, (2) load a new baseline into the environment after bootstrapping succeeded, (3) roll back to an existing baseline after bootstrapping failed, and (4) cancel non-terminating bootstrapping attempts.

Loading a baseline needs to be such that subsequent bootstrapping attempts use the new baseline. When bootstrapping fails, a rollback to the existing baseline is required such that the defect causing the failure can be fixed and a new bootstrapping attempt can be started. All operations should work within the same language workbench environment, without requiring a restart of the environment, or a new environment to be started.

Bootstrapping Breaking Changes. Bootstrapping helps to detect changes that break a language implementation. However, sometimes breaking changes are desirable, for example, to change the syntax of a meta-language. If we change the syntax definition of some language L and the code written in L simultaneously, bootstrapping fails to parse the source code in Iteration 1 because the baseline only supports the old syntax of L. If we change the syntax definition of L but leave the code written in L unchanged, bootstrapping fails to parse the source code in Iteration 2 because the parser of L generated in Iteration 1 only supports the new syntax of L.

The bootstrapping environment should provide operations for bootstrapping breaking changes.
5.3 Sound Bootstrapping

Compiling or bootstrapping a meta-language is a complex operation that requires application of generators from many meta-languages, to a meta-language that consist of sources in several meta-languages. Therefore, we would like to find a general compilation and bootstrapping algorithm.

We describe a method for sound bootstrapping that fulfills the requirements from the previous section. As a first step towards compilation and bootstrapping, we introduce a general model for meta-language definitions and products. Using the model, we describe a general compilation algorithm that compiles a meta-language definition into a meta-language product. Finally, we show how to perform fixpoint bootstrapping operations based on the model and compilation algorithm. We use the bootstrapping scenario from figure 5.1 as a running example in this section.

5.3.1 Language Definitions and Products

As a first step towards bootstrapping, we introduce a general model for language definitions and products. We require such a model to describe a general compilation and bootstrapping algorithm for meta-languages. Listing 5.1 shows the model encoded in Haskell. In this subsection, we explain the model. In later subsections, we explain the compilation and fixpoint bootstrapping algorithm.

Language. First of all, we use a unique name to identify each meta-language Lang of a language workbench, such as SDF and Stratego. However, a name alone is not enough to uniquely distinguish meta-languages. Multiple versions of the same meta-language exist when bootstrapping, for example, a baseline version of SDF and the first bootstrapping iteration of SDF. Therefore, we also use a version to identify a language, LangID in the model. We denote a language L with version 1 as \( L^1 \). For example, with versioning, we can uniquely identify different versions of SDF and Stratego: SDF\(^0\), STR\(^0\), SDF\(^1\), STR\(^1\).

Bootstrapping applies the generators of a meta-language to the definition of its own and other meta-languages. Therefore, it is important to distinguish a meta-language definition from a meta-language product, which results from compiling the definition. The example in figure 5.1 does not make this distinction to reduce its complexity, but we require this distinction here in order to precisely define compilation and bootstrapping.

Language Definition. Each language definition LangDef defines a specific version of a language. We denote the definition of language L at version 1 as \( L^1 \). The definition consists of source artifacts written in different meta-languages (field alang of Artifact). To compile a language definition, we need to know what external artifacts and generators it requires. To this end, a language definition defines artifact and generator dependencies on previous versions of itself or on specific versions of other languages. We use these dependencies during compilation.
-- Model for languages, language definitions with sources, and language products with artifacts and generators.
type Version = Int
type Lang = String
data LangID = LangID { name :: Lang, version :: Version }
data Artifact = Artifact { aname :: String, alang :: Lang, acontent :: String }
data LangDef = LangDef { dlang :: LangID, dsources :: [Artifact], dartDeps :: [LangID], dgenDeps :: [LangID] }
data Generator = Generator { gname :: String, gsource :: Lang, gtarget :: Lang, generate :: Artifact -> Artifact }
data LangProd = LangProd { plang :: LangID, partifacts :: [Artifact], pgenerators :: [Generator] }
type Baseline = [LangProd]

getProd :: LangID -> Baseline -> LangProd
getProd lang baseline = fromJust $ find (\prod -> lang == plang prod) baseline

-- Compile. Sort languages by generator source/target and run relevant generators against relevant artifacts.
compile :: LangDef -> Baseline -> LangProd
compile def baseline = createLangProd def (runGens sorted gens inputs) where
inputs = dsources def ++ [ a | l <- dartDeps def, a <- partifacts (getProd l baseline) ]
gens = [ g | l <- dgenDeps def, g <- pgens (getProd l baseline) ]
sorted = topsort [ [LangID l _ <- dgenDeps def ] [ (gsource g,gtarget g) ] g _ gens]
runGens [] gens inputs = inputs
runGens langs gens inputs = runGensFor langs gens inputs

runGensFor :: Lang -> [Generator] -> [Artifact] -> [Artifact]
runGensFor langs gens inputs = [ generate g a | g <- gens, a <- inputs, gsource g == lang, alang a == lang ]

createLangProd :: LangDef -> [Artifact] -> LangProd
createLangProd def inputs = [LangProd l, inputs, pgenerators pgenerators [generator g] | g <- pgenerators]

list 5.1: Model for sound bootstrapping, with algorithms for compilation and fixpoint bootstrapping, encoded in Haskell.
**Language Product.** A language product $\text{LangProd}$ models a compiled meta-language definition. We denote the product of compiling $L_1^d$ as $L_1^p$. A product exports artifacts and generators. A generator $\text{Generator}$ transforms artifacts of some source language into artifacts of some target language. For example, $\text{Sig-gen}$ in SDF transforms SDF artifacts into Stratego artifacts, or fails if the SDF artifacts are invalid, which we model as a dynamic exception of function generate.

**Example.** Language definitions and products model the dependencies required to compile a definition into a product, which we describe in the next subsection. For example, $\text{SDF}1^d$ requires the application of generator $\text{Sig-gen}$ of $\text{SDF}0^p$, whereas $\text{STR}1^d$ requires the application of generator $\text{PP-gen}$ of $\text{SDF}0^p$. Moreover, $\text{SDF}1^d$ requires the pretty-print table artifact $\text{PP}$ of $\text{STR}0^p$.

### 5.3.2 Compilation

Before we can bootstrap multiple meta-language definitions against a baseline of meta-language products, we must first be able to compile a single meta-language definition. We describe the compilation algorithm that compiles a single language definition using the model from above.

Function $\text{compile}$ takes a language definition and a baseline of language products, and produces a new language product from the definition. The basic idea of the algorithm is to run the required generators on the source artifacts and the required external artifacts. This yields new generated artifacts that we package into a language product using $\text{createLangProd}$.

We first collect all generator inputs, which are the source artifacts ($\text{dsources def}$) of the definition and the required artifacts according to dependencies ($\text{dartDeps def}$). We use the baseline to resolve dependencies; function $\text{getProd}$ finds the product of the required $\text{LangID}$. Similar to required artifacts, we collect the required generators according to dependencies ($\text{dgenDeps def}$).

When running generators, we need to make sure to call them in the right order: A generator must run later if it consumes an artifact produced by another generator. For example, $\text{SDF}1^d$ requires the application of generator $\text{Sig-gen}$, which produces Stratego code. But $\text{SDF}1^d$ also requires the application of the Stratego-compiler generator of $\text{STR}0^p$, which translates Stratego code into an executable. Thus, we must run $\text{Sig-gen}$ before the Stratego compiler. To this end, we sort all languages topologically according to their source and target languages.

Function $\text{runGenerators}$ iterates over the sorted source languages and for each one applies all generators of the current source language $\text{lang}$. Function $\text{runGeneratorsFor}$ finds all relevant generators $g$ that take artifacts of $\text{lang}$ as input and it finds all relevant artifacts $a$ of $\text{lang}$. It then calls the generate function of all relevant generators $g$ on all relevant artifacts $a$ and collects and returns the generated artifacts. Function $\text{runGenerators}$ passes the generated artifacts down when recursing to allow subsequent generators to compile them. If any generate function fails with a dynamic exception, the compilation fails.

Finally, after generating all artifacts, we create a language product from the
language definition and the generated artifacts by calling `createLangProd`. This function must be implemented by the language workbench. We abstract over how a language workbench determines which artifacts to export and which generators to create from generated artifacts. For example, Spoofax determines which artifacts to export from a configuration file in the language definition, has built-in notions of generators to create based on generated artifacts, and allows a language definition to configure its own generators.

### 5.3.3 Fixpoint Bootstrapping

We can now use compilation to define fixpoint bootstrapping. In general, there is no way to know how many bootstrapping iterations are required before it is safe to stop. Therefore, we iteratively bootstrap meta-languages until reaching a fixpoint. We define a general fixpoint bootstrapping algorithm using the model and compilation algorithm from above.

Function `bootstrap` takes the version of the new baseline, a list of metalanguage definitions, and an existing baseline, and it produces a new baseline of the given version. The basic idea of the algorithm is to compile meta-language definitions in iterations, until we reach a fixpoint. However, to avoid building against the old baseline repeatedly, we have to update the versions of the language definitions in the first iteration.

In the first iteration, function `bootstrap` calls `compile` on modified definitions `def` where we have set the version to `v`. This yields a list of language products `firstBuild` that contains products of version `v`. We use this as starting point for fixpoint computation. In addition, we update the dependencies in `defs` using function `prepareFixpoint`, which updates versions and dependencies of all bootstrapped languages to `v`.

To produce a new baseline, we repeat bootstrapping in `bootstrapFixpoint` until reaching a fixpoint. In each iteration, we compile all meta-language definition into meta-language products. If the new baseline is equal to the baseline from the previous iteration, we have reached a fixpoint and return the new baseline.

To compare the language products of a baseline, we compare the name, version, artifacts, and generators of products. To compare generators, we need to compare the executables of generators (not modeled in Haskell). In practice, this boils down to comparing binary files byte-for-byte, ignoring nondeterministic metadata such as the creation date or the last modified date. We change meta-language versions each iteration in fig. 5.1 for illustrative purposes. However, `bootstrap` only changes versions once, to prevent baseline comparison from always failing because of version differences.

Bootstrapping fails with a dynamic exception if any compile operation fails. Otherwise, our algorithm soundly produces a new baseline. In the next section, we explain how to manage baselines in interactive environments.

### 5.4 Interactive Bootstrapping

A language workbench provides an interactive environment in which a language engineer can import language definitions, make changes to the defini-
tions in interactive editors, compile them into a language products, and test the changed languages. This allows a language engineer to quickly iterate over language design and implementation. Likewise, a meta-language engineer wants to quickly iterate over meta-language design and implementation [88]. Therefore, we need to support running bootstrapping operations in the interactive language workbench environment.

A language workbench manages an interactive environment with a language registry that manages all loaded language definitions and language products. The language registry loads language definitions and products dynamically, that is, while the environment is running without restarting the environment or starting a new one. The language workbench should react to loading, reloading, and unloading of language definitions and products, for example, by setting up file associations and updating editors.

To support interactive development, meta-language compilation interacts with the language registry. Instead of receiving a baseline as argument, in an interactive environment function `compile` from the previous section uses the language registry to retrieve language products. Thus, a change to the registry affects subsequent compilations.

Since bootstrapping relies on `compile`, in an interactive environment bootstrapping also interacts with the language registry. Instead of receiving a baseline as argument, in an interactive environment function `bootstrap` from the previous section uses the language registry to retrieve an initial baseline. Before calling `compile` in each iteration, `bootstrap` needs to load/reload the compiled products of version `\textit{v}`. If bootstrapping succeeds, the new baseline stays in the language registry upon termination of `bootstrap`. But if bootstrapping fails with an exception, subsequent operations may not use the intermediate language products. To this end, `bootstrap` needs to rollback changes to the registry by unloading the language products of version `\textit{v}`, and rolling back version changes in definitions.

Based on these changes to the algorithms and the language registry, our bootstrapping model supports interactive environments. Specifically, we can start a bootstrapping attempt with `bootstrap`, load a new baseline into the registry, and rollback the registry after bootstrapping failed or was canceled by the user.

### 5.5 Bootstrapping Breaking Changes

In the context of bootstrapping, a breaking change is a change to meta-language definitions such that fixpoint bootstrapping fails. Instead of treating such change as a whole, a breaking change needs to be decomposed into multiple smaller changes for which fixpoint bootstrapping succeeds.

For example, changing a keyword in the SDF meta-language is a breaking change, because it will cause parse failures for SDF source files elsewhere. Changing a keyword and all usages of the old keyword is also a breaking change, because we use the old baseline on the first build, which does not support the new keyword.

To perform such a breaking change, we need decompose it into smaller non-
**breaking changes.** Using such decomposition, fixpoint bootstrapping succeeds after each change. However, it is actually sufficient to only perform a full fixpoint bootstrap after the final change and to only find defects then. For the intermediate changes, it is enough to bootstrap a single iteration in order to construct a new baseline for the subsequent builds. To support this, we propose to extend the interactive environment with an additional bootstrapping operation that bootstraps a single iteration only. This will still find all defects in the final fixpoint bootstrapping, but intermediate defects may go unnoticed until then.

A common breaking change that occurs when evolving a meta-language is the change of a feature \( F \) to \( F' \). For example, this includes changing the syntax of Stratego or changing the Sig-gen generator in SDF. We can decompose a change of feature \( F \) to \( F' \) in \( M \) by (1) adding \( F' \) as an alternative to \( F \) in \( M \), (2) executing a single bootstrap iteration, (3) changing all source artifacts written in \( M \) to use \( F' \) instead of \( F \), (4) executing a single bootstrap iteration, (5) removing \( F \) from \( M \), and finally (6) performing a fixpoint bootstrap.

We have successfully used this decomposition for changing features in our evaluation.

### 5.6 Evaluation

To evaluate our bootstrapping method, we realized it in the Spoofax language workbench and bootstrapped Spoofax’s eight meta-languages.

#### 5.6.1 Implementation

We have implemented the model, general compilation algorithm, and general bootstrapping algorithm of our sound bootstrapping method in the interactive Eclipse environment of the Spoofax language workbench. With our implementation, a meta-language engineer can import meta-language definitions into Eclipse, make changes to the definitions, and run bootstrapping operations on the definitions to produce new baselines. The Eclipse console displays information about the bootstrapping process, e.g. when a new iteration starts, which artifacts were different during language product comparison, and any errors that occur during bootstrapping.

When bootstrapping fails, changes are reverted, and the console shows observed errors. Bootstrapping can also be cancelled by cancelling the bootstrapping job. When bootstrapping succeeds, the new baseline and meta-language definitions are dynamically loaded, such that the meta-language engineer can start making changes to the definitions and run new bootstrapping operations.

#### 5.6.2 Meta-languages

To evaluate the bootstrapping method and implementation, we bootstrap Spoofax’s meta-languages. Spoofax currently consists of eight meta-languages: SDF2, SDF3, Stratego, ESV, NaBL, TS, NaBL2, and DynSem. The generator dependencies between these meta-languages are shown in fig. 5.2.

Syntax used to be specified in the SDF2 language, but we have since
moved on to the more advanced SDF3\cite{158} language with syntax templates from which pretty-printers are automatically derived. SDF2 still exists because of compatibility reasons (some languages still use it) but also to use it as a target for generation. The SDF3 compiler generates SDF2, which the SDF2 compiler turns into a parse table. The SDF that we have been using as a running example in this paper is actually SDF3.

ESV is a domain-specific meta-language for specifying editor services such as syntax coloring, outlines, and folding. Every meta-language (including ESV itself) uses ESV to specify its editor services, such that Spoofax can derive an editor for the meta-languages.

Stratego\cite{150,18} is used for specifying term transformations and static semantics in several (meta)languages, and is also a common target for generation. For the name and type analysis domains, NaBL\cite{89} is a domain-specific meta-language for specifying name analysis, and TS for specifying type analysis in terms of typing rules. NaBL2 is an evolution of NaBL that combines NaBL and TS in one language. Again, the older version of the language is kept for compatibility reasons. Finally, DynSem\cite{147} is a meta-language for dynamic semantics specification through operational semantics.

We have successfully bootstrapped these meta-languages with our bootstrapping implementation.

Chapter 5. Bootstrapping Meta-DSLs in Language Workbenches
We evaluate our bootstrapping method and its implementation in Spoofax by bootstrapping changes to Spoofax’s meta-languages. We could not test our bootstrapping implementation against existing changes made to the meta-languages, because our bootstrapping implementation expects meta-languages to be in a specific format which existing meta-languages are not. Therefore, we converted the meta-languages to this format and constructed realistic and interesting changes for evaluation.

We have logged the changes in the form of a Git repository\footnote{https://github.com/spoofax-bootstrapping/bootstrapping}, which contains a readme file explaining how to view the repository. Each change is tagged with a version in the Git repository. For each tag, sources and binaries of the created baseline are available. Tags for fixpoint bootstrapping operation also include the bootstrapping log. We now go over each change scenario to explain what we changed, why we made the change, and any issues that occurred.

\textit{Initial Bootstrap.} To be able to bootstrap Spoofax’s meta-languages, we convert the meta-language definitions to work with our bootstrapping implementation. We successfully bootstrap the meta-languages by running a fixpoint bootstrapping operation. Version $v 2.1.0$ is the first fixpoint bootstrap that includes all meta-languages, and will be used as a baseline for the next change.

\textit{SDF2 in SDF3.} SDF2 currently exports a handwritten pretty-printer, which is imported by SDF3 to pretty-print SDF2 source files. A handwritten pretty-printer is bad for maintenance because it must be manually changed whenever the syntax changes. However, a generated pretty-printer is automatically updated in conjunction with changes to the syntax, which reduces the maintenance effort. Therefore, we convert SDF2’s syntax to SDF3, such that SDF3’s pretty-printer generator, generates a pretty-printer to replace the handwritten one.

This is a breaking change because SDF3 imports SDF2’s pretty printer, and we change the pretty-printer that SDF2 exports, so SDF3’s imports need to change. We decompose the change into three parts by applying the feature change decomposition shown previously: (1) we convert SDF2’s syntax to SDF3 and export the generated pretty-printer, while still exporting the handwritten pretty-printer, (2) we change SDF3 to use the generated pretty-printer from SDF2, and (3) we remove the handwritten pretty-printer from SDF2. We apply each bootstrapping operation in the same environment, to test the interactive language workbench environment.

We first convert SDF2’s syntax to SDF3, and run a single iteration bootstrapping operation to produce baseline $v 2.1.1$. However, we have converted the syntax of SDF2 wrongly, constructor names are supposed to be in lowercase to retain compatibility with existing SDF2 transformations. Furthermore, lowercase constructor names such as module conflict with Stratego’s syntax, which uses module as a reserved keyword. Therefore, we change SDF3 to support quotation marks in constructor names to support 'module, which does not
conflict with Stratego, and run a single iteration bootstrapping operation to produce baseline $v2.1.2$.

We convert SDF2’s grammar again, with lowercase constructor names, and prefix reserved keywords with ‘ where needed, run a single iteration bootstrapping operation to create baseline $v2.1.3$. We use the newly generated signatures and pretty-printer from SDF2 in SDF3, run a fixpoint bootstrapping operation (to confirm that the pretty-printer works), which succeeds, and produces baseline $v2.1.4$.

Finally, we clean up SDF2 by removing the handwritten pretty-printer. We also fix a bug in Stratego that causes some imports to loop infinitely during analysis, that was uncovered by the import dependencies between SDF2 and SDF3, which now mutually import each other. A fixpoint bootstrapping operation produces baseline $v2.1.5$.

Stratego in SDF3. We convert Stratego’s syntax from SDF2 to SDF3 to also benefit from generated signatures and pretty-printers, instead of handwritten ones. This breaking change is decomposed in a similar way. However, we do not remove the handwritten pretty-printer yet, because multiple other meta-languages are using it, while we only change NaBL to use the generated one.

We convert Stratego’s syntax to SDF3, run a single iteration bootstrapping operation to produce baseline $v2.1.6$. We change NaBL to use the newly generated Stratego signatures and pretty-printer, and run a fixpoint bootstrapping operation to produce baseline $v2.1.7$.

Results. We were able to successfully bootstrap eight meta-languages with realistic changes, including complex breaking changes that required multiple bootstrapping steps. Bootstrapping is sound because it terminates, finds defects when we introduce them, and produces a baseline when bootstrapping succeeds. We were also able to run multiple bootstrapping operations in the interactive language workbench environment, where the baseline produced from bootstrapping is loaded into the environment and used to kickstart the next bootstrapping operation.

5.7 Related Work

We now discuss related work on bootstrapping.

5.7.1 Bootstrapped General-Purpose Languages

Most general-purpose programming languages are bootstrapped. We discuss early languages and compilers that were bootstrapped.

The first programming language to be bootstrapped in 1959 is the NELIAC \[66\] dialect of the ALGOL 58 language. The main advantage of bootstrapping the compiler is implementation in a higher-level language. Instead of writing the compiler in assembly, it could be written in NELIAC itself, which is a much higher-level language than assembly. This allowed the compiler to be more easily be cross-compiled to the assembly of other machines, since the cross-compiled versions could be written in NELIAC.
Lisp was bootstrapped by creating a Lisp compiler written in Lisp, which was interpreted by an existing Lisp interpreter [142]. It is the first compiler that compiled itself by being interpreted by an existing interpreter of that language.

The Pascal P compiler [110] is a compiler for the minimal subset of standard PASCAL that it can still compile itself. It generates object code for a hypothetical stack computer SC. The first version of the compiler is written in assembly for SC. Using an assembler or interpreter for SC, the first compiler is compiled or executed. The compiler is bootstrapped by writing the compiler in itself, and compiling it with the existing compiler. The bootstrapped compiler is validated by comparing the assembled compiler binary and the bootstrapped compiler binary, a convention that we still apply to this day.

5.7.2 Bootstrapping

We now look at literature on the art of bootstrapping itself. Tombstone diagrams (also called T-diagrams) are a graphical notation for reasoning about translators (compilers), first introduced in [16] and extended with interpreters and machines in [31]. T-diagrams are most commonly used to describe bootstrapping, cross-compilation, and other processes that require executing complex chains of compilers, interpreters, and machines [95]. T-diagrams are a useful tool for graphically reasoning about compilers and bootstrapping, orthogonal to the bootstrapping framework presented in this paper.

Axiomatic bootstrapping [8] is an approach for reasoning about bootstrapping using axioms and equations between those axioms, to verify if a change to a compiler will result in a successful bootstrap. They present axioms for an interactive ML runtime and compiler, which compiles to native code, and needs to deal with multiple architectures, calling conventions, and binary formats. For example, instantiating the axioms and equations show that changing the calling convention of the compiler causes bootstrapping to fail, and that a special cross-compilation operation can bootstrap the change.

Axioms are a useful tool to verify if a single bootstrapping iteration will work, and to reason about how a breaking change should be split up over multiple bootstrapping steps. However, axioms cannot be used to find hidden defects, such as the example from fig. 5.1, because those defects can manifest over an arbitrary number of iterations. Axioms also cannot be used to reason if a fixed point can be reached, for the same reason. Therefore, it is complementary to the bootstrapping framework presented in this paper.

5.7.3 Language Workbenches

We now look at related work on bootstrapping in language workbenches.

Xtext [12] is a framework and IDE for the development of programming languages and DSLs. Its Grammar and Xtend meta-languages are bootstrapped. However, Xtext does not support dynamic loading, so it is not possible to bootstrap the meta-languages in the language workbench environment.

MPS [159] is a projectional language workbench. It has several meta-languages which are bootstrapped, but are read-only in the language work-
bench environment, meaning that they cannot be bootstrapped in the language workbench environment. MPS supports dependencies between languages through its powerful extension system. A meta-language can be extended, and that extension could be bootstrapped. However, MPS does not support versioning or undoing changes, making rollbacks impossible if defects are introduced.

MetaEdit+ [78] is a graphical language workbench for domain-specific modeling. Some of its meta-languages are bootstrapped, and can be bootstrapped in the language workbench environment. When changes are applied, they immediately apply to the bootstrapped meta-language and other languages. If an applied change breaks the language, the change can be undone or abandoned entirely to go back to a previous working state, after which the error can be fixed. However, they do not document their bootstrapping method, so it cannot be applied to other language workbenches.

Ensō [97][138] is a project to enable a software development paradigm based on interpretation and integration of executable specification languages. Ensō’s meta-languages are bootstrapped, but has no general framework for fixpoint bootstrapping or versioning of meta-languages. The meta-language engineer has to write code which handles fixpoint bootstrapping and versioning specifically for their meta-languages.

Rascal [81] is a metaprogramming language and IDE for source code analysis and transformation. In the current version, Rascal’s parser is bootstrapped, but the rest is implemented as an interpreter in Java. Development versions include a new Rascal compiler which is completely bootstrapped. However, the Rascal IDE has no general support for fixpoint bootstrapping or versioning of languages.

SugarJ [37][35] is a Java-based extensible programming language that allows programmers to extend the base language with custom language features. In principle, SugarJ can be bootstrapped, because its compiler is written in Java and Java is a subset of SugarJ. However, in practice this was never done, and it is not obvious if that would actually work.

Racket [146] is an extensible programming language in the Lisp/Scheme family, which can serve as a platform for language creation, design, and implementation. DrRacket [41][42] is the Racket IDE. Racket is mostly bootstrapped, but the core of the compiler and interpreter are implemented in C. The parts of Racket that are written in Racket can be changed interactively in DrRacket, which affects subsequently running Racket programs. A defect introduced in Racket’s self definition may prevent bootstrapping to succeed, which requires a restart of the DrRacket IDE.

5.7.4 Staged Metaprogramming

Staged metaprogramming approaches such as MetaML [143], MetaOCaml [21], Mint [162], and LMS [125] provide typesafe run-time code generation, which ensures that generated code does not contain typing defects. However, these approaches do not provide support for bootstrapping.
5.8 Conclusion

Bootstrapping is an efficient means for detecting defects in compiler implementations and should be useful for language workbenches as well. However, bootstrapping compiler-compilers of language workbenches needs to handle the intricate interactions between meta-languages. Unfortunately, previous literature on bootstrapping ignores these intricacies.

We present a sound method for meta-language bootstrapping. Given a baseline and updated meta-language definitions, our bootstrapping algorithm constructs a new baseline through fixpoint self-application of the meta-languages. We explain how our algorithms can be used in interactive environments and how to decompose breaking changes that occur when evolving meta-languages.

We have implemented the approach in the Spoofax language workbench and evaluated it by successfully bootstrapping eight interdependent meta-languages, and report on our experience with bootstrapping two breaking changes. This makes Spoofax into a laboratory for meta-language design experimentation.
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Reflection: Language Workbench Pipelines

Our work on bootstrapping enables systematic bootstrapping of the meta-languages of language workbenches in an interactive metaprogramming system. However, while working on bootstrapping, we noticed that language workbenches implement a very complicated pipeline. A language workbench pipeline builds (meta-)language specifications into (meta-)language products; parses, analyses, and transforms programs using these products; and provides feedback to programmers through editor services such as inline error messages, code styling, structure outlines, and code completion. Such a pipeline roughly flows as follows:

- Meta-language specifications are bootstrapped using a baseline, to produce new meta-language products.
- Meta-language programs (which specify a language) go through the pipeline: parse, analyze, transform, and provide feedback to the language developer, using meta-language products.
- Language specifications are built into language products.
- Programs go through the pipeline and provide feedback to programmers, using language products.
- When programs are transformed or compiled into other programs that require more processing or feedback, the pipeline continues.

To make an interactive (meta)programming system based on such a pipeline, it must be incremental, scalable, and easy to develop and maintain. While the pipeline was improved a lot with our work on Spoofax Core and bootstrapping, it still suffered from several problems which we now analyze.

Problem Analysis

The pipeline of Spoofax overspecifies certain dependencies, causing a loss of incrementality. For example, when we change the name and type analysis specification of a language, rebuild the language specification into a language product, and then edit a program of that language, Spoofax will reparse the program even though the parser did not change. This is because Spoofax does not perform fine-grained dependency tracking, because the development effort to do so would be large, requiring incrementality techniques such as caching, cache invalidation, dependency tracking, and change detection.

Conversely, Spoofax’s pipeline also underspecifies certain dependencies, causing loss of correctness. For example, when we change the NaBL meta-language, and then edit a language specification that uses NaBL, Spoofax will not automatically rebuild the NaBL meta-language, resulting in inconsistent behavior. The language developer must first manually build (bootstrap)
NaBL, and then build their own language. This is again because Spoofax does not perform fine-grained dependency tracking, but also because eagerly rebootstrapping the meta-languages for every change would take a lot of time.

In some cases, Spoofax’s pipeline is incremental and correct. For example, the separate transformation (compilation) of the source files of the SDF meta-language into normalized SDF files for parse table generation, pretty-printer rules, and syntactic code completion rules, is incremental and correct. Separate compilation is simpler to implement because there are no dependencies between source files. However, to achieve this, we still manually implement an incremental pipeline with caching, invalidation, and change detection.

Finally, Spoofax’s pipeline is implemented in five different formalisms:

1. A custom build system that parses, analyzes, and transforms programs, which is incremental only if the transformation is a separate transformation (i.e., does not depend on other files or modules).
2. A language registry which (re)loads languages dynamically, enabling live language development.
3. Maven POM files which instruct Maven to download Java dependencies and compile Java code.
4. The meta-language bootstrapping system from the previous chapter.
5. An incremental build system for building language specifications, based on Pluto \[36\], a sound and optimal incremental build system with dynamic dependencies.

Because the pipeline is specified in five different formalisms, it is harder to understand and change, and several opportunities for incrementality are lost because different formalisms do not properly communicate.

**Vision**

Given this problem analysis, and the desire to develop correct and responsive interactive programming systems for language workbench pipelines, we need a systematic method for developing these pipelines. This method should have a single formalism in which pipelines can be concisely and directly expressed, without the pipeline developer having to explicitly think about incrementality. Pipelines specified in this formalism are correctly and incrementally executed, and scale down to low-impact changes and large inputs.

In the next chapter (chapter 7), we show PIE, a formalism for describing pipelines, and a runtime for correctly and incrementally executing these pipelines. PIE reuses the incremental build algorithm from Pluto \[36\]. However, Pluto’s incremental build algorithm does not scale because it needs to traverse the entire dependency graph after each change, which becomes slow with many low-impact changes and large dependency graphs. In chapter 8, we solve this scalability problem with a new change-driven incremental build algorithm.
PIE: A DSL, API, and Runtime for Interactive Software Development Pipelines

Abstract

Context. Software development pipelines automate essential parts of the software engineering processes, such as compiling and continuous integration testing. In particular, interactive pipelines, which process events in a live environment such as an IDE, require responsive results for low-latency feedback, and persistence to retain low-latency feedback between restarts.

Inquiry. Developing an incrementalized and persistent version of a pipeline is one way to improve responsiveness, but requires implementation of dependency tracking, cache invalidation, and other complicated and error-prone techniques. Therefore, interactivity complicates pipeline development if responsiveness and persistency become responsibilities of the pipeline programmer, rather than being supported by the underlying system. Systems for programming incremental pipelines exist, but do not focus on ease of development, requiring a high degree of boilerplate, increasing development and maintenance effort.

Approach. We develop PIE, a DSL, API, and runtime for developing interactive software development pipelines, where ease of development is a focus. The PIE DSL is a statically typed and lexically scoped language. PIE programs are compiled to programs implementing the API, which the PIE runtime executes in an incremental and persistent way.

Knowledge. PIE provides a straightforward programming model that enables direct and concise expression of pipelines without boilerplate, reducing the development and maintenance effort of pipelines. Compiled pipeline programs can be embedded into interactive environments such as code editors and IDEs, enabling timely feedback at a low cost.

Grounding. Compared to the state of the art, PIE reduces the code required to express an interactive pipeline by a factor of 6 in a case study on syntax-aware editors. Furthermore, we evaluate PIE in two case studies of complex interactive software development scenarios, demonstrating that PIE can handle complex interactive pipelines in a straightforward and concise way.

Importance. Interactive pipelines are complicated software artifacts that power many important systems such as continuous feedback cycles in IDEs and code editors, and live language development in language workbenches. New pipelines, and evolution of existing pipelines, is frequently necessary. Therefore, a system for easily developing and maintaining interactive pipelines, such as PIE, is important.
7.1 Introduction

A pipeline is a directed acyclic graph of processors in which data flows from the output of one processor to the input of its succeeding processors. Pipelines are ubiquitously used in computer hardware and software. E.g., in hardware, CPUs contain instruction pipelines that allow interleaved execution of multiple instructions that are split into fixed stages. Software pipelines compose software components by programmatically connecting their input and output ports (e.g., UNIX pipes).

In software development, pipelines are used to automate parts of the software engineering process, such as building software systems via build scripts, or continuously testing and integrating the composition of subsystems. Such pipelines are suitable for batch-processing, and often run isolated on remote servers without user interaction.

Interactive software development pipelines build software artifacts, but react instantly to changes in input data and provide timely feedback to the user. Typical examples are continuous editing of source code in an IDE, providing feedback through editor services such as syntax highlighting; selective re-execution of failing test cases in the interactive mode of a build system during development; or development of languages in a language workbench \[39\].

Interactive pipelines focus on delivering timely results when processing an event, such that the user can subsequently act on the results. Furthermore, an interactive software development pipeline should persist its state on non-volatile memory so that a session can be restarted without re-execution. Especially in the context of an IDE, restarting the development environment should not trigger re-execution of the entire pipeline, especially if pipeline steps are costly, such as advanced static analyses \[141\].

Interactivity complicates the development of pipelines, if timeliness and persistency become responsibilities of the pipeline programmer, rather than being supported by the underlying system. Developing an incrementalized version of an expensive operation is one way to reduce the turnaround time when re-executing the operation. However, implementing support for incrementality in a pipeline is typically complicated and error-prone. Similarly, persisting the result of expensive operations reduces the turnaround time when restarting a session, but requires tedious management of files or a database. Furthermore, when persistency is combined with incrementality, dependency tracking and invalidation is required, which is also complicated and error-prone. Therefore, an expressive system for easily developing correct incremental and persistent interactive software development pipelines is required.

One system that partially achieves this is Pluto \[36\], a sound and optimal incremental build system. Pluto supports dynamic dependencies, meaning that dependencies to files and other build steps are created during build execution (as opposed to before or after building), enabling both increased incrementality through finer-grained dependencies, and increased expressiveness. While Pluto focusses on build systems, it is well suited for expressing correct incremental and persistent pipelines. However, ease of development is not a focus of Pluto, as pipelines are implemented as Java classes, requiring significant
boilerplate which leads to an increase in development and maintenance effort. Furthermore, persistence in Pluto is not fully automated because pipeline developers need to manually thread objects through pipelines to prevent hidden dependencies, and domain-specific features such as file operations are not first class. These are open problems that we would like to address.

In this paper, we introduce PIE, a DSL, API, and runtime for programming interactive software development pipelines, where ease of development is a focus. The PIE DSL provides a straightforward programming model that enables direct and concise expression of pipelines, without the boilerplate of encoding incrementality and persistence in a general-purpose language, reducing development and maintenance effort. The PIE compiler transforms high-level pipeline programs into programs implementing the PIE API, resulting in pipeline programs that can be incrementally executed and persisted to non-volatile memory to survive restarts with the PIE runtime. Compiled pipeline programs can be embedded in an interactive environment such as an IDE, combining coarse grained build operations with fine-grained event processing. To summarize, the paper makes the following contributions:

- The PIE language, a DSL with high-level abstractions for developing interactive software development pipelines without boilerplate.
- The PIE API for implementing foreign pipeline functions, and as a compilation target for the DSL, with reduced boilerplate.
- The PIE runtime that executes pipelines implemented in the API in an incremental and persistent way, which fully automates persistence and automatically infers hidden dependencies.
- An evaluation of PIE in two critical case studies: (1) modeling of the pipeline of a language workbench in an IDE setting, and (2) a pipeline for incremental performance testing.

The PIE implementation is available as open source software [84].

Outline. The paper continues as follows. In section 7.2 we describe requirements for interactive software development pipelines, review the state of the art, and list open problems. In section 7.3 we illustrate PIE by example. In section 7.4 we describe the PIE API and runtime. In section 7.5 we describe the syntax, static semantics, and compilation of the PIE DSL in more detail. In sections 7.6 and 7.7 we present critical case studies of the application of PIE in an interactive language workbench and an interactive benchmarking setting. In section 7.8 we discuss related work. In section 7.9 we discuss directions for future work. Finally, we conclude in section 7.10.

7.2 Problem Analysis

In this section, we first describe requirements for interactive software development pipelines, review the state of the art, and list open problems.
Figure 7.1: Example of an interactive software development pipeline, where text from a code editor is parsed, and parse error messages are displayed in the editor.

7.2.1 Requirements

We first describe the requirements for interactive software development pipelines. In order to do so, we use the example pipeline from fig. 7.1 as the running example in this section. In this pipeline, a code editor parses its text buffers in order to display error messages interactively to the programmer. Parsing requires a parse table, which is generated by an external process and may change when a new version of a language is deployed, with new syntax that requires regeneration of the parse table. We identify the following requirements for interactive software development pipelines:

**Incrementality.** A pipeline should attempt to recompute only what has been affected by a change. For example, when only a text buffer in the code editor changes, the pipeline reparses the text and new error messages are displayed, but the generated parse table is reused because it did not change.

**Correctness.** Incremental pipeline executions must have the same results as from-scratch batch executions. For example, if the parse table does change, the pipeline also reparses text and displays new error messages.

**Persistence.** Results of computation should be persisted to disk in order to enable incrementality after a restart of the pipeline. For example, if we restart the code editor, the parse table is retrieved from disk instead of requiring a lengthy recomputation.

**Expressiveness.** In practice, pipelines are a lot more complex than the simple example shown here. It should be possible to express more complex pipelines as well.

**Ease of development.** Pipelines are complex pieces of software, especially when the previous requirements are involved. Therefore, the development and maintenance effort of pipelines should be low.

7.2.2 State of the Art

We now review the state of the art in interactive software development pipelines, and determine to what extent existing tools meet the requirements, focussing on build systems.

Make \([133]\), and systems with similar dependency management (e.g., Ninja, SCons, MSBuild, CloudMake, Ant), are tools for developing build systems based on declarative rules operating on files. These tools support incremental
builds, but incrementality is limited to static file dependencies which are specified up front in the build rules. Because dependencies cannot be the result of computation, the dependencies must either be soundly overapproximated, which limits incrementality, or underapproximated, which is unsound. For example, a Makefile that determines the version of a Java source file, in order to parse it with the corresponding parse table file, must depend on all parse table files instead of a single one. Therefore, a system that supports a more expressive dependency mechanism is required. A detailed discussion of dependency expressiveness can be found in section 7.8, but in this section, we focus on the system with the highest dependency expressivity: Pluto.

Pluto is a sound and optimal incremental build system with support for dynamic dependencies. A build system in Pluto is implemented in terms of builders, which are functions that perform arbitrary computations and dynamically record dependencies to files and other builders during execution. Executing a builder with an input produces a build, containing an output object and recorded dependencies.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the dependency graph Pluto produces when it executes the pipeline of fig. 7.1 where the code editor has two open text buffers. The dependency graph differs from the pipeline by containing builds (function calls) instead of builders (function definitions). For example, the pipeline has one parse builder, but two parse builds, one for each text buffer. We use this dependency graph to illustrate Pluto’s adherence to requirements for interactive pipelines:

**Incrementality.** The code editor has two text buffers open, which have separate dependencies to a parse build. When one text buffer changes, only the corresponding parse build is recomputed. Therefore, Pluto supports fine-grained incrementality.

**Correctness.** The parse builds depend on the parse table build, such that when the parse table is regenerated, the parse builds are re-executed, and new error messages are displayed in the editor. Pluto enforces this by performing hidden dependency detection. That is, if a build requires a file, without requiring the build that provides that file, Pluto marks this as an error and aborts execution.

**Persistence.** While not shown in the dependency graph, builds are persisted
to disk to survive restarts.

**Expressiveness.** Dependencies are recorded during build execution, allowing builds to depend on files or call other builds, based on results of computation. For example, when parsing Java code, the parse builder may choose to depend on a different parse table, based on whether we want to parse text of version 8 or 9 of Java. This greatly increases the expressiveness required for interactive software development pipelines.

**Ease of development.** Pluto build systems are implemented in Java, requiring significant boilerplate.

To summarize, Pluto provides a great foundation for implementing interactive software development pipelines, but does not cater to the pipeline developer because ease of development is not a focus, leading to a higher implementation and maintenance effort than necessary.

### 7.2.3 Open Problems

The main problem is that Pluto build systems are not easy to develop. We list four concrete open problems.

**Boilerplate.** Pipelines in Pluto are written in Java, which has a rigid and verbose syntax, requiring significant boilerplate. Pipelines are implemented as classes extending the `Builder` abstract class, as seen in listing 7.1. Such a class requires generics for specifying the input and output type, a `factory` and constructor enabling other builders to create instances of this builder to execute it, a `persistentPath` method for persistence, and finally a `build` method that performs the actual build computation. The `Parse` builder requires an inner class for representing multiple input values, which must correctly implement `equals` and `hashCode`, which Pluto uses to detect if an input has changed for incrementality. Finally, calling other builders through `requireBuild` is verbose, because the `factory` is referenced, and the result is unwrapped with `.va1`.

**Semi-automated persistence.** Pipeline developers are required to implement the `persistentPath` method of a builder and return a `unique` and `deterministic` filesystem path where the result of the builder and its input are persisted. It must be unique to prevent overlap with other builders or other inputs. For example, if the `Parse` builder persists results to the same file for different text buffers, it overwrites the persisted result of other builds. It must be deterministic such that the persisted file can later be found again. Since the OS filesystem is used for persistence, there are also limitations to which characters can be used in paths, and to how long a path can be. For example, on Windows, the current practical limit is 260 characters which is frequently reached with deeply nested paths, causing persistence to fail.

**Hidden dependencies.** Hidden dependency detection is crucial for sound incremental builds, but is also cumbersome. In the pipeline in listing 7.1, we must construct a build request object for the parse table generator, pass that object to the `Parse` builder, and require it to depend on the parse table generator. This becomes tedious especially in larger and more complicated pipelines.
class GenerateTable extends Builder<File, Out<File>> {
    static BuilderFactory<File, Out<File>, GenerateTable> factory =
        BuilderFactoryFactory.of(GenerateTable.class, File.class);

    GenerateTable(File syntaxFile) {
        super(syntaxFile);
    }

    @Override File persistentPath(File syntaxFile) {
        return new File("generate-table-" + hash(syntaxFile));
    }

    @Override Out<File> build(File syntaxFile) throws IOException {
        require(syntaxFile);
        File tblFile = generateTable(syntaxFile);
        provide(tblFile);
        return OutputPersisted.of(tblFile);
    }
}

class Parse extends Builder<Parse.Input, Out<ParseResult>> {
    static class Input implements Serializable {
        File tblFile; String text; BuildRequest tblReq;
        Input(File tblFile, String text, BuildRequest tblReq) {
            this.tblFile = tblFile;
            this.text = text;
            this.tblReq = tblReq;
        }

        boolean equals(Object o) { /* omitted */}
        int hashCode() { /* omitted */}
    }

    @Override Out<ParseResult> build(Input input) throws IOException {
        requireBuild(input.tblReq);
        require(input.tblFile);
        return OutputPersisted.of(parse(input.tblFile, input.text));
    }
}

class UpdateEditor extends Builder<String, Out<ParseResult>> {
    @Override Out<ParseResult> build(String text) throws IOException {
        File syntaxFile = new File("syntax.sdf3");
        File tblFile = requireBuild(GenerateTable.factory, syntaxFile).val;
        BuildRequest tblReq = new BuildRequest(GenerateTable.factory, syntaxFile);
        requireBuild(Parse.factory, new Parse.Input(tblReq, tblFile, text));
    }
}

Listing 7.1: The parsing pipeline implemented as Java classes in Pluto.
Figure 7.3: The example pipeline: (1) normalization of SDF syntax definition source modules, (2) generation of a parse table from the normalized modules comprising the definition for a language, (3) parsing the text of an editor using the parse table, (4) computing the styles for the parsed tokens, and (5) displaying the styling and error messages in an editor.

Missing domain-specific features. Finally, path (handle to file or directory) and list operations, which are prevalent in software development pipelines, are not first class in general-purpose languages such as Java.

Solving these concrete problems requires a proper abstraction over interactive software development pipelines, which we present in subsequent sections.

7.3 PIE by Example

To solve the open problems from the previous section, we introduce PIE: a DSL, API, and runtime for developing and executing interactive software development pipelines. Pipelines in PIE have minimal boilerplate, fully automated persistence, automatically infer hidden dependencies, and have domain-specific features such as path and list operations. In this section we illustrate PIE by means of an example that combines building and interaction. We discuss the example and the requirements for this pipeline, present the pipeline in the PIE DSL, and discuss its features and execution.

Example Pipeline: Syntax-Aware Editors. As example we consider a code editor with syntax styling based on a syntax definition. The pipeline to support this use case is depicted by the diagram in fig. 7.3. It generates a parse table from a syntax definition, parses the program text of an editor, computes syntax styling for each token, and finally applies the computed syntax styling to the text in the editor. We want this pipeline to be interactive by embedding it into the IDE such that changes to the syntax definition as well as changes to the text in an editor are reflected in updates to syntax styling. The example in fig. 7.3 is representative for language workbenches [38, 39], which support edits on a language definition that are immediately reflected in the programming environment that is derived from it.

Concretely, we instantiate the pipeline with components from the Spoofax language workbench [75]. We process an SDF [153, 158] syntax definition in two stages. First, syntax definition modules are separately transformed (normalized) to a core language. Next, the normalized modules comprising the syntax definition for a language are transformed to a parse table. The parse table is interpreted by a scannerless parser [152, 15] to parse the contents of an editor, returning an AST, token stream, and error messages. A syntax
func normalize(file: path, includeDirs: path*) -> path = {
    requires file; [requires dir with extension "sdf" | dir <- includeDirs]
    val normFile = file.replaceExtension("norm");
    val depFile = file.replaceExtension("dep");
    exec(['sdf2normalized'] + ['$file'] + ['-I$dir' | dir <- includeDirs] + 
        ['-o$normFile'] + ['-d$depFile']);
    [requires dep by hash | dep <- extract-deps(depFile)];
    generates normFile; normFile
}

func extract-deps(depFile: path) -> path* = foreign

func generate-table(normFiles: path*, outputFile: path) -> path = {
    [requires file by hash | file <- normFiles];
    exec(['sdf2table'] + ['$file' | file <- normFiles] + ['-o$outputFile']);
    generates outputFile; outputFile
}

func exec(arguments: string*) -> (string, string) = foreign

data Ast = foreign {}

data Token = foreign {}

data Msg = foreign {}

data ParseTable = foreign {}

data Styling = foreign {}

func table2object(text: string) -> ParseTable = foreign

func parse(text: string, table: ParseTable) -> (Ast, Token*, Msg*) = foreign

func style(tokenStream: Token*) -> Styling = foreign

func update-editor(text: string) -> (Styling, Msg*) = {
    val sdfFiles = ['./lexical.sdf', './contextfree.sdf'];
    val normFiles = [normalize(file, ['./include']) | file <- sdfFiles];
    val parseTableFile = generate-table(normFiles, './parse.tbl');
    val (ast, tokenStream, msgs) = parse(text, table2object(read parseTableFile));
    (style(tokenStream), msgs)
}

Listing 7.2: PIE DSL program for the pipeline illustrated in fig. 7.3. Identifiers of foreign functions and data types are omitted for brevity.

highlighter annotates tokens in the token stream with styles.

Integrated Pipelines with the PIE DSL. Listing 7.2 shows the pipeline program in the PIE DSL. We first explain what each function does, and then discuss the features and execution of PIE in more detail.

The normalize function executes a command-line tool to normalize an SDF source file into a normalized version that is ready for parse table generation, and retrieves (dynamic) dependencies from the generated dependency (.dep) file, implemented by the extract-deps foreign function. The generate-table function executes a command-line tool on normalized files, creating a parse table file. The parse function, when given a parse table object, parses text into an AST, token stream, and error messages. The style function produces a styling based on a token stream, which can be used in source code editors for styling the text of the source code. Finally, the update-editor function defines the complete pipeline by composing all previously defined functions.

Composing Pipelines with Functions. In PIE, pipelines are defined in terms of function definitions which are the reusable processors of the pipeline, and function calls that compose these processors to form a pipeline. Function calls
register a dynamic call dependency from caller to callee.

**Domain-Specific Types and Dependencies.** Since build pipelines often interact with files and directories, PIE has native support for path types and several operations on paths. Path literals such as ./lexical.sdf provide an easy way to instantiate relative or absolute paths. The requires operation dynamically registers a path dependency from the current function call to the path, indicating that the function reads the path, whereas generates records a dependency indicating the function creates or writes to the path. The read operation reads the text of a given path, and also registers a path dependency.

Path dependencies to directories can specify a filter such as with extension "sdf" to only create dependencies to files inside the directory that match the filter. Finally, path dependencies can specify how changes are detected. For example requires dep by hash indicates that a change is only detected when the hash of the file changes, instead of the (default) modification date, providing more fine grained dependency tracking.

**Foreign Functions and Types.** Some functions are foreign, indicating that they are implemented outside of the PIE DSL, either because they are outside of the scope of the DSL (e.g., text processing required for extract-deps), or because they require system calls. For example, exec is a foreign function that takes a list of command-line arguments, executes a process with those arguments, and returns its standard output and error text. Unlike read, exec is not first class, because it does not induce special (path) dependencies.

PIE contains several built-in types such as string and bool, but foreign types can be defined to interface with existing types. Foreign data types are required to integrate with existing code, such as an editor that expects objects of type Styling and Msg, returned by foreign functions parse and style.

**Comprehensions.** Pipelines frequently work with lists, which are natively supported in PIE by annotating a type with * multiplicity. Lists are instantiated with list literals between [ ] , and concatenated using + . List comprehensions such as [ f(elem) | elem <- elems ] transform a list into a new list by applying a function f to each element of the list.

**Execution and IDE Integration.** To execute a pipeline, we compile it into a program implementing the PIE API. We embed the compiled pipeline, together with the PIE runtime, into an IDE such as Eclipse. When an editor in Eclipse is opened or changed, it calls the update-editor function through the PIE runtime with the text from the editor. The PIE runtime then incrementally executes (and persists the results of) the pipeline and returns Styling and Msg objects, which Eclipse displays in the editor. Because the results of the pipeline are persisted, a restart of Eclipse does not require re-execution of the pipeline. This becomes especially important with larger pipelines.

**Solutions to Open Problems.** PIE solves the open problems listed in section 7.2.

First of all, PIE minimizes boilerplate by enabling direct expression of pipelines in the PIE DSL through function definitions, function calls, foreign data types and functions, and path dependencies. The compiler of the DSL generates
the corresponding boilerplate. Furthermore, PIE supports fully automated persistence. There is no need to specify where the result of a function call is stored. The PIE runtime stores results automatically based on the function name and input arguments. It persists the function arguments, return value, and dependencies in a key-value store, preventing filesystem issues.

Hidden call dependencies are automatically inferred. In other words, when a function requires files that are generated by another function, the first function does not explicitly need to call the latter. For example, `generate-table` requires files that `normalize` generates, but does not need to explicitly call `normalize` to record a call dependency which keeps the required files up-to-date. The PIE runtime infers these dependencies by keeping track of which function call generated a file, further reducing boilerplate. Note that this only infers call dependencies, not path dependencies, which still need to be declared by the pipeline programmer.

Finally, the PIE DSL caters to the pipeline developer by including domain-specific features – such as path type and operations, list type and comprehensions, string and path interpolation, and tuples – to make pipeline development convenient.

Solving these problems reduces the implementation and maintenance effort. The equivalent Pluto implementation for this pipeline requires 396 lines of Java code in 8 files (excluding comments and newlines), whereas the PIE implementation is over 6 times shorter by only requiring 62 lines of code in 2 files. The PIE code consists of 34 lines of PIE DSL code, and 28 lines of PIE API code for interfacing with foreign functions.

7.4 PIE API AND RUNTIME

In this section, we review the PIE API and runtime, and our reasons for not directly reusing the Pluto runtime.

7.4.1 API

The PIE API is a Kotlin [71] library for implementing PIE function definitions on the JVM. Kotlin is a programming language with a focus on reducing verbosity and increasing extensibility compared to Java, while maintaining fully compatible with Java by running on the JVM. It shares many goals with Scala [34], but additionally focusses on fast compile times and simplicity. We chose to specify the API in Kotlin instead of Java, because it has a more flexible and concise syntax. The PIE API is heavily based on the Pluto API, but uses terminology from the pipeline domain (functions instead of builders), and requires less boilerplate.

Listing 7.3 illustrates the parsing pipeline implemented in the PIE API. A pipeline function definition is implemented by creating a class which subtypes the `Func` interface and overrides the `exec` function. The `exec` function takes an input, is executed in an execution context `ExecContext`, and produces an output. The execution context enables calling other pipeline functions through the `requireCall` function, and recording of path dependencies through the `require` and `generate` functions, using Kotlin’s extension functions to make
typealias In = Serializable

typealias Out = Serializable

interface Func<in I: In, out O: Out> {
    fun ExecContext.exec(input: I): O
}

interface ExecContext {
    fun <I: In, O: Out, F: Func<I, O>> requireCall(clazz: KClass<F>, input: I,
        stamper: OutputStamper = OutputStampers.equals): O
    fun require(path: PPath, stamper: PathStamper = PathStampers.modified)
    fun generate(path: PPath, stamper: PathStamper = PathStampers.hash)
}

class GenerateTable: Func<PPath, PPath> {
    override fun ExecContext.exec(syntaxFile: PPath): PPath {
        require(syntaxFile)
        val tableFile = generateTable(syntaxFile)
        generate(tableFile)
        return tableFile
    }
}

class Parse: Func<Parse.Input, ParseResult> {
    data class Input(val tableFile: PPath, val text: String): Serializable
    override fun ExecContext.exec(input: Input): ParseResult {
        require(input.tableFile)
        return parse(input.tableFile, input.text)
    }
}

class UpdateEditor: Func<String, ParseResult> {
    override fun ExecContext.exec(text: String): ParseResult {
        val tableFile = requireCall(GenerateTable::class, path("syntax.sdf3"))
        return requireCall(Parse::class, Parse.Input(tableFile, text))
    }
}

Listing 7.3: The PIE Func API and implementation of a parsing pipeline in that API.

these functions accessible without a qualifier. The PIE runtime uses this execution context for dependency tracking and hidden dependency inference.

Inputs of Func implementations must be immutable, Serializable, and have an equals and hashCode implementation. These properties are required so that the PIE runtime can assume objects do not change inside a cache, can persist objects to non-volatile memory, and can detect if an object has changed for incrementality. The types used in listing 7.3 all adhere to these properties. Furthermore, Kotlin’s data classes automatically implement equals and hashCode, reducing boilerplate for multiple input arguments.

Outputs of functions must adhere to the same properties, with the exception that outputs can opt-out of serialization. Some outputs are in-memory object representations and cannot be serialized, are too large to be serialized, or are not immutable. PIE supports these kind of objects as outputs of function calls, by wrapping the output in a special class (OutTransient) which prevents serialization. PIE still caches these outputs in volatile memory. However, when the runtime is restarted (thus clearing the in-memory cache), and such an
output is requested by calling the function, PIE re-executes the function to recreate the output.

Although it is possible to implement a full pipeline directly in this API, there is more boilerplate involved compared to writing the pipeline in the PIE DSL. Therefore, the API should only be used for implementing foreign functions, such as interfacing with a parse table generator and parser, or for executing system calls such as executing command-line tools. However, reduced boilerplate for implementing foreign functions reduces implementation and maintenance effort.

7.4.2 Runtime

The job of the PIE runtime is to execute a pipeline – represented as a set of Func implementations, from compiled PIE DSL code, and from foreign function implementations against the PIE API – in an incremental and persistent way. The runtime is largely based on the Pluto runtime, from which we inherit the sound and optimal incremental and persistent build algorithm. However, we incorporate fully automated persistence and hidden dependency inference in the PIE runtime.

The runtime calls a Func by calling its exec function with an input argument, under an execution context. During execution, a function may call other functions, and record path dependencies, through the execution context, and finally return a value. After a function has been executed, the runtime persists the returned value and recorded dependency information in a key-value store, by mapping the function call (Func instance and input argument) to the returned value and dependency information. This mapping is used by the incremental build algorithm as a cache and for retrieving dependency information. We use the LMDB [140] key-value database, which persists to a single file on the filesystem, and is memory-mapped for fast read access. Therefore, we fully automate persistence, meaning that pipeline developers are freed from reasoning about persistence.

To infer hidden dependencies, whenever a path (handle to file or directory) is generated, the runtime maps (in the key-value store) the path to the function call that generated the path. Whenever a path is required, the runtime consults the mapping to look up if that path was generated by a function call. If it was, then a function call dependency is inferred from the current executing function call to the function call that generated the path. For example, in listing 7.3, a call of GenerateTable generates the parse table file, which a call of Parse requires. The runtime then infers a dependency from the Parse call to the GenerateTable call. This is sound, because there may be at most one function call that generates a single path. We validate this property and abort execution when multiple function calls generate a single path. Therefore, we automatically infer hidden dependencies.

7.4.3 Reusing the Pluto Runtime

We have implemented our own API and runtime, instead of reusing the Pluto runtime, for the following three reasons. First of all, we reimplemented parts
of the Pluto runtime in order to better understand Pluto’s incremental rebuild algorithm and concrete implementation. Second, we wanted to reduce boilerplate for writing foreign functions. Third, automated persistence would be hard to implement in Pluto, because Pluto requires every pipeline function to implement a `persistentPath` function (as seen in listing 7.1), which returns a unique filesystem path for persisting the result of executing a function with a particular input. We could generate a `persistentPath` implementation from the PIE DSL, but then foreign functions still need to manually implement this function. Furthermore, filesystem paths may not contain certain characters, and have size limits (e.g., 260 characters on many Windows systems), which makes using files as a persistent storage complicated and error prone. Therefore, in the PIE runtime, we persist to a memory-mapped database.

### 7.5 PIE Language

In this section, we present PIE’s language definition. We present PIE’s syntax specification, describe domain-specific language constructs, and briefly look at static semantics. Finally, we describe compilation from the PIE language to the API, providing incremental and persistent pipeline execution when executed with the PIE runtime.

#### 7.5.1 Syntax

Listing 7.4 shows PIE’s syntax through an EBNF grammar specification. PIE programs are composed of (foreign) function definitions and foreign data types at the top level. Its constructs can be categorized into base constructs that can be directly translated to a general purpose language, and special constructs for the domain of interactive software development pipelines that require a special translation. Base constructs include regular unary and binary operations, control flow, list comprehensions, value declarations and references, function definitions and calls, early return or failure, literals, and string interpolation. Special constructs include path types, path literals, dependencies (`requires` and `generates`), and operations (`exists, read, list, and walk`); foreign function definitions and calls; and foreign data definitions.

We intentionally keep PIE’s constructs simple in order to support incrementality and persistence, with concise expression of pipelines, while still supporting a wide range of different pipelines. For example, PIE does not allow assignment or other forms of mutation, because mutation complicates incrementality support. Instead, immutability allows the dynamic semantics to perform caching for improved incrementality.

#### 7.5.2 Static Semantics

PIE is a statically typed and lexically scoped language. As base types, PIE has the unit type, booleans, integer, strings, paths, and user-defined foreign data types. Types can be made optional (t?), into a list (t*), and composed into tuples ((t1, t2)). All data type and function definitions are explicitly typed, but types are inferred inside function bodies. Static type checks prevent
Listing 7.4: PIE’s syntax definition in a dialect of EBNF.

mistakes in the pipeline from appearing at runtime. For example, it is not possible to call a pipeline function with an argument of the wrong type, as PIE’s type checker will correctly mark this as a type error. Name binding prevents mistakes such as duplicate definitions and unresolved references.

7.5.3 Compilation

To execute a PIE program with the PIE runtime, we compile it to a Kotlin program implementing the PIE API. We compile every function definition in the program to a class implementing Func, with corresponding input and output types, and compile its function to the exec method. Multiple function arguments, as well as tuple types, are translated into an immutable data class, implementing the required equals, and hashCode functions, and the Serializable interface. Function calls are compiled to requireOutput calls on the execution context, which records a function call dependency and incrementally executes that function.

Path dependencies are translated to require and generate calls on the execution context, which records path dependencies, and which infers hidden
dependencies when requiring a generated file. Path dependencies can use different *stamper*s, which instruct the PIE runtime as to how generated and required paths are checked for changes during incremental execution. The *exists* stamper checks that a file or directory exists, *modified* compares the modification date of a file or directory, and *hash* compares the hash of a file, or the hashes of all files in a directory. The *exists*, *read*, *list*, and *walk* path operations are translated to function calls of built-in functions that perform these tasks and register the corresponding path dependencies. For example, the *walk* construct recursively walks over files and directories in a top-down fashion, returns them, and registers dependencies for each visited directory. Some path constructs also accept a *filter* that filters down the visited files and directories. For example, a *requires* on a directory with a filter only creates path dependencies for files and directories that are accepted by the filter. A regular expression, ANT pattern, or file extension filter can be used.

Other constructs (ones that do not affect incrementality or persistence) are compiled directly to Kotlin expressions. For example, list comprehensions are translated to *map*s.

### 7.6 Case Study: Spoofax Language Workbench

We evaluate PIE using two critical case studies that are representative for the domain of interactive software development pipelines. In this section we discuss a case study in the domain of language workbenches. In the next section we discuss a case study in the domain of benchmarking.

Spoofax is a language workbench for developing textual programming languages. Spoofax supports simultaneous development of a language definition and testing the programming environment generated from that language definition. This requires complex pipelines, including bootstrapping of languages. In this case study we evaluate the feasibility of implementing the Spoofax pipeline using PIE.

In the Spoofax ecosystem, a programming language is specified in terms of multiple high-level declarative meta-language definitions, where each meta-language covers a language-independent aspect (e.g., separate syntax definition, name binding rules, or the dynamic semantics definition of a programming language). Subsequently, Spoofax generates a complete implementation of a programming language, given all the meta-language definitions. Dividing a programming language implementation into linguistic abstractions in terms high-level meta-language definitions is the key enabler for maintainability of a language, however it complicates the necessary (interactive) software development pipelines.

Spoofax supports interactive language development in the Eclipse IDE, including developing multiple language specifications side-by-side. In contrast to a regular IDE that solely processes changes of source files in the source language, Spoofax additionally comes with support for interactive software development pipelines that respond to language specification changes. For example, changes to the syntax specification are reflected by reparsing source files of the language. In order to achieve this goal, Spoofax will: (1) execute
a pipeline to regenerate the language implementation based on the language specification, (2) reload the updated language implementation into the language registry, and (3) execute a pipeline for all open source files of the changed language.

The pipeline for source files will: (1) parse the source file into an AST and token stream, (2) generate syntax styling based on the token stream, (3) show parse errors (if any) and apply syntax styling, and (4) analyze and transform the source file.

7.6.1 Pipeline Re-Implementation

We have implemented Spoofax’s management of multiple languages, parsing, and syntax-based styling with the PIE pipeline that is illustrated in listing 7.5. This is an extension to the example pipeline of section 7.3 but is still a subset of the complete pipeline due to space constraints. We omit the foreign keyword for brevity.

Language Specification Management. The first part of the pipeline is used to manage multiple language specifications. The Language data type represents a language specification, which has a file extension and configuration required for syntax specification and styling. The Workspace type represents a workspace with multiple language specifications, which has a list of relevant file extensions, and a function to get the Language for a path based on its extension. The aforementioned data types are similar to classes by binding function definitions to them. In this particular case their implementations are foreign (i.e., implemented in a JVM language), but registered in PIE in order for using them in an interactive software development pipeline. An instance of the Workspace (which contains Language) is created by the getWorkspace function from a configuration file. Interfacing with foreign functions and data types is a key enabler for embedding PIE pipelines in other programs, while still benefiting from domain-specific features such as dependency tracking.

Parse Table Generation, Parsing, and Styling. The second part implements parsing. There are several foreign data and function definitions which bind to Spoofax’s tools. For example, sdf2table takes a specification in the SDF metasync, and produces a ParseTable which can be used to parse programs with the jsglrParse function. The parse function takes as input the text to parse and the language specification containing the syntax specification mainFile to derive a parser from, creates a parse table for the language specification, and uses that to parse the input text. Parsing returns a product type containing the Ast, Tokens, and error Messages. Since parsing can fail, the AST and tokens are annotated with ? multiplicity to indicate that they are nullable (optional). The third part implements syntax-based styling, similarly to parsing.

Processing Files in the IDE. The fourth part combines parsing and styling to process a single string or file and return the error messages and styling, which we can display in the Eclipse IDE. The fifth and sixth parts interface with the Eclipse IDE, by providing functions to keep an Eclipse project and editor up-to-date. A project is kept up-to-date by walking over the relevant files of...
Listing 7.5: Spoofax pipeline in PIE, with support for developing multiple language specifications, parsing, syntax styling, and embedding into the Eclipse IDE.
the project, and returning the messages and styling for each file which are displayed in Eclipse. An editor is kept up-to-date by processing the text in the editor.

7.6.2 Analysis

In this section we discuss the observations we made while re-implementing the incremental software development pipeline of Spoofax in PIE. Overall, the re-implementation improves on the areas mentioned below.

Canonical Pipeline Formalism. The main benefit over the old pipeline of Spoofax is that the PIE re-implementation is written in a single and concise formalism that is easier to understand and maintain. The old pipeline of Spoofax is comprised of code and configuration in four different formalisms: 1) Maven Project Object Model (POM) file that describes the compilation of Java source code, 2) an incremental build system using the Pluto [36] Java API and runtime that builds language specifications, 3) a custom (partially incremental) build system for building and bootstrapping meta-languages, and 4) a custom language registry that manages multiple language specifications. Incrementality and persistence are only partially supported, and implemented and maintained explicitly.

In contrast, the PIE pipeline is specified as a single formalism in a readable, concise, and precise way, without having to implement incrementality and persistence explicitly.

Exact (Dynamic) Dependencies. Spoofax’s old pipeline emits dependencies that are either overapproximated or underapproximated, resulting in poor incrementality and therefore longer execution times. For example, in Spoofax, changing the styling specification will trigger parsing, analysis, compilation, and styling for all editors, even though only recomputation of the styling is required (i.e., sound overapproximation). On the other hand, changing the syntax specification will not trigger reparsing of files that are not open in editors (i.e., unsound underapproximation). In the PIE pipeline, these problems do not occur because of the implicit incrementality of function calls, and the right path dependencies.

For example, the parse function creates several dependencies which enable incremental recomputation. When the input text, mainFile path, contents of the mainFile, or the startSymbol changes, the function is recomputed. Furthermore, the function creates a parse table, which is a long-running operation. However, because of incremental recomputation and persistence, the parse table is computed once, and after that only when the syntax specification changes.

Support for Complex Pipeline Patterns. Due to space constraints, listing 7.5 omits the parts necessary for using Spoofax’s name binding language and constraint solver, interfacing with existing Spoofax languages, and bootstrapping languages, but our re-implementation does support the aforementioned features. The full implementation can be found online [85].
func main(jmhArgs: string*) -> path* = {
    val jar = build(); val pkg = "io.usethesource.criterion";
    val javaSrcDir = ".\src\main\java\io\usethesource\criterion"
    val benchs: (string, string, path*)* = [
        // Benchmarks name, pattern, classes
        "set", "$pkg.JmhSetBenchmarks.(*)\$", [javaSrcDir+"\JmhSetBenchmarks.java"]
        , "map", "$pkg.JmhMapBenchmarks.(*)\$", [javaSrcDir+"\JmhMapBenchmarks.java"]
    ];
    val subjs: (string, string, path*)* = [
        // Subjects name, identifier, libs
        "clojure", "VF_CLOJURE", [\./lib/clojure.jar ]
        , "champ", "VF_CHAMP" , [\./lib/champ.jar ]
        , "scala", "VF_SCALA" , [\./lib/scala.jar ]
        , "javaslang", "VF_JAVASLANG" , [\./lib/javaslang.jar ]
        , "unclejim", "VF_UNCLEJIM" , [\./lib/unclejim.jar ]
        , "dexx", "VF_DEXX" , [\./lib/dexx.jar ]
        , ("pcollections", "VF_PCOLLECTIONS", [\./lib/pcollections.jar])
    ];
    [run_benchmark(jar, jmhArgs, bench, subj) | bench <- benchs, subj <- subjs]
}
func build() -> path = {
    val pomFile = ".\pom.xml"; requires pomFile;
    [requires file | file <- walk .\src with extensions ["java", "scala"]];
    exec(["mvn", "verify", "-f", "$pomFile"]);
    val jar = ".\target\benchmarks.jar";
    generates jar; jar
}
func run_benchmark(jar: path, jmhArgs: string*, bench: (string, string, path*), 
sub: (string, string, path*)) -> path = {
    val (bName, bId, bDeps) = bench; [requires dep | dep <- bDeps];
    val (sName, sId, sDeps) = sub; [requires dep | dep <- sDeps];
    val csv = ".\results\${bName}_${sName}.csv";
    requires jar by hash;
    exec(["java", "-jar", "$jar"] + bId + ["-p", "subject=$sId"] + jmhArgs + 
    ["-rff", "$csv"]);
    generates csv; csv
}

Listing 7.6: Incremental performance benchmarking pipeline in PIE.

7.7 Case Study: Live Performance Testing

In this section we evaluate PIE on a case study for continuously monitoring
the performance of a set of libraries. Specifically we use a snapshot of the
Criterion benchmark suite [136] that measures the performance of immutable
hash-set/map data structures on the JVM. The snapshot of Criterion was sub-
tmitted as a well-documented artifact to accompany the findings of a research
paper [137].

Under the hood, Criterion uses the Java Microbenchmarking Harness
(JMH) [60] to execute benchmark suites against seven data structure libraries,
producing Comma-Separated Values (CSV) files with statistical-relevant bench-
marking data. Criterion uses bash scripts for orchestration, requiring to re-run
all benchmarks whenever a benchmark or subject library changes. Those
scripts are not able to exploit incrementality, which is tedious since benchmark-
ing all combinations takes roughly two days, to produce statistically significant
We re-engineered the pipeline such that initially each subject and benchmark combination is tested in isolation, and then incrementally re-execute all benchmarks for a particular subject if and only if that subject changes. In case the implementation of a benchmark changes, all subjects are re-tested for that benchmark. Regardless of the scenario, the CSV result files are kept up-to-date for subsequent data visualization.

We can apply such a pipeline on a local machine while developing the benchmarks for timely performance test results, or on a remote benchmarking server to minimize the amount of benchmarking work when something changes. While it is technically possible to write such an incremental pipeline in bash scripts, it would require a lot of manual work to implement, and will likely result in error-prone code. Fortunately, it is straightforward to write this pipeline in PIE.

### 7.7.1 Pipeline Re-Implementation

Listing 7.6 illustrates the benchmarking pipeline in PIE. The `build` function builds the benchmark and yields an executable JAR file `./target/benchmarks.jar`, by invoking Maven on the POM file `./pom.xml`. The `build` function requires all Java and Scala source files, to ensure that the JAR file is rebuilt as soon as a single source files changes.

To produce a CSV result file, the `run_benchmark` function executes the JAR file with the necessary command-line arguments for the JMH library, including the combination of `benchmark` and `subject`. The tuples `benchmark` and `subject` both store unique name identifiers—that are later used for naming the CSV file—and references to files they are comprised of. These file references are used by PIE to create dependencies for incremental re-execution.

Finally, `main` glues everything together by creating a list of benchmarks and subjects, running the benchmark with each combination of those, and by returning the up-to-date CSV files for subsequent data visualization.

### 7.7.2 Analysis

Compared to the existing bash script, the PIE pipeline provides incremental and persistent execution, and static analysis. The main benefit of the PIE pipeline over the bash script is that it provides incremental execution by function calls and path dependency annotations. In bash, implementing an incremental pipeline requires the pipeline developer to explicitly encode dependency tracking, change detection, caching, and more, which is why the existing bash script is not incremental. In the PIE pipeline, incrementality comes from stating the `requires` and `generates` dependencies in each function, which is straightforward because it is clear what the dependencies of each function are.

Furthermore, PIE performs static name and type analysis, before executing the pipeline, whereas bash has no static checks at all. This means that errors such as simple typographical errors, or appending a value of a wrong type to a list of strings, result in a static error in PIE which is easily fixed, but result in
7.8 Related Work

In this section we discuss related work with a focus on build systems. Table 7.1 provides a feature overview of the systems we discuss throughout this section.

7.8.1 Partial Domain-Specific Build Abstractions

Make [133] is a build automation tool based on declarative rules. Make extracts a static dependency graph from these rules, and executes the commands according to the dependency graph. Upon re-execution, Make is able to detect unchanged files that do not require regeneration based on timestamps. Make supports a limited form of dynamic dependencies that does not generalize, i.e., an include directive that allows loading other Makefiles.

Automake [98] alleviates many of Make’s shortcomings by introducing a formalism on top of Make that generates Makefiles. Automake is mostly geared towards C compilation and other compilation processes that follow similar patterns, but cannot be used to write arbitrary interactive pipelines, making it less flexible than PIE. Due to a lack of static checking, ill-typed Automake scripts may propagate defects — that are only detectable at run time — to the generated Makefiles. In contrast, PIE catches such errors statically before pipeline execution.

OMake [62] is a build tool with a Make-like syntax, but with a richer dependency tracking mechanism. PIE is similar to OMake in that both supports a form of dynamic path dependencies (called side-effects in OMake), and incrementality based on these dependencies. However, like Make, OMake works exclusively with files and command-line processes, meaning that it is not possible to depend on the result of a function call, or to interface with foreign functions and types, making it unsuitable for interactive pipelines.
which require embedding into an interactive system.

Tup [127] is a build tool with Make-like rules. Tup automatically infers required file dependencies by instrumenting the build process, providing more fine-grained dependencies than Make. However, the dependency on the input file and generated file must still be declared statically upfront.

PROM [79] is a Prolog-based make tool where Make-like builds are specified declaratively and executed as Prolog terms, increasing expressiveness and ease of development. PROM’s update algorithm executes in two phases, where first a file-dependency graph is created, after which creation rules are executed to create new files, or to update out-of-date files. Because of these phases, PROM does not support dynamic discovery of dependencies during build execution.

Nix [28, 30] is a purely functional language for building and deploying software. One of its applications is managing the configuration of the operating system NixOS [29]. Nix supports incremental execution of pipelines through cryptographic hashes of attributes and files, but must be explicitly initiated by the developer through the use of the mkDerivation function. While incrementality becomes explicit, Nix puts the burden on pipeline developers, whereas PIE supports incrementality implicitly. Furthermore, Nix is dynamically checked, meaning that name and type defects are reported at runtime, as opposed to before runtime with static checking in PIE.

Maven [45] is a software dependency management and build tool, popular in the Java ecosystem. It features a fixed sequence of pipeline steps such as compile, package, and deploy, which are configured through an XML file. Maven is neither incremental nor interactive, requiring a full batch re-execution every time data in the pipeline changes.

Ant [44] is a build automation tool, using XML configuration files for defining software development pipelines. Ant supports incrementality by inserting upToDate statements that check if a source file is up to date with its target file, making incrementality explicit, at the cost of burdening the developer. Ant does not provide static analysis.

Gradle [67] is a build automation tool, programmable with the Groovy language, featuring domain-specific library functions to specify builds declaratively. Gradle supports incremental task execution through annotations that specify a task’s input/output variables, files, and directories. Like Make, dependencies have to be specified statically up-front, causing an overapproximation of dependencies.

Jenkins is a continuous integration server which can be programmed with its Groovy pipeline and a set of domain-specific library functions [70]. Jenkins can detect changes to a (remote) source code repository to trigger re-execution of an entire build pipeline, however without support for incrementality.

7.8.2 Software Development Pipelines as a Library

Subsequently discussed software pipeline solutions are available as a library (i.e., internal DSL) implemented in a general-purpose programming language. Unlike an external DSL solution such as PIE, those libraries do not support domain-specific syntax or error reporting in terms of the domain, instead
requiring encoding of domain concepts. Furthermore, it is hard, if not impossi-
ble, to restrict features of a programming language via a library, that heavily
influence incrementality, such as mutable state. Finally, the compiler of the PIE
DSL can be retargeted to a different environment or programming language,
enabling a PIE pipeline to be embedded into different interactive environments
without (or minimal) alteration.

Shake \cite{107,108} is a Haskell library for specifying build systems. Unlike
Make, required file dependencies can be specified during builds in Shake,
supporting more complex dependencies and reducing overapproximation of
dependencies. However, like Make, targets (generated file dependencies) have
to be specified up-front. This means that it is not possible to specify builds
where the names of generated files are decided dynamically. For example, the
Java compiler generates a class file for each inner class in a source file, where
its file names are based on the inner and outer class name. Therefore, the
generated file dependencies of the Java compiler are decided dynamically, and
cannot be specified in Shake.

Pluto \cite{36} is a Java library for developing incremental builds, which we have
already discussed extensively in section \ref{sec:pipeline}. One difference between Pluto
and PIE is that Pluto supports incremental cyclic builders, whereas PIE does
not. We have opted not to implicitly support cycles for simplicity of the build
algorithm, and because cycles typically do not appear in pipelines. Cycles can
be handled explicitly in PIE by programming the cyclic computation inside a
single pipeline function.

Fabricate \cite{64} is a Python library for developing incremental and parallel
builds, that aims to automatically infer all file dependencies by tracing system
calls. System call tracing is not cross-platform, only fully supporting Linux at
the moment. PIE in contrast is cross-platform, because its runtime works on
any operating system the JVM runs on.

Apache Spark \cite{7} is a big data processing framework where distributed
datasets are transformed by higher-order functions. PIE is similar to Spark in
that both create dependency graphs between calculations. For example, when
transforming a dataset with Spark (e.g., with map or filter), the derived dataset
depends on the parent dataset, such that the derived dataset is rederived when
the parent changes. PIE differs from Spark in that PIE works with local data
only, whereas Spark works with a distributed storage system required for big
data processing. However, PIE supports arbitrary computations (as opposed to
a fixed set of higher-order functions in Spark), and dynamic file dependencies.

7.8.3 General-Purpose Languages

Reusing an existing general-purpose language, such as Java or Haskell, and
giving it an incremental and persistent interpretation is not feasible for several
reasons. It requires adding additional constructs to the language, such as
path dependencies and operations, which require changes to the syntax, static
semantics, dynamic semantics (compiler or interpreter) of the language. That
requires at the very least being able to change the language, which is not always
possible. Even when it is possible, language parsers, checkers, and compilers
are often large codebases that require significant effort to change. Furthermore, we also need to ensure that existing constructs work under incrementality. For example, mutable state in Java interferes with incrementality.

7.8.4 Reactive Programming

Reactive programming is characterized by asynchronous data stream processing, where data streams form a pipeline by composing streams with a set of stream combinators. Reactive programming approaches come in the form of libraries implemented in general-purpose languages, such as Reactive Extensions \[101\], or as an extended language such as REScala \[126\]. Reactive programming approaches provide a form of incrementality where the reactive pipeline will rerun if any input signal changes. However, they do not cache outputs or prevent re-execution of pipeline steps when there are no changes. Note that reactive programming approaches operate in volatile memory only, whereas PIE’s runtime supports persistence (i.e., pause and resume) of pipeline executions. Preserving a pipeline’s state is of special importance in interactive environments such as IDEs, to support restarting the programming environment without re-triggering potentially expensive calculations. Furthermore, reactive programming approaches do not support (dynamic) file dependencies.

7.8.5 Workflow Languages

Workflows, like pipelines, describe components (processors) and how data flows between these components. Workflow languages are DSLs which are used to model data analysis workflows \[4\], business process management \[1\], and model-to-model transformations \[12\], among others. The crucial differentiation between many workflow systems and software development pipelines, is that the former model manual steps that require human interaction, whereas the latter focuses on processors that perform general purpose computations.

7.9 Future Work

We now discuss directions for future work.

7.9.1 First-Class Functions and Closures

Currently, the PIE DSL does not support first-class functions and closures, for simplicity. The PIE runtime does support first-class functions, since function calls are immutable and serializable values which can be passed between functions and called. However, closures are not yet supported, because (again for simplicity), functions must be registered with the runtime before a pipeline is executed.

To fully support first-class functions and closures, we must add them to the PIE DSL, and support closures in the runtime and API. This requires closures to be serializable, which the JVM supports. Closures from foreign functions must ensure not to capture mutable state, non-serializable values, or large objects graphs, as these can break incrementality. Spores \[105\] could be used to guarantee these properties for closures.
7.9.2 Live Pipelines

PIE pipelines can dynamically evolve through the inputs into the pipeline: files on the filesystem such as configuration files, and objects passed through function calls such as editor text. However, the pipeline code itself currently cannot dynamically evolve at runtime. When the pipeline code itself is changed, the pipeline must be recompiled and reloaded. This process is relatively fast, because compiling PIE DSL code and restarting the JVM is fast, but can be improved nevertheless. Furthermore, dynamic evolution of pipelines at runtime is especially important if we want to apply PIE to live programming environments.

While there are known solutions for compiling and reloading code in the JVM, such as using class loaders, it is unclear how to handle incrementality in the face of changes to the pipeline program. For example, if the `normalize` function in listing 7.2 is changed, all calls of `normalize` are potentially out-of-date and need to be re-executed, as well as all function calls that (transitively) call `normalize`. Similarly, foreign functions and data types can be changed, which require re-execution or even data migrations in the persistent storage.

7.10 Conclusion

We have presented PIE: a DSL, API, and runtime for developing interactive software development pipelines. PIE provides a straightforward programming model that enables direct and concise expression of pipelines with minimal boilerplate, reducing the development and maintenance effort of pipelines. Compared to the state of the art, PIE reduces the code required to express an interactive pipeline by a factor of 6 in a case study on syntax-aware editors. Furthermore, we have evaluated PIE on two complex interactive software development pipelines, showing that the domain-specific integration of features in PIE enable concise expression of pipelines, which are normally cumbersome to express with a combination of traditional build systems and general-purpose languages.
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Scalable Incremental Building with Dynamic Task Dependencies

Abstract

Incremental build systems are essential for fast, reproducible software builds. Incremental build systems enable short feedback cycles when they capture dependencies precisely and selectively execute build tasks efficiently. A much overlooked feature of build systems is the expressiveness of the scripting language, which directly influences the maintainability of build scripts. In this chapter, we present a new incremental build algorithm that allows build engineers to use a full-fledged programming language with explicit task invocation, value and file inspection facilities, and conditional and iterative language constructs. In contrast to prior work on incrementality for such programmable builds, our algorithm scales with the number of tasks affected by a change and is independent of the size of the software project being built. Specifically, our algorithm accepts a set of changed files, transitively detects and re-executes affected build tasks, but also accounts for new task dependencies discovered during building. We have evaluated the performance of our algorithm in a real-world case study and confirm its scalability.

8.1 Introduction

Virtually every large software project employs a build system to resolve dependencies, compile source code, and package binaries. One great feature of build systems besides build automation is incrementality: After a change to a source or configuration file, only part of a build script needs re-execution while other parts can be reused from a previous run. Indeed, incremental build systems are a key enabler for short feedback cycles. The reliable and long-term maintainable usage of incremental build systems requires the following three properties:

Efficiency. The most obvious requirement is that rebuilds must be efficient. That is, the amount of time required for a rebuild must be proportional to how many build tasks are affected by a change. Specifically, a small change affecting few tasks should only incur a short rebuild time.

Precision. An incremental rebuild is only useful if it yields the exact same result as a clean build. To this end, incremental build systems must capture precise dependency information about file usage and task invocations. Make-like build systems do not offer means for capturing precise dependencies. Instead, over-approximation (*.h) leads to inefficiency because of considering too many files, and under-approximation (mylib.h) leads to incorrect rebuilds because of missing dependencies (e.g., other.h). Precise dependency information is
required for efficient and correct rebuilds.

**Expressiveness.** Like all software artifacts, build scripts grow during a project’s lifetime and require increasing maintenance. Therefore, build scripts should be written in expressive languages, avoiding accidental complexity. That is, build scripting languages should not require build engineers to apply complicated design patterns (e.g., recursive or generated Makefiles) for expressing common scenarios.

Current incremental build systems put a clear focus on efficiency and precision, but fall short in terms of expressiveness. In particular, in order to support incremental rebuilds, current systems impose a strict separation of configuration and build stages. All variability of the build process needs to be fixed in the configuration stage, whereas the build stage merely executes a pre-configured build plan. This model contradicts reality, where **how to build an artifact** depends on the execution of other build tasks. We have observed two sources of variability in building. First, based on the result of other tasks, **conditional building** selects one of multiple build tasks to process a certain input. Second, based on the result of other tasks, **iterative building** invokes build tasks multiple times on different inputs. In both cases, dependencies on task invocations only emerge during the build; build engineers cannot describe these dynamic dependencies in the configuration phase. We illustrate a concrete example in section 8.2.

A solution to the expressiveness problem is to provide build engineers with a full-fledged programming language. In such a system, build tasks are procedures that can invoke other build tasks in their body. Build tasks can inspect the output of invoked tasks and use that to conditionally and iteratively invoke further tasks. The problem of such a programmable build system is that it is difficult to achieve incrementality. We are only aware of a single build system that is both programmable and incremental: Pluto. Unfortunately, the incremental build algorithm of Pluto has an important limitation: To check which tasks need re-execution, Pluto needs to traverse the entire dependency graph of the previous build and has to touch every file that was read or written in the previous build. This contradicts our first requirement, **efficiency**, because the rebuild time of Pluto depends on the size of the software project more than it depends on the size of the change. In particular, even when no file was changed, Pluto’s algorithm requires seconds to determine that indeed no task requires re-execution. We illustrate Pluto’s algorithm using an example in section 8.2.

In this paper, we design, implement, and evaluate a new incremental build algorithm for build systems with dynamic task dependencies. While Pluto’s algorithm only takes the old dependency graph as input and traverses it top-down, our algorithm also takes a set of changed files and primarily traverses the dependency graph bottom-up. We can collect changed files, for example, from IDEs that manage their workspace or by using a file system watchdog. Our algorithm uses the changed files to drive rebuilding of tasks, only loading and executing those tasks that are (transitively) affected by a change. However,
due to dynamic task dependencies, the dependency graph can change from one build to the next one. Our build algorithm accounts for newly discovered and deleted task dependencies by mixing bottom-up and top-down traversals.

Our new incremental build algorithm provides significant performance improvements when changes are small. We have conducted a real-world case study on the Spoofax language workbench, a tool built for developing domain-specific languages (DSLs). The build script of Spoofax processes DSL specification files and generates interpreters, compilers, and IDE plug-ins for them. We found that our algorithm successfully eliminates the overhead of large dependency graphs and provides efficient rebuilding that is proportional to the change size.

In summary, we make the following contributions. We review programmatic build scripts, incremental building with Pluto, and why this does not scale (section 8.2). We describe our key idea of bottom-up incremental building, and what is needed to make it work (section 8.3). We present our hybrid incremental build algorithm that mixes bottom-up and top-down building (section 8.4), and briefly discuss its implementation (section 8.5). We evaluate the performance of the hybrid algorithm against Pluto’s algorithm with a case study on the Spoofax language workbench (section 8.6).

### 8.2 Background and Problem Statement

Most build systems provide a declarative scripting language. Declarative languages are great as they let developers focus on what to compute rather than how to compute it. However, we argue that declarativity is misdirected when it comes to describing sophisticated build processes that involve conditional and iterative task application.

For example, consider the build script in listing 8.1. We wrote this build script in the PIE build script language [91], which mostly provides standard programming language concepts. That is, the build script performs iterative building by defining and calling functions (tasks) like `main` and `parseYaml`, stores results of tasks in local variables such as `config` and `src` which can be immediately used by subsequent tasks, and involves conditional building with control structures like `if` and `for`. By and large, our build script is a normal program that happens to handle file paths and invoke external processes to generate and run tests. But how can we execute such a programmatic build script incrementally?

Most build systems require declarative specifications of build tasks for this reason: to support efficient incremental rebuilds. However, Erdweg et al. demonstrated that it is also possible to incrementally execute programmatic build scripts, with Pluto [56], a build system that incrementally executes build scripts written in Java. The PIE language we used in our example is an alternative front-end to Pluto [91].

The build algorithm of Pluto constructs a dependency graph of a build while the build script runs. For example, consider the dependency graph of our example script in fig. 8.1. The dependency graph contains a node for each invoked task and for each read or written file. Edges between nodes encode
dependencies. A task depends on the tasks it invokes and on the files it reads or writes. Moreover, when a task reads a file that was generated by another task, the reading task depends on the generating task such that the generating task is executed first. While not shown in our graph, both task-task edges and task-file edges are labeled with stamps (e.g., timestamp, hashsum) that determine if the task output respectively file content is up-to-date.

The incremental build algorithm of Pluto takes the dependency graph of the previous run and selectively reruns tasks to ensure consistency of the build. The dependency graph of a build is consistent if for each invoked task (i) all read and written files are up-to-date and (ii) the outputs of all called tasks are up-to-date. An incremental build algorithm is correct if it always restores consistency [36]. Or intuitively: a correct incremental build algorithm yields the same result as a clean build. The challenge is to restore consistency with as little computational effort as possible. For example, let us assume the initial dependency graph (top-left in fig. 8.1) is consistent to begin with. We discuss three different changes C1–C3:

C1. If we change file ./config.yaml to turn off style checking, task main becomes inconsistent since the stamp of its file dependency changes (e.g., newer timestamp, changed hashsum). We can restore consistency by rerunning tasks parseYaml and main only; all other tasks remain consistent since they neither invoke main nor read files written by main. The incremental build yields a new dependency graph (top-right in fig. 8.1), where the new invocation of main does not depend on checkStyle anymore.

C2. If instead, we change the content of user test ./test/X, task runTest(.test/X) becomes inconsistent and needs rerunning. Since task main

Listing 8.1: Build script that invokes tasks conditionally and iteratively at build time.
Figure 8.1: The dependency graph of a build captures task and file dependencies and is the basis for incremental building.

calls \texttt{runTest(.}/test/X)\texttt{), it needs rerunning if the boolean value returned by }\texttt{runTest} \texttt{flips. Either way, the dependency graph remains unaffected (bottom-left in fig. 8.1).}

\textbf{C3.} Finally, if we add a source file \texttt{./src/C}, tasks \texttt{checkStyle} and \texttt{genTests} are affected because they depend on the directory \texttt{./src}. If the new file has a style error, this affects \texttt{main} and yields a new dependency graph where no testing occurs (not shown). Otherwise, let us assume \texttt{genTests} produces a new test \texttt{./test-gen/C} for the added file, which affects \texttt{main}'s scan of directory \texttt{test-gen}. During the subsequent rerun of \texttt{main}, we discover a new task invocation \texttt{runTest(.}/test-gen/C)\texttt{)} (bottom-right in fig. 8.1).

The incremental build algorithm of Pluto can handle these and any other changes correctly. Moreover, the algorithm is optimally incremental in the sense that it only executes a task if absolutely necessary. The basic idea of the algorithm is to start at the root node(s) of the dependency graph, to traverse it depth-first, and to interleave consistency checking and rerunning. In particular, while rerunning a task that invokes another task, if the invoked task exists in the dependency graph, continue with consistency checking of the invoked task and only rerun it if necessary. This interleaving of consistency
checking and rerunning is what enables support for conditional and iterative task invocations.

**Problem Statement.** The incremental build algorithm of Pluto has an important limitation. Irrespective of the changed files, it has to traverse the entire dependency graph to check consistency and to discover tasks that need rerunning. While that may be fine for larger changes that affect large parts of the graph like \( C_3 \), the overhead for small-impact changes like \( C_2 \) is significant. Especially in interactive settings, where developers routinely trigger sequences of small-impact changes, this overhead can quickly render the system unresponsive. The problem is that the algorithm does not scale down to small changes when scaling up to large dependency graphs.

Our goal is to design, realize, and evaluate a new incremental build algorithm for programmatic build scripts that scales in the size of a change. That is, rebuild times should be proportional to the impact a change has on the overall build. In particular, rebuild times should be independent of the size of the dependency graph. These requirements preclude a full traversal of the dependency graph to discover affected tasks as done by Pluto. Instead, our new algorithm takes the set of changed files as input and only ever visits affected tasks.

### 8.3 Key Idea and Challenges

The key idea to increasing the scalability of the Pluto algorithm is to execute tasks **bottom-up**. In this section, we motivate this approach, and we discuss the corner cases that require adjustments to a pure bottom-up algorithm.

#### 8.3.1 Bottom-Up Traversal

The key problem of the Pluto build algorithm is that it visits and checks tasks that are ultimately unaffected. For example, in change \( C_2 \) in section 8.2, only a single task (**runTest**) is affected by the change to file \( .\text{test}/X \). However, Pluto will visit and check all reachable tasks in a top-down depth-first traversal, including the tasks that are not affected by the change (**parseYaml**, **checkStyle**, and **genTests**). Establishing that these tasks are unaffected is expensive, as our benchmarks demonstrate (section 8.6).

To make the algorithm scale, it should only visit the nodes of the dependency graph that are actually affected by a change. The changes that trigger a re-build are to **files**, which are at the **leaves** of the dependency graph. Tasks that need to be recomputed depend directly or indirectly on such file changes. Instead of looking for tasks that may indirectly depend on a change and gradually getting closer to the actual change, as Pluto does, why not start with those changes and the tasks that depend on them?

The key idea of our algorithm is to **traverse the dependency graph bottom-up**, driven by file changes, only visiting and checking affected tasks. The algorithm first executes the tasks that are **directly** affected by changed files. For example, in change \( C_2 \), file \( .\text{test}/X \) changes, which directly affects task **runTest(./test/X)**, which must therefore be re-executed. Tasks can also be
indirectly affected by a file change, namely when it reads a file produced by an affected task or when it reads the output value of an affected task. For example, in change C3, file ./src/C is added, which triggers re-execution of genTests, which yields a new output value to main, which thus is indirectly affected, re-executes, and creates a new runTest task. A subsequent edit of file ./src/C triggers genTests again, which produces the same value as before but updates the generated file ./test-gen/C, which affects the corresponding runTest task (the main task is not affected this time).

Thus, a bottom-up traversal executes tasks that are affected by changed files or by other affected tasks, following a path from the changed leaves of the dependency graph to the root(s). However, a pure bottom-up traversal is not adequate to support programmatic build scripts with dynamic dependencies. We discuss the adjustments that are necessary to realize an adequate algorithm.

8.3.2 Top-Down Initialization

In order to perform a bottom-up traversal over the dependency graph, we need a dependency graph to start with. Therefore, we start with Pluto’s top-down algorithm to obtain the initial dependency graph. This is efficient, since every task is affected in the initial build.

8.3.3 Early Cut-Off

By default, a bottom-up traversal takes the transitive closure of dependencies, re-executing all tasks on the path from a changed file to the root(s) of the dependency graph. However, re-execution of a task does not always lead to a new result. If the result was the same as before, the path to the root can be cut off early. For example, in C2 main depends on runTest(.test/X), which depends on the changed .test/X file. So, do we need to re-execute main? That depends on the output of task runTest(.test/X). If the result is a different (integer) value than before, the number of tests that fail changes, and main should be re-executed Otherwise, main is not affected and we can cut off the build early[1] as shown in the bottom-left part of fig. 8.1

8.3.4 Order of Recomputation

Another potential problem of naive bottom-up evaluation is that tasks may be executed multiple times. For example, in change C3, main depends on two existing affected tasks: checkStyle and genTests. A possible execution trace when checkStyle does affect main (not shown in the figure), is to execute checkStyle, then main which is affected by checkStyle, then execute genTests, and then execute main again because it is affected by genTests. Executing a task multiple times is not only inefficient, but also causes glitches: inconsistent results that are exposed to users.

To avoid such re-executions, we should ensure that all affected dependencies of a task are executed before the task itself. Instead of eagerly executing tasks

---

[1]In a real-world build script, runTest would output a report of which tests fail and why, and main would be re-executed whenever this changes. We support this, but chose to keep the example from section 8.2 simple for demonstration purposes.
when encountered during a bottom-up traversal, we schedule tasks in a priority queue, which is topologically sorted according to the dependency graph. Until the queue is empty, scheduled tasks are removed from the front of the queue and executed. The topological ordering of the priority queue ensures that task dependencies are executed before the task itself.

8.3.5 Dynamic Dependencies

The final challenge is to support dynamic dependencies during a bottom-up traversal. Consider change C3 again, where a new task \texttt{runTests(./test-gen/C)} is discovered by \texttt{main}. A bottom-up traversal can never detect such a dynamic dependency, since it only has access to the dependency graph of the previous run. To remedy this, we temporarily switch to top-down depth-first building when executing a task, so that the task can discover dependencies to new tasks, discover dependencies to existing tasks, or remove existing dependencies.

When discovering a dependency to a new task, top-down depth-first building continues recursively by (eagerly) executing the new task. For example, in change C3, task \texttt{main} is (indirectly) affected and thus is built in a top-down manner (after its dependencies \texttt{checkStyle} and \texttt{genTests} have been built), which recursively calls task \texttt{runTests(./test-gen/C)} and registers a dependency to it. Furthermore, when a dependency is discovered to a task \(t\) that exists in the old dependency graph, it might be affected already. That is, \(t\) and dependencies of \(t\) may have been scheduled in the queue. We cannot execute \(t\) before executing its dependencies. Therefore, we temporarily switch back to bottom-up building, executing dependencies of \(t\) that are scheduled in the queue, until \(t\) itself is executed or found unaffected. Then we switch back to top-down building and continue executing the caller. Finally, when a dependency is removed (i.e., dependency to a task that was made in the previous run, but not in this run), the dependency graph is updated, but no further action is taken.

8.3.6 Dependency Graph Validation

As in the Pluto algorithm, we also need to enforce validity of the dependency graph by detecting overlapping generated files, hidden task dependencies, and cyclic tasks. An overlapping generated file occurs when more than one task generates (creates or writes to) the same file. This makes it unclear in which order those tasks must be executed to bring the file into a consistent state, and is therefore disallowed. Furthermore, a hidden dependency occurs when a task requires (reads) a file that was generated by another task, without the requiring task depending on the generator task. Such a dependency must be made explicit, so that the generated file is updated by the generator task before being read by the requiring task. Finally, a task is cyclic when it (indirectly) calls itself. We disallow cyclic tasks to ensure termination of the build algorithm. We check these invariants on-the-fly while constructing the new dependency graph for subsequent incremental builds.
function buildNewTask(t, DGold)
    T_e := ∅
    O_c := ∅
    DGnew := DGold
    exec(t)

function buildWithChangedFiles(F, DGold)
    T_e := ∅
    O_c := ∅
    DGnew := DGold
    T_q := PriorityQueue(DGold, depOrder)
    schedAffByFiles(F, DGold)
    while T_q ≠ ∅ do
        execAndSchedule(T_q.poll(), DGold)

function exec(t)
    if t ∈ T_e then abort
    T_e := T_e ∪ t; val r := t.run(); T_e := T_e \ t
    DGnew := DGnew ∪ r; validate(t, r.output); observe(t, r.output)
    return r.output

function require(t, DGold)
    if o ← O_c[t] then return o
    else if t ∈ DGold then return requireNow(t, DGold)
    else return exec(t)

function requireNow(t, DGold)
    while val t_min := Q_minDepFromOrder(t) do
        T_q := T_q \ t_min
        val o := execAndSchedule(t_min, DGold)
        if t = t_min then return o
        val o := DGold.output(t)
        observe(t, o); O_c[t] := o; return o

function validate(t, r)
    for f ← r.genFiles do
        for (.gen) ← DGnew.callee(f) do
            if f ≢ gen then abort
    for f ← r.reqFiles do
        for (gen) ← DGnew.callee(f) do
            if ¬DGnew.callsTaskTr(t, gen) then abort
8.4 Change-Driven Incremental Building

In this section, we present our *hybrid algorithm* that mixes bottom-up and top-down incremental building based on the observations and ideas from the previous section. We present the algorithm in three parts: main functions (listing 8.2a), bottom-up building (listing 8.2b), and execution (listing 8.2c). All functions share four global variables defined at the top of listing 8.2a. Variable \( T_q \) is a topologically ordered priority queue of affected tasks that still need to be executed. Variable \( T_e \) is a set of currently executing tasks, used to detect cyclic tasks. Variable \( O_c \) is a cache of output values for tasks that have already been executed. Finally, variable \( DG_{new} \) is the new dependency graph that is constructed from the old dependency graph and dynamic dependencies on-the-fly.

We provide two entry points to incremental building in listing 8.2a, both of which first clear the set of executing tasks \( T_e \), clear the cache \( O_c \), and copy the old dependency graph \( DG_{old} \) to \( DG_{new} \). Function buildNewTask is the entry point for an initial build. Function buildWithChangedFiles is more interesting as it initiates bottom-up building. It takes as input a set of changed file paths \( F \), represented as filesystem path strings such as `./config.yaml`, and the old dependency graph \( DG_{old} \). The basic idea is to schedule and run affected tasks using priority queue \( T_q \) until all affected tasks are up-to-date. To this end, we create a new priority queue using the task dependencies in \( DG_{old} \) as a topological ordering. We call function schedAffByFiles (described below) with the old dependency graph to find all tasks directly affected by the changed file paths \( F \), and add those tasks to the queue \( T_q \). The main loop of bottom-up building is the following while-loop: As long as there are affected tasks in the queue, poll a scheduled task (retrieve the task at the front and remove it) from the queue, execute it, and add all tasks affected by it to the queue. Since the queue is topologically ordered, dependencies of tasks are executed before the task itself. Unless a task itself does not terminate (for example by recursively calling new tasks ad infinitum), the queue becomes empty at some point since cyclic tasks are disallowed, terminating the algorithm.

8.4.1 Bottom-Up Building

Whenever a task occurs in the priority queue \( T_q \), it is definitely affected (directly or indirectly) by changed files. Hence, no further consistency check is necessary. Function execAndSchedule in listing 8.2b accepts an affected task, runs it unconditionally using exec, and schedules new tasks based on the generated files and output value of the executed task. If a task does not change or create new generated files, nor produce a new output value, no new tasks will be scheduled and building may be cut off early.

Function schedAffByFiles schedules tasks based on changed file paths \( F \). If task \( t \) requires a changed file and the stamp \( stamp \) has changed (is inconsistent) then \( t \) is affected by the change to \( f \) and is scheduled by adding it to \( T_q \).
Analogously, if a task generates a file that has changed, it is affected and thus scheduled. A stamp contains a summary of a file’s content, such as the last modification date or a hash, and is used to efficiently check whether a file has changed with \texttt{isConsistent}. For example, when using the file’s modification date as a stamp, we compare the modification date in the stamp, with the current modification date of the file on the local filesystem, and consider the file changed if the modification date is different. We use the old dependency graph \(DG_{old}\) (computed in a previous run of the algorithm) to find tasks that require a file (\texttt{requiresOf}), and to find the task that generates a file (\texttt{generatorOf}), along with the stamp that was produced at the time the dependency was created.

Likewise, the \texttt{schedAffCallersOf} function schedules callers of task \(t\) based on changes to its output value \(o\). If \(t_{call}\) has a dependency to task \(t\), and that dependency is inconsistent with relation to the new output value \(o\) of \(t\), then \(t_{call}\) is affected by the new output value \(o\) and is scheduled. Similarly, we use a \texttt{stamp} of the output value, which could be the full output value, such as an integer representing the number of failing tests, or a summary of the value such as a hash, and compare the stamp with the new output value with \texttt{isConsistent}. Finally, the old dependency graph \(DG_{old}\) is used to find callers of a task with \texttt{callersOf}.

### 8.4.2 Execution, Requirement, and Validation

Function \texttt{exec} (listing 8.2c) executes the body of \(t\). During task execution, a task may require (call) other tasks with the \texttt{require} function. Therefore, we first need to check if we are already executing task \(t\), and abort when a cycle is detected. Then, we add \(t\) to the set of executing tasks \(T_e\), run the body of the task, and remove \(t\) from \(T_e\). Once execution completes, we update the new dependency graph \(DG_{new}\) with the result \(r\) of executing \(t\). A result \(r\) contains the dynamic dependencies the task made during execution: a set \texttt{reqFiles} of read files, \texttt{genFiles} of created or written to files, and a set \texttt{reqTasks} of other tasks that were called by \(t\); and the output value \texttt{output} that the task produced. A dependency graph \(DG\) is a set of those results, where each task has a single result. We then \texttt{validate} the new dependency graph, call any external observers of the task’s output with \texttt{observe}, cache the output, and finally return the output.

We use function \texttt{exec} to execute tasks both during bottom-up and top-down traversals. While \texttt{exec} is agnostic to the traversal order, function \texttt{require} must take care to handle tasks required bottom-up and top-down correctly. We distinguish three cases. If \(t\) was already executed (visited) this run, we return its cached output value \(O_c[t]\). Otherwise, we check if \(t\) was in the old dependency graph \(DG_{old}\). If task \(t\) is new and does \texttt{not} occur in \(DG_{old}\), then we execute it unconditionally. Note that no existing task in \(DG_{old}\) can depend or be affected by the new task \(t\).

If task \(t\) existed before in \(DG_{old}\), we only execute it if it is actually affected. Since the caller of \(t\) awaits the output of \(t\), we use function \texttt{requireNow} to force its checking and possible execution \texttt{now}. Task \(t\) is affected if it
occurs in queue $T_q$ or if any of its dependencies occurring in $T_q$ will affect it later. Function requireNow repeatedly finds dependency $t_{\text{min}}$ of $t$ that is lowest in the dependency graph (closes to the leaves). Since the queue only contains affected tasks, we execute $t_{\text{min}}$ and schedule tasks affected by it. We continue until either we have executed the required task $t$, or until no more dependencies of task $t$ are affected and we can reuse $t$’s output value from the old dependency graph with $DG_{\text{old}}.\text{OutputOf}(t)$. Note that this latter case always triggers for tasks scheduled bottom-up by buildWithChangedFiles, because their dependencies cannot occur in $T_q$ anymore.

The validate function incrementally validates the correctness of the new dependency graph after executing a task $t$. For a dependency graph to be correct, it may not have overlapping generated files, nor any hidden dependencies. If another task $t_{\text{gen}}$ generates the same file $f$ as $t$ does, there is an overlapping generated file and execution is aborted. Furthermore, if $t$ requires a file $f$ without a (transitive) task dependency on $t_{\text{gen}}$ that generates $f$, there is a hidden dependency and execution is aborted. In both cases, this signals that there is an error in the build script.

### 8.4.3 Properties

An incremental build algorithm is correct if it produces the exact same result as a clean build. Therefore, all affected and new tasks must be executed. Our algorithm is correct for tasks in the old dependency graph: if a task is affected, it will be scheduled. A task is affected directly by depending on a changed file, or indirectly (transitively) by depending on a changed file that an affected task generates, or by depending on the changed output of an affected task. All indirectly affected tasks are always found by traversing the dependency graph bottom-up, through polling the queue and scheduling affected tasks. Finally, all scheduled tasks are executed.

Our algorithm is also correct for new tasks that are executed top-down like the Pluto algorithm, which is correct [36]. The only difference is the requireNow function which first executes the dependencies of the task, but does eventually execute the task itself. Therefore, the hybrid algorithm is correct.

For optimality, we only consider and execute affected tasks. For existing tasks, this is true because only affected tasks are scheduled. New tasks are affected and always executed. However, we only want to execute needed tasks. The hybrid algorithm considers all task in the old dependency graph as needed. This is an overapproximation, because it can happen that an affected task is not needed any more after top-down execution, since a task may remove its dependency to an affected task. Therefore, theoretically, the hybrid algorithm is only partially optimal. However, this is a rare case, as shown in the evaluation in section 8.6.

### 8.5 Implementation

We have implemented the hybrid algorithm as an alternative execution algorithm for PIE [91], a system for developing interactive software development
pipelines, consisting of a DSL and API for implementing interactive pipelines, and a runtime for incrementally executing them. Interactive software development pipelines are similar to incremental build systems: they are used to incrementally build software artifacts, and also require fast feedback for usage in interactive environments with many low-impact changes such as IDEs and code editors. PIE builds forth on Pluto by reusing its model and algorithm, but provides a concise and expressive DSL for developing interactive pipelines and build scripts, minimizing boilerplate in contrast to Pluto’s Java API.

Our algorithm is implemented as a separate executor in the PIE runtime, fully conforming to its API. That is, we can run existing PIE build scripts without changes to our algorithm. Furthermore, since PIE implements the Pluto build algorithm, we can compare our algorithm against Pluto’s, for the exact same build scripts. PIE, including our hybrid algorithm, is open source software that can be found online [116].

8.6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the hybrid algorithm, compared to Pluto’s pure top-down algorithm. We describe our experimental setup, show the results, interpret them, and discuss threats to validity.

8.6.1 Experimental Setup

We compare the performance of the Pluto incremental build algorithm, as implemented in the PIE runtime, against our hybrid incremental build algorithm, which we have implemented in PIE runtime.

Build Script. As a build script, we reuse the Spoofax-PIE pipeline, a reimplementation of a large part of the Spoofax pipeline, which was used as a case study of PIE [91] (section 7.6, listing 7.5). Spoofax [75] is a language workbench [38] (a set of tools for developing languages) in which languages are specified in terms of meta-languages, such as SDF [153] for syntax specification, and NaBL [5, 109, 89] for name and type analysis. The Spoofax pipeline derives artifacts from a language specification, such as a parse table for parsing, and a constraint generator and solver for solving name and type analysis. Furthermore, Spoofax supports interactive language development in an IDE setting, enabling a language developer to modify a language specification, resulting in immediate feedback in example programs of that language, and also supports developing multiple languages side-by-side. The Spoofax-PIE reimplementation supports these features. The build script is open-source and can be found online [132].

As input, the Spoofax build script takes a workspace directory consisting of language specifications, where each language specification has a configuration file describing how to build the language specification, a specification of the syntax, styling, and name and type analysis in meta-languages, and example programs. A configuration file at the root of the workspace lists the locations of all language specifications, and locations of the Spoofax meta-languages. As a concrete workspace, we use a directory with three Spoofax language
specifications for the Tiger, Calc, and MiniJava languages.

Describing the Spoofax build script is outside of the scope of this paper. However, we do argue why Spoofax requires a programmatic build script with dynamic dependencies. The Spoofax build script frequently makes use of conditional building, where the result of executing a task influences a condition for another task. For example, when a program fails to parse, the program cannot be analyzed, since analysis requires an AST. Therefore, a condition that checks whether the parsing task succeeds guards the analysis task. Furthermore, Spoofax also makes frequent use of iterative building, where tasks are invoked multiples on different inputs which are outputs of previous tasks. For example, there is a single task description for parsing a file, which is dispatched based on the result of parsing the workspace configuration file, parsing the language specification configuration files, the concrete files that are in the workspace, and the extension of each file. Without a programmatic build script, all these forms of variability would have to be encoded in the configuration step of a declarative build script, which is not possible because many values only become evident during build script execution.

**Changes.** To measure incremental performance, we have synthesized a chain of 60 realistic changes with varying impacts. First, a from-scratch build is performed that builds all language specifications. Then, we make changes in the form of opening or changing a text editor, requiring execution of a task that provides feedback for that editor, or of modifying and saving a file, which requires execution of tasks that keep the workspace up-to-date.

Changes include: editing and saving example programs, styling specifications, syntax specifications, and name and type analysis specifications; adding a new language specification; undoing changes; and two extreme cases where we run the build with no or all files changed. These changes have varying impacts, where the impact is determined by how many tasks are affected by a change, and the run time of those tasks. For example, changing a syntax definition file requires recompilation of the parse table and reparsing of all example programs. Changing the name and types specification has a larger impact because it requires regeneration of a constraint generator, compilation of the constraint generator, application of the generator against all example programs, and finally application of the constraint solver to solve all generated constraints. A small impact change is editing an example program in an editor, which just requires parsing, styling, and analysis for that program.

We run the exact same changes against the Pluto and our hybrid algorithm, with the only difference that we pass the changed files to our hybrid algorithm, whereas Pluto does not require this. We run the chain of changes against one algorithm in one go, to simulate a full editing session.

**Technicalities.** We run the benchmark using the JMH [69] benchmarking framework, which runs the benchmark for an algorithm in a separate forked JVM, letting the JVM JIT fully specialize to that algorithm. Furthermore, it runs the benchmark multiple times before starting measurements, to ensure that the JVM is warmed up. Finally, it ensures that the garbage collector is executed
Figure 8.2: Column chart with aggregate benchmark time measurements. The x-axis represent the different changes (described below), the y-axis represents the time taken in seconds in logarithmic scale. For each change, we show the time taken for the Pluto algorithm and our hybrid algorithm. A = initial build, B = all editor changes, C = example program changes, D = styling specification changes, E = adding language specification, F = syntax specification small change, G = syntax specification cascading change, H = syntax specification refactor, I = analysis specification changes, J = analysis specification refactor, K = no changes, L = all files changed.

before running a benchmark, so that garbage produced in a previous run does not influence the new one.

We have executed the benchmark on a MacBook Pro with a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3 memory, and a SSD, running macOS 10.12.6. The benchmark was executed with a 64-bit JRE of version 1.8.0b144, with 16 MB of stack memory, and 4 GB of heap memory.

8.6.2 Results and Interpretation

We now show the benchmarking results and interpret them. It is not possible to discuss time measurements for all 60 changes. Therefore we aggregate the time taken for different kinds of changes and show those instead. Figure 8.2 shows the time measurements for each aggregated change, for both the Pluto and hybrid algorithm, in a column chart with logarithmic scale. We now go over the results for each kind of change.

A) Initial build. First, we perform an initial build, building all language specifications. To obtain the initial dependency graph, we use top-down building. Therefore, both the Pluto and hybrid algorithm perform identically.

B) Editor changes. We aggregate the running time for all editor changes: both opening new editors and editor text changes, for example programs and language specifications. For all editor changes combined, the hybrid algorithm is 11 seconds faster, providing a speedup of 1016%. The speedup is high because these changes have a small impact, and therefore are efficiently handled by the hybrid algorithm. It is important to quickly process editor
changes in IDEs, as programmers make many changes to editors and require fast feedback cycles.

C) **Example program file changes.** We modify the files of several example program, and add a new example program file. For these changes combined, the hybrid algorithm takes 0.005 seconds, providing a 9 second (182133%) speedup. Again, these changes have a small impact, and are therefore efficiently handled by the hybrid algorithm, whereas the Pluto algorithm still requires checking of the entire dependency graph.

D) **Styling specification change.** We modify the styling specification of the Calc language, and add a styling specification to the Tiger language. For these changes, the hybrid algorithm is 8 seconds faster, providing a 1245% speedup. The impact of these changes are slightly larger: changes to the styling specification require re-styling of open editors, but are still relatively smaller in impact and thus efficiently handled.

E) **Adding language specification.** We add the MiniJava language to the workspace, requiring it to be built, and its example programs to be processed. Since this change causes many new tasks to be executed, its impact is large. The hybrid algorithm performs roughly the same as the Pluto algorithm, providing only a 2.9 second (11%) speedup because of reduced dependency graph checking.

F) **Syntax specification small change.** We modify lexical syntax definition of the Calc language to parse numbers incorrectly, and undo the change afterwards. This requires the parse table to be rebuilt, and requires processing of Calc’s example programs. The hybrid algorithm provides a 4.5 second (118%) speedup, because a smaller part of the dependency graph is checked.

G) **Syntax specification cascading change.** We modify the Calc syntax definition in such a way that the resulting parser will fail to parse all example programs, and also in such a way that new AST signatures need to be generated. From the syntax specification, Spoofax generates AST signature files that the name and type analysis uses. These signature files have changed, therefore requiring the name and type analysis specification to be recompiled. Finally, all example programs must be reparsed and reanalyzed.

However, because example programs cannot be parsed any more, they also cannot be analyzed any more, since name and type analysis requires an AST. Therefore, the dependency from the process example file task, to the task that analyzes the AST of an example program, disappears. The Pluto algorithm first visits the process example file task, which removes its dependency to the analysis task, and therefore never recompiles the name and type analysis specification. However, the hybrid algorithm goes bottom-up to first recompile the name and type analysis specification, and only then executes the process example file task, therefore executing a task that was not required to be executed. In this case, the hybrid algorithm was 13 seconds slower, causing a 61% slowdown.

This is a tradeoff of the hybrid algorithm: if a dependency to a task disap-
pears, the hybrid algorithm will still visit it. However, these cases are very rare, only a single change triggers this kind of behavior. For example, if at least one example program could be parsed into an AST (possibly through error recovery), the analysis specification has to be recompiled. We undo the change afterwards to make example programs parse again.

H) Syntax specification refactor. We refactor a part of the MiniJava syntax definition into another file, which results in a semantically equivalent parser. The hybrid algorithm provides a 14.5 second (483%) speedup, because it first rebuilds the parse table, detects that it did not change, and then cuts off the build early. Contrary to the previous change, a bottom-up traversal here helps in cutting down the incremental build time, by not even traversing the unaffected part of the dependency graph.

I) Analysis specification change. We modify the name and type analysis specification of the Calc language, such that it scopes bindings differently, and undo the change afterwards. Because changing these specifications has a moderate impact, the hybrid algorithm provides a moderate 9.7 second speedup (52%).

J) Analysis specification refactor. We refactor a part of the Tiger name and type analysis specification into another file. Even though this results in a semantically equivalent analyzer, the change detection of the Spoofax-PIE build script is not smart enough to detect this. Because compiling the name and type analysis specification, and then performing constraint solving for all Tiger example programs, is expensive, this change has a large impact. Therefore, the Pluto and hybrid algorithm perform nearly identically.

K) No changes. When there are no changes, the hybrid algorithm essentially performs no work, completing in sub-millisecond time, while the Pluto algorithm still needs to check the entire dependency graph, costing 3.3 seconds of time. This is the constant overhead that even small-impact changes suffer from with the Pluto algorithm, which the hybrid algorithm saves.

L) All files changed. Finally, we change all source files by appending a space to the end of each file. Realistically, this kind of change can happen when checking out a different branch in a source control management system such as Git. When all source files change, using a bottom-up approach makes no sense, since (almost all) tasks will be affected, while incurring overhead because of scheduling. Therefore, we detect when more than 50% of source files (all required files, for which there is no generator task) change, and run a top-down build with the Pluto algorithm instead, therefore running as fast as the Pluto algorithm does. This heuristic seems to work well, but may require further tweaking.

Conclusion. We can conclude that, for this build script and workspace directory, our algorithm scales better with the impact of a change than the Pluto algorithm, for many kinds of changes. The only exceptions being when all files are changed, for which a full rebuild could be triggered, or when a dependency to an expensive task is removed, which rarely happens.
8.6.3 Threats to Validity

A possible threat to validity is that we have benchmarked the algorithms against a single build script. However, it is a complex build script that represents the realistic scenario of interactive language development in a language workbench. For example, the build script requires dynamic file dependencies in order to track precise dependencies which only become evident during a build. Furthermore, it also requires dynamic task dependencies, in order to dispatch the correct tasks based on the configuration of the workspace and each language specification.

Another possible threat is that we have synthesized a chain of changes, instead of using existing change scenarios. However, we have constructed 60 changes to different kinds of aspects; such as changing an example program, and changing a file of the syntax specification; and with varying levels of impact, ranging from changing the text in a single editor, to changing a file of the name and type specification, which transitively affects many other tasks.

8.7 Related Work

We now discuss related work, starting with the large body of work on incremental build systems with static dependencies.

Static Dependencies. Make [133] is an incremental build system with declarative build rules based on files. It has limited support for dynamic file dependencies, and no proper support for dynamic task dependencies. Because of these limitations, Make scales well for simple build scripts, since it can first topologically sort dependencies, iterate over the dependencies, and incrementally execute affected tasks. While it is possible to emulate dynamic task dependencies, this requires tedious Makefile generation, encoding of all dependencies as files, and recursive Make execution. Therefore, Make is not sufficient for more complicated build scripts.

Many build systems follow a similar approach to Make, first building a task DAG, and then executing it. For example, Gradle [67], Bazel [47], Buck [40], PROM [79], Fabricate [64], Tup [127], and Ninja [99] follow this approach, with slight variations. Gradle is a build automation tool, programmable in the Groovy language, that, like our hybrid algorithm, also supports values as inputs and outputs of tasks. PROM replaces declarative make rules with logical programming, while keeping the same incremental build algorithm. Fabricate uses system tracing to automatically infer file dependencies, but is only supported on Linux. Tup, like our hybrid build algorithm, requires a list of changed files as input, instead of scanning all files, to more efficiently build the task DAG. Ninja, unlike Make, detects changes to the commands of a rule, resulting in a rebuild if the rule is changed. None of the above systems supports dynamic file or task dependencies.

Dynamic Dependencies. Some build systems intertwine incremental execution with the discovery of file and task dependencies. Pluto [36] is a Java library for developing incremental build scripts with dynamic dependencies. As
discussed throughout this paper, Pluto uses a top-down algorithm that does not scale to small changes over large dependency graphs.

OMake [62] is a build system with Make-like syntax, but with a richer dependency tracking mechanism and a more complicated algorithm. It has limited support for dynamic file dependencies through scanner rules that scan depfiles and register their dependencies during execution. However, it does not support dynamic task dependencies; all tasks dependencies are specified statically in the build rules.

Shake [107, 108] is a Haskell library for implementing build scripts with incremental execution. It has limited support for dynamic file dependencies, allowing needed files to be discovered dynamically, but generated file dependencies must be specified statically as the build target. It also has limited support for dynamic task dependencies: Tasks are named by keys, and those tasks can be required like files through their keys. However, these tasks are not parameterized, nor can they return values, making their use as dynamic task dependencies tedious.

Incremental Computing. Our work is also related to approaches on incremental computing. Datalog [22] is a logic programming language with incremental solvers [50]. The are several differences between our hybrid algorithm and incremental Datalog solvers. Datalog solvers can deal with cycles, eagerly compute all facts, and use static dependencies from the Datalog program, whereas the hybrid algorithm (and build systems in general) disallow cycles, only compute demanded facts, and use dynamic dependencies.

Adapton [52, 51] is a library for on-demand (lazy) incremental computation. Like the Pluto and our hybrid algorithm, Adapton supports a form of dynamic task dependencies: dynamic computation dependencies which form a computation (thunk) graph. Initially, Adapton builds a full computation graph. When the computation graph is affected by a change, edges of thunks are marked as dirty. Then, when a dirtied computation is demanded, it transitively "cleans" the edges of thunks during change propagation, re-executing out-of-date computations. Nominal Adapton’s [51] formal development relaxes the ordering of dirtying and cleaning, allowing dirtying while change propagation is running. However, the algorithm or implementation with this relaxed ordering is not described.

8.8 Conclusion

We have shown the need for an efficient, precise, and expressive build system. Many build systems are efficient and precise, but not expressive, making complex build script development tedious. Pluto, a recent incremental build system that supports programmable build scripts with dynamic dependencies, is expressive, but does not scale with the impact of a change, because it requires a top-down traversal over the entire dependency graph for each change. To overcome this scalability problem, we have realized a hybrid algorithm that mixes bottom-up building for scalability, and top-down building for expressiveness through dynamic dependencies. We have evaluated the
performance of our hybrid algorithm against Pluto’s algorithm, with a case study on the Spoofax language workbench. The evaluation demonstrates that the hybrid algorithm, with the exception of one kind of change, indeed scales better with the impact of a change, and is therefore faster than the Pluto algorithm, in particular for low-impact changes.
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Conclusion

We now conclude by summarizing interactive programming systems, our vision of language-parametric methods, and our five core contributions. We discuss our thesis, and how our core contributions relate to it. Finally, we end by discussing directions for future work.

9.1 Interactive Programming Systems

A programming system for a programming language supports the development of programs through a batch compiler that validates programs and by transforming those programs into executable forms. An interactive programming system additionally supports the development of programs by providing automatic, continuous, responsive, and inline feedback to the programmer. However, a programming system is only truly interactive when it is correct and responsive.

A method to achieve responsiveness is incrementality, where the response time is proportional to the impact of a change. Furthermore, responsiveness is only achieved when incrementality is scalable, where the incremental system can scale down to many low-impact changes, and scale up to large inputs. This is especially important in interactive programming systems, since the majority of changes are small (e.g., typing a character into a source code editor), and programs are large. Finally, it is important that correctness is still guaranteed in the presence of scalable incrementality.

However, manually implementing an incremental system is a challenge as it requires the application of cross-cutting techniques such as dependency tracking, caching, cache invalidation, change detection, and persistence, which are complicated and error-prone to implement. Furthermore, scalable incrementality increases the challenge, as incrementality must scale up to large dependency graphs, cache large amounts of data, do cache invalidation through these large graphs, and detect low-impact changes. Finally, the scalable and incremental implementation must be correct, which is unlikely when manually implementing complicated and error-prone techniques.

Therefore, our vision is to use language-parametric methods to develop responsive and correct interactive programming systems. Such a language-parametric method takes as input an implementation or description of a programming language, and automatically produces (parts of) an interactive programming system, without the language developer having to manually implement a correct, incremental, and scalable interactive programming system.

Our thesis is that these language-parametric methods for developing interactive programming systems are feasible and useful. We have shown feasibility of language-parametric methods in the five core contributions of this dissertation by developing three language-parametric methods: declarative specification of
incremental name and type analysis, bootstrapping of language workbench meta-DSLs, and pipelining of interactive programming systems.

9.2 LANGUAGE-PARAMETRIC METHODS

We now summarize the language-language parametric methods developed in this dissertation and discuss their usefulness.

9.2.1 Incremental Name and Type Analysis

We have developed a language-parametric method for incremental name and type analysis consisting of the NaBL (chapter 2), and the incremental task engine (chapter 3).

NaBL is a meta-DSL for declarative specification of name binding and scope rules of programming languages in terms of definitions and use sites, properties of names, namespaces for separating categories of names, scopes in which definitions are visible, and imports between scopes. From such a specification, the NaBL compiler derives a name analysis and editor services for inline error checking, reference resolution, and code completion, freeing the language developer from having to manually implement these parts. Therefore, NaBL is a language-parametric method for developing correct name analysis and corresponding interactive editor services.

We extend NaBL with incrementality and type checking, using a language independent task engine for incremental name and type analysis. In this approach, we specify name and scope rules in NaBL, typing rules in TS – a meta-DSL for simple type system specification – from which we automatically derive a traversal that collects naming and typing tasks when given a program. These tasks are sent to the task engine, which then executes changed tasks to incrementally execute name and type analysis, updating data structures required for editor services, and responsively updating inline error messages. Therefore, NaBL, TS, and the task engine are a language-parametric method for developing correct and responsive name and type analysis with corresponding editor services.

We have evaluated NaBL by specifying the name binding of a subset of C# (sections 2.2 and 2.3), and have evaluated the task engine approach by specifying the name and type rules of the WebDSL language and by confirming responsiveness through benchmarking (section 3.6). Furthermore, as discussed in chapter 4, the task engine approach is used to specify and run the incremental name and type analysis of the Green-Marl [63, 94] DSL, and the NaBL, TS, and SDF [153] meta-DSLs of the Spoofax [75] language workbench. Finally, NaBL, TS, and the task engine were used to teach students about incremental name and type analysis as part of the 2015-2016 edition of the Compiler Construction lab [145] where they develop a full version of the MiniJava [9] language.
9.2.2 Bootstrapping meta-DSLs of Language Workbenches

A bootstrapped compiler can compile its own source code, because the compiler is written in the compiled language itself, providing several benefits such as a high-level implementation of the compiler, a large-scale test case for the compiler, and improvement dissemination. However, DSLs have limited expressiveness (by design) and are therefore ill-suited for bootstrapping. Therefore, language workbenches provide high level meta-languages for developing DSLs and their compilers, freeing language developers from having to bootstrap their DSLs. What we desire instead, is bootstrapping the meta-language compilers of language workbenches, to inherit the benefits of bootstrapping stated above.

However, bootstrapping a language workbench is complicated by the fact that most provide multiple separate domain-specific meta-languages for describing different language aspects such as syntax, name and type analysis, code generation, and so forth. Thus, in order to build a meta-language compiler, we need to apply multiple meta-language compilers, entailing intricate dependencies that sound language workbench bootstrapping needs to handle. Furthermore, meta-languages often generate generators, which may in turn generate more generators, requiring an unknown number of build iterations to apply all generators and possibly find defects in them.

Our solution to these problems is to do versioning and dependency tracking between meta-languages, and perform fixpoint bootstrapping, where we iteratively self-apply meta-language compilers to derive new versions until no change occurs, or until we find a defect (listing 5.1). Bootstrapping operations can be started, cancelled (when diverging), and rolled back (when defect) interactively, supporting the interactive programming system of the language workbench. In conclusion, our bootstrapping approach provides a (meta)language-parametric method for correctly and interactively bootstrapping the meta-languages of language workbenches, in an interactive programming environment.

We have evaluated our bootstrapping approach by bootstrapping the eight meta-DSLs of the Spoofax language workbench (section 8.6). We make seven realistic changes to one or more meta-languages and perform fixpoint bootstrapping operations. We were able to create new baselines after successful bootstrapping attempts; make breaking changes by decomposing changes into multiple compatible ones; find defects in changes, roll back to the existing baseline, fix the defect, and reattempt bootstrapping; and perform these operations in the interactive programming system of Spoofax.

To this day, we are still bootstrapping the meta-languages of Spoofax as part of its build. We are still versioning, creating explicit dependencies, and releasing new baselines of Spoofax’s meta-languages, even with the addition of two extra meta-DSLs: FlowSpec and Statix.

9.2.3 Pipelining of Interactive Programming Systems

We have developed PIE, which provides a language-parametric method for developing interactive software development pipelines, a superset of correct and
responsive interactive programming environments (chapter 7); and developed a change-driven algorithm for PIE which makes it scalable (chapter 8).

An interactive software development pipeline automates parts of the software engineering process, such as building software via build scripts, but also reacts immediately to changes in input, and provides timely feedback to the user. An interactive programming system is an instance of such a pipeline, where changes to programs are immediately processed to provide timely feedback to programmers. However, interactivity complicates the development of pipelines, if responsiveness and correctness become the responsibility of the pipeline programmer, rather than being supported by the underlying system.

PIE consists of a DSL, API, and runtime for developing correct and responsive interactive software development pipelines, where ease of development is a focus. The PIE DSL serves as a front-end for developing pipelines with minimal boilerplate in a functional language. The PIE API is a lower-level front-end for developing foreign pipeline functions which cannot be modeled in the DSL. Finally, the runtime incrementally executes pipelines implemented in the API using Pluto’s incremental build algorithm.

However, the incremental build algorithm that we used did not scale, because it needs to traverse the entire dependency graph (produced in a previous build) from top to bottom, making the run-time of the algorithm dependent on the size of the dependency graph, not the impact of the change. This quickly became a problem in interactive programming systems, where there are many changes and those changes have a low-impact (e.g., programmer typing characters into an editor), while the program and its induced dependency graph is large.

To solve this scalability problem, we have developed a new incremental build algorithm that performs change-driven rebuilding (listings 8.2a to 8.2c). Our algorithm scales with the impact of a change, and is independent from the size of the dependency graph, because it only ever visits affected tasks. Therefore, PIE with our change-driven incremental build algorithm provides a language-parametric method for developing correct and responsive interactive programming systems. Furthermore, PIE can more generally be applied to interactive software development pipelines, such as build scripts, continuous integration pipelines, benchmarking pipelines.

We evaluate PIE with a case study by reimplementing a significant part of the interactive programming system of the Spoofax language workbench (listing 7.5). The existing pipeline of Spoofax’s interactive programming system was scattered across four different formalisms, decreasing ease of development; overapproximates dependencies, causing loss of incrementality; and underapproximates dependencies, causing loss of correctness. However, with PIE, we can easily integrate the different components of Spoofax; such as its parser, analyzers, transformations, build scripts, editor services, meta-languages, and dynamic language loading; into a single formalism. PIE ensures that the pipeline is correct and responsive, without the pipeline programmer having to implement techniques such as incrementality, or without having to reason about correctness.

We also experimentally evaluate the performance of our change-driven
bottom-up algorithm with the Spoofax pipeline (fig. 8.2). To measure incremental performance an scalability, we synthesized a chain of 60 realistic changes of varying types and impacts, ranging from changing an example program, to changing the syntax specification of a language, to adding a new language specification. Results show that for low-impact changes (i.e., changes that only cause a small number of tasks to be actually affected), our change-driven algorithm is several orders of magnitude faster than the previous algorithm we used, while not slower for high-impact changes.

Finally, to show that PIE can be used for other interactive software development pipelines, we have also performed a case study with the benchmarking suite from the accompanying artifact [136] of Criterion [137], which measures performance of immutable data structures on the JVM. Criterion uses a bash script to orchestrate benchmarking tasks, requiring to re-run all benchmarks after changes. We converted this script into a PIE pipeline (listing 7.6), which runs each benchmark and subject pair in isolation, enabling incrementality where PIE only executes a benchmark against all subjects if a benchmark changes, and only executes a subject against all benchmarks when a subject changes.

9.3 Future Work

We now discuss future work on incremental name and type analysis, bootstrapping of meta-DSLs, and pipelining of interactive programming systems.

9.3.1 Incremental Name and Type Analysis

Expressiveness. As discussed in chapter 4, future work for NaBL, TS and the task engine is to increase the expressiveness of the approach to support more kinds of names, scopes, and type systems. Much of this future work has already been done in the context of Scope Graphs [109], an extension of scope graphs into a full analysis framework based on constraint solving [5], and further improvements to expressiveness [6]. However, making this constraint-based analysis framework feasible for interactive programming systems is still a challenge, as it is not yet incremental nor scalable, and does not provide editor services such as good inline error messages, code completion, semantic code styling, and occurrence highlighting. Therefore, future work should focus on the combination of high expressiveness of name and type systems, while properly supporting correct and responsive interactive programming systems.

Type-Directed Transformations. Furthermore, transformations are frequently name or type-directed instead of syntax-directed (e.g., compile a Java class into a class file, for every public Java class in the program), or need to query (properties of) names or types. NaBL supports this by building an index of names and providing an API to it, and the task engine supports this by building tasks which represent queries, for which the value is available through an API when performing a transformation. While it is possible to do name and type-directed transformations, these APIs feel ad-hoc, and do not support incremental transformations. One interesting direction of future work is to fig-
ure out a high-quality API for name and type-directed transformations, name and type queries, and how to (automatically) incrementalize transformations with such an API.

**Updating Analysis Data after Transformations.** Finally, a frequently occurring pattern in compilation is to perform multiple small optimization transformations to the program, where each one transforms the program into a new (semantically equivalent) program. However, after such a transformation, the name and type information can be invalidated, because names or types may have been renamed, created, removed, or moved into a different scope. Since optimizations need access to name and type information, we must re-execute name and type analysis to make that information up-to-date again. Even when name and type analysis is incremental, it is costly to do so because of change detection and other overhead, which dominates when hundreds or even thousands of small optimization transformations occur. Therefore, another interesting direction of future work is to figure out how to incrementally update name and type information after (small) transformations.

9.3.2 Bootstrapping of Meta-DSLs

Our fixpoint bootstrapping approach either produces a new baseline or finds a defect after a number of fixpoint iterations, or diverges when the compilers of the meta-DSLs diverge. Therefore, our approach is a dynamic one: we can only figure this out after executing the compilers of the meta-DSLs. Future work could be to find out a way to do this statically, possibly by exploiting the fact that compilers typically converge.

Finally, bootstrapping can also be seen as a sort of pipeline. It is currently not possible to perform fixpoint bootstrapping with PIE, as PIE does not have a fixpoint operations. If we want to integrate fixpoint bootstrapping in PIE, we need to add an incremental fixpoint operation to PIE.

9.3.3 Pipelining of Interactive Programming Systems

There is a lot of future work for PIE in the space of pipelining of interactive programming systems, and software development pipelines in general.

**Observability.** PIE currently does not track if (the effect of) a task is observable to the outside world. For example, if we create a task that provides feedback for a code editor (e.g., code styling and inline error messages), but that code editor is currently not visible (e.g., it is hidden behind another window or was closed by the programmer), then we do not need to execute that task when the code changes, because the effect is not observable. We need to track which tasks are observable to the outside world, provide operations for marking tasks as (un)observed, and never execute tasks that are directly or transitively unobserved, to increase efficiency. The challenge is to find an efficient way to maintain this information, while keeping the incremental build algorithm correct. Furthermore, observability information could be used to perform garbage collection of tasks that are no longer required.
Concurrency. PIE currently does not support concurrency or parallelism. Interactive programming systems are concurrent systems where multiple things can happen concurrently, such as running name and type analysis on one program, while parsing another program, while the user is requesting code completion. Similarly, processors have many cores which require parallelism to exploit. Concurrent and parallelism support is a challenge in the presence of dynamic dependencies, as multiple tasks could read/write to files concurrently without prior knowledge, causing conflicts. Furthermore, concurrently running tasks require a consistency model such as eventual consistency, as tasks may use the values produced by other tasks. Extending the PIE model and algorithm with concurrency and parallelism while overcoming these problems is a challenge. It is also a technical challenge, as efficient concurrent and parallel execution is hard to implement right, especially in the presence of the mutable filesystem, incrementality, and persistence.

Deferred Tasks. PIE currently does not support deferring a task while it is executing: a task either fully executes, or fails. Deferring execution is useful in the case where a task currently does not have enough information yet to execute, and that information cannot be retrieved by executing another task, because it is unknown which task provides this information. For example, in name analysis, use sites in a module frequently refer to definition sites in other modules through imports. However, when the other module has not been analyzed yet, and it is unknown where this module resides, it is not possible to complete name analysis for the current module, and the task must be deferred until the other module has been analyzed. The challenge here is to extend the PIE model and algorithm with support for deferring tasks in an efficient way, possibly through coroutines or other asynchronous programming models.

Partial Evaluation. Partial evaluation could be used to automate deployment in PIE pipelines. Tasks in a pipeline depend on other data by depending on the files or output values from other tasks. Sometimes, this data is completely dynamic. For example, in a live language development pipeline for a DSL, the task that compiles programs of the DSL depends on another task that builds the compiler, which in turn depends on the compiler specification source files of the DSL. Whenever this compiler specification changes, a new compiler is built, and all example programs are recompiled with this new compiler.

On the other hand, when we want to deploy the DSL to a customer’s computer, the compiler does not change any more and becomes completely static. Instead of deploying the compiler specification source files to the customer, we would rather only deploy the compiler, to avoid the customer having to build the compiler, having to store source files which never change, and possibly to prevent reverse engineering of the compiler via source code. Currently, to achieve this, we would need to manually adapt the pipeline to accept both compiler specification source files and a built compiler, which is tedious. With partial evaluation, we can automate this process by specifying which input data is static, execute the tasks of the pipeline, and replace tasks which (transitively) depend on completely static data with a task that just
returns the static data.

Applications. Finally, we want to keep evaluating PIE by application to more subdomains of interactive software development pipelines.
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